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ABSTRACT
Sometimes, people using different epistemological strategies have to work together on a shared
project. The differences between their epistemological strategies may make it difficult to share
knowledge relevant to their shared goals. Especially in the context of shared projects, it is
sometimes inappropriate or impractical to normatively intervene on the epistemological
strategies other people are using. This might be because doing so would harm the working
relationship, or because a project is time-sensitive enough that deep epistemological discussions
are impossible. In this kind of case, knowledge must be 'translated' so it can be sharedknowledge justified within one epistemological system must be made intelligible in another. The
parties need not agree that a particular piece of supposed knowledge is true, but they do both
need to understand it in order to move forward together
This dissertation develops a roadmap for non-ideal epistemological analysis of the
conversational barriers that incompatible epistemological strategies can raise to informationsharing, with clinical bioethical communication as a guiding example. I have called this strategy
epistemological hermeneutics: the practice of making one’s epistemological strategy understood.
Epistemological Hermeneutics allows us to learn from people who know differently than we do
in real-life conversations.
I take the insights from bioethicists and researchers looking at these cases to set up a framework
of way that bridging an epistemological gap in conversation looks like. This project stays close
to reports from doctors who encounter this kind of clinical conversation, reports from patients
who believe in miracles, and descriptions (from bioethicists) of how to make this conversation
go well. From analyses of successful conclusions to these conversations and attention to the
specific epistemological differences between medical professionals and miracle-invoking
patients, I backward-engineer a set of steps which will reliably lead a medical professional who
is entirely ignorant of their patient's epistemology to be able to identify what their patient is
trying to express and respond appropriately when they are facing a patient using an unfamiliar
knowing-strategy.
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Chapter One: The Study of Epistemological Hermeneutics
1. The Subject of This Dissertation
In this dissertation, I will analyze an important category of real-world conversations.
Sylvia Millecam, a Dutch actress, famously recounted having this kind of conversation to a
television interviewer before her death.
In 2000, Millecam was diagnosed with breast cancer. However, her cancer was treatable,
and many medical professionals told her that with chemotherapy she would likely be cured.
Instead, she stopped conventional treatment for her cancer in order to pursue magnetic
acupuncture and salt therapy. This choice shocked her family and fans, many of whom asked for
an explanation. She explained that she chose to discontinue conventional treatment because
Jomanda, a famous self-proclaimed healer, told her that she did not have cancer. This claim was
left unchallenged by Millecam’s primary care physician, who worked in both conventional and
faith healing. Millecam justified her choice by explaining to interviewers that,
It has nothing to do with faith… a good homeopathic practitioner will say ‘I think the
hospital is saying ‘this and that’ but I think that the cause [of your illness] is coming from
[elsewhere], why don’t you try it [my way], though do check up about the treatment in
the hospital. Well if it turns out it has gotten better, then you need to take that seriously.
(Van Gogh 2001)
In this interview, Millecam explains how Jomanda described the relationship between
‘homeopathic’ treatment and mainstream medical treatment. Millecam explains the relationship
between the two kinds of treatment, and explains that evidence from mainstream medical sources
is appropriate evidence that ‘homeopathic’ treatment is working. Despite Jomanda’s assurances
and her physician’s tacit acceptance of them, Millecam died of her cancer in 2001.
It was this empirical claim that no sign of cancer existed, expressed by people who
purported to be authorities about empirical facts about the body, which caused the Dutch
bioethics community to be in uproar over Millecam’s case and led to her physician having his
official license revoked (Sheldon 2007, Sheldon 2004). Conversations about the relationship
between alternative and mainstream medical treatment, especially those focusing on what kind of
evidence supports pursuing each kind of treatment, will be the focus of my dissertation. I agree
with the conclusion of the Dutch bioethics community that both Jomanda and Millecam’s
physician deceived Sylvia Millecam in a morally reprehensible way. I am developing a tool to
analyze these kinds of cases, and explain this view.
In this chapter, I will specify a framework for expressing why I think Millecam engaged
in an important kind of conversation with her doctors about her homeopathic treatment which
went terribly wrong, and then explain what I think is necessary to analyze these conversations. I
will explain how I can say Millecam was lied to without dismissing the possibility that some
homeopathic treatment is appropriate. Millecam was told, by supposed experts in physical
health, that Jomanda’s treatment was working. She reported that she believed in ‘homeopathic’
treatment because it had been confirmed ‘in a hospital’. However, this confirmation was
1

fallacious, and so Millecam was being taken advantage of. It was not her belief in ‘homeopathic’
medicine but the specific evidence she cited to support this belief that makes Millecam’s case
one in which someone should have intervened. In the rest of the dissertation, I will fulfill the
promise of a way for medical professionals to fairly engage with unfamiliar medical claims, and
do the analysis I suggest in several cases. This dissertation is a study of how people can share
what they know with one another and make decisions together, even when they understand the
world very differently.

2. Epistemological Hermeneutics
I will begin this dissertation by describing a previously unstudied practice which becomes
necessary in a small category of real-world conversations. 1 This practice is necessary in
conversations in which:
1. Two or more people are trying to accomplish a shared goal, and some information that
one person knows, takes themselves to know, or believes based on evidence they take to
be sufficient, K, is important for accomplishing this goal. This means that some
information about K has to be transferred from at least one person to another, so that all
parties can decide what to do based on the same knowledge. The two parties do not need
to both actually believe K, but they must go beyond simply knowing that one party thinks
K is true. Both parties need to know what K is, why one party takes it to be true, and be
able to see why believing K might be a reasonable response to the world. I will call the
two people the Sharer, S, who is trying to share something they know (K), and the
Learner, L, who wants to know K.
2. The Sharer knows K using an epistemological strategy that the Learner does not share.
By epistemological strategy I mean a set of epistemological rules that apply to evaluating
K. This need not be a fully formed epistemological theory, but it is how S would explain
they know K. It should be noted that S must take themselves to know K, but that K may
not be true (or represent real knowledge). Determining this is outside of the scope of
epistemological hermeneutics.
3. When the Sharer tries to explain K, the Learner does not learn K because of the
difference in epistemological strategies between the Sharer and Learner in regard to K. In
this case, the Learner and Sharer experience interpersonally what Jose Medina calls
‘epistemic friction’. Their attempts to learn from one another are resisted by external
factors (that they are using incompatible epistemological strategies) (Medina 2012). They
are trying to learn and teach, but it doesn’t work. They may be at what Luvell Anderson
calls an unwilful hermeneutical impasse (Anderson 2017, 6), where they cannot
understand one another or are being misinterpreted by one another.
4. Intervening on the epistemological strategies used by either party is impossible,
impractical, or inappropriate due to external constraints (time constraints, social norms, the
1

I mean this in a broad sense of any interaction between two people or groups. I will here focus on individual,
verbal interactions, but there is no reason that this is the only kind of interaction which could be subject to
epistemological hermeneutic analysis.
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necessity of maintaining a working relationship, practicality, etc.).
5. In order to reach their shared goal, the Sharer or Learner must therefore make K
intelligible to the Learner without convincing the opposing party to share their epistemological
strategy. It will often be the case that both parties are trying to share a K, and so this will be a
bidirectional process.
The process described in requirement 5 has not yet been the subject of extended serious
study. I will call this process epistemological hermeneutics: the process of trying to make
necessarily specialized knowledge accessible to people using a broad array of epistemological
strategies. This is the work of making oneself understood despite epistemological barriers. In this
chapter, I will situate the times in which epistemological hermeneutics is necessary, highlight
several specific instances of the practice, and outline what a systematic study of epistemological
hermeneutics would look like. This chapter is a case for the study of epistemological
hermeneutics. In the chapters following this, I will embark on that study.
My use of the term hermeneutics in this context encompasses a process of understanding
and communication, as well as interpretation. Epistemologists have described “hermeneutical
resources” (Fricker 2007, Anderson 2017, Medina 2012) as being important to communicative
exchanges between people: these are “roughly sets consisting of cognitive tools used for sensemaking, e.g., concepts and conceptions, and expressive tools used for communicating
experiences to others, e.g. locutions and manners of speaking” (Anderson 2017). In this sense,
hermeneutical resources underpin our abilities to explain what we take ourselves to know, and to
understand others. It is this sense of hermeneutics that I am referencing. While there are debates
about how many hermeneutical resources are common (Medina 2012) and the details of what is
contained within these resources, these specifics are not important for my purposes.
Epistemological hermeneutics is distinct from projects which investigate what
epistemological claims or strategies are true or best, and from projects which focus on misfires
of attempts to use an epistemological strategy in social contexts. This is because epistemological
hermeneutics does not have a normative orientation towards ways of knowing. One can engage
in epistemological hermeneutics or study the phenomenon while remaining agnostic on which (if
any) of the conflicting knowing-strategies are best. Or, one can engage in epistemological
hermeneutics while being convinced that their own knowing-strategies are best, as long as they
go into epistemological hermeneutic analysis in good faith. While epistemological hermeneutics
will have its own goals (which will include development of skills that Medina and others have
suggested are normative epistemic virtues) (Medina 2012, 52), epistemological hermeneutic
analysis is only important when both parties involved agree to attempt to transfer information.
Epistemological hermeneutics is only situationally necessary. If one wants to complete a goal
that requires learning K from someone using a different epistemological strategy than them, then
one needs to use epistemological hermeneutics to succeed. Epistemological hermeneutics
described in this way need not have any positive normative epistemological framework. It is
about how to understand what people who know very differently from us take themselves to
know. Rather than ‘how should we best try to know things’, or ‘what has gone wrong in our
attempts to learn in this case’, Epistemological hermeneutics asks, ‘how can the people in this
case make what they know understood?’
3

3. Important Clarifications
The most important aspects of this formulation are what it means to have a shared goal
(in requirement 1), the exact definition of an epistemological strategy (in requirement 2) what it
means for it to be impossible or inappropriate to intervene on a person’s philosophical
commitments (in requirement 4). I will briefly clarify all of these.
3.1 What are Shared Goals and What Do They Have to Do with Knowing-Strategies?
People often engage in shared projects with others who understand the world very
differently from them. These can be all sorts of projects: people seeking medical care share a
goal with the medical professionals they consult (which will be the governing example for this
dissertation), people negotiating treaties share a goal, people trying to decide how to move
forward on a tricky business decision share a goal, people negotiating relationship details share a
goal, and people trying to determine how to best steward shared natural resources share a goal.
One thing that these examples have in common is that the parties have some shared
understanding of a good outcome. Even if the specific state in the world in a ‘good outcome’ is
not clear, a balance of impacts is. For example: In Chapter Five, I will discuss the difficulties that
pediatricians have convincing vaccine-hesitant parents to vaccinate their children. Vaccinehesitant parents and medical professionals will disagree on what impact a vaccination will have
on a child. However, vaccine-hesitant parents and medical professionals have a shared goal in an
abstract sense: they both want the child in question to be healthy, to live, and to have the lowest
possible chance of encountering debilitating childhood disease.
Another thing that is important in these examples is that all parties understand that they
must work together to complete their task. Often, all stakeholders will need to know or
understand some important thing that the people they are working with think is true in order to
discuss what should be done. In clinical cases, patients implicitly agree that they need help from
a medical professional by coming to the doctor, and medical professionals understand that they
need information from a patient before they can make treatment recommendations. In order to
reach a shared goal in this kind of project, one party need not fully convince the other party that
they are right. The two can often compromise. However, such a compromise is much more
difficult without knowing what the other party takes themselves to know and why they take
themselves to know it, because without knowing the distance between what both parties take to
be true, it is impossible to know how to close this distance. Shared goals will often require us to
understand what other people want from us because of what they take themselves to know, so we
can determine whether this is possible.
3.2 What is an Epistemological Strategy?
I have described epistemological hermeneutics as focusing on epistemological strategies.
I have not invented a technical hedging term for no reason. I use this term to limit the scope of
the analysis I am suggesting. For the purposes of epistemological hermeneutics, a fully worked
out epistemological theory is not going to be in play regarding K (the piece of knowledge that S
is trying to share with L). Normal people will not always have a fully worked out theory of
4

knowledge they engage each time they make a claim about what they know. In addition, not
every aspect of a person’s fully-fledged epistemological theory is relevant to the highly specific
claims that people in the situations I describe find themselves hung up on. Many epistemic
claims a person subscribes to will be irrelevant for individual conversations. Instead, I will use
the phrase ‘epistemological strategy’ to gesture towards the epistemological aspects of a person’s
orientation towards the fact(s) in question. This is 'epistemological' only in the loosest sense: it
is the kind of things a person thinks justifies a claim they are making. Aspects of a person’s
epistemological strategies will include:
a. What kind of things count as evidence which would support this kind of
knowledge? This might mean that only experts can provide evidence, evidence might be
empirical, evidence might come from analysis of a sacred text, or evidence might come from the
precepts of a received theology.
b. How is this evidence evaluated? In a biomedical context some medical evidence
(such as an MRI) might be appropriately evaluated by a specialist using particular standards, but
there are also strategies of evaluation particular to theological analysis, or standards of likelihood
that a claim must have before it can be reasonably considered actionable within theological or
medical contexts.
c. What kind of evidence would disprove this? How would one appropriately falsify
the relevant claim? For example, is the fact that there have been no clinical trials of a particular
herbal tea enough to falsify a claim that this herbal tea cures cancer, or does a patient feel that
unless there is evidence that people taking the tea died from cancer, the tea works? How should
this evidence be communicated? Should people have to provide evidence of claims about their
own feelings or their own bodies? Is questioning such claims inappropriate (Bettcher 2009) or is
it merely due diligence in some situations?
3.3 When is it Impossible, Impractical, or Inappropriate to Intervene?
It may be impossible, impractical, or inappropriate to intervene on a person's
epistemological strategies for many reasons. It may be that, in a context like a time-sensitive
medical encounter, it would take too much time and effort for a physician to intervene on their
patient’s epistemological strategies, and it is better to skip this step if possible. It may be that
intervening on the way a person justifies a particular kind of knowledge is impolite enough in the
context of a conversation that it would make accomplishing the shared goal impossible. In
Chapter Two of this dissertation, I will discuss the bioethical dilemmas raised when patients tell
medical professionals that they expect a miracle cure. This conversation often begins with a
patient explaining that they know God can cure them, via supernatural means. This example
highlights what it might look like for it to be inappropriate to intervene on a person’s
epistemological strategy. It is inappropriate and would completely destroy a working relationship
between a patient and a medical professional if a medical professional were to interject at this
point and try to convince a patient that God cannot cure illnesses or try to dissuade a patient from
subscribing to the theological evidence that they cite (Sulmasy 2007b, Bibler Shinall and Stahl
2018). In section 4, I will quote Kate Bowler explaining why she feels she is in this kind of a
situation. Bowler’s friends interject their religious belief in faith healing into discussions of
5

Bowler’s terminal cancer, and she wants to be able to discuss her cancer with them without
attacking their religious commitments.
It may be that the shared goal of a conversation is time-sensitive enough that convincing
someone to use a new epistemological strategy is impractical. Emergency room conversations
are an excellent example of this. Patients may express limitations on the medical care they will
accept and explain how they know this medical care is wrong for them, but if a patient is in need
of immediate care, convincing a patient to abandon their reasoning strategies may be a poor use
of precious time (Viele and Weiskopf 1994).
It is impossible, inappropriate, or impractical to intervene on a person’s epistemological
strategy in any case in which we want to understand each other but changing each other is
unlikely. These two extremely non-ideal constraints are why epistemological hermeneutics is a
process only necessary in real-world cases. In an ideal world, a shared search for the best way to
reach a goal could involve extensive discussions of the best ways to know things and the
metaphysical truths which underly these claims. In many real-world cases, this is impossible.
Epistemological hermeneutics will not get its users closer to an epistemological strategy which
will allow them to access truth. Instead, this is a tool to reach success in specific contingent
projects.
I will use several real-world cases to point to what epistemological hermeneutics looks
like. While this dissertation is the first systematic study of epistemological hermeneutics, there
has been significant implicit epistemological hermeneutic work done by bioethicists facing
dilemmas caused by patients and physicians who are unable to agree on the facts of a medical
situation. Bioethical cases frequently meet the requirements for epistemological hermeneutic
work to be necessary. In clinical contexts it is rarely appropriate to debate the finer points of
someone’s epistemological strategies or try to talk someone out of their ways of knowing;
knowledge must be exchanged; it is very possible that interlocutors will use different
epistemological strategies; and I will argue that bioethicists have written extensively that
epistemic friction arises (without using the term). I will indicate how epistemological
hermeneutics helps resolve epistemic friction in these cases and suggest the benefits that would
come from systematizing a study of this practice.

4. Spiritually Healing Terminal Diseases: Kate Bowler
In the first case I will describe, the problems raised by a collision of two different ways of
knowing are obvious. Dr. Kate Bowler, a theologian, has incurable colon cancer. She published
an essay in the New York Times Magazine detailing the specifics of her physical illness and her
spiritual relationship to it. She received many responses from people indicating that she had
misunderstood her disease, and that
There was a spiritual process I had not adequately tried. Maybe I didn’t pray with enough
faith or- or conversely that these are the wages of sin and surely it is just to allow me to
die… People really wanted me to know there is a spiritual reason for my death. (Bowler
2018b)
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This response to Bowler’s colon cancer does not focus on refuting the biomedical reasons
Bowler wrote in her article that she knew she had cancer; Bowler reports that people did not
respond by telling her that she or her doctor are wrong that her colon cancer is incurable and
potentially fatal. These responses are not ‘you don’t have colon cancer’, ‘I’m sure it will be fine’,
or even ‘colon cancer is not the reason for your pain’. Instead, the people writing to Bowler
suggest that the biomedical facts of the case don’t fully explain the situation. The people writing
to her are claiming that although Bowler’s disease can be explained biomedically, the biomedical
properties of the case are caused by something spiritual. They are trying to explain an ultimate
cause of her disease more fundamental than the biomedical situation, which is itself causing the
biomedical issues. This spiritual aspect of Bowler’s disease is not the kind of thing she could
know by biomedical means, because the appropriate evidence for spiritual causes of disease is
not biomedical. Bowler says this reasoning often takes place within the theological context of the
prosperity gospel, which is her main area of research.
Some of the people writing to Bowler were people with whom she has meaningful
relationships. She explains that she has many friends who subscribe to the prosperity gospel as a
result of her research, and many of them responded to her illness in the way described above.
Bowler herself is an expert in the prosperity gospel but does not subscribe to it (Bowler 2018a,
2). I will argue that this kind of conversation is a perfect example of a situation in which
epistemological hermeneutics is necessary. Bowler’s friends are genuinely trying to help her to
learn the ways that she could spiritually ‘earn’ healing. This, for them, is K, the knowledge they
are trying to share. Bowler on the other hand wants to be able to talk about her prognosis with
these friends, and so, conversely, her K is the low chances of medical treatment actually curing
her. Bowler and her friends seem to have a shared goal: they want to be able to discuss Bowler’s
illness and how she should plan in response to her diagnosis, in a way that makes Bowler feel
supported. Both parties want to be able to work together to help Bowler cope with her diagnosis.
In order to accomplish this goal, both parties have knowledge they are seeking to share, that they
take to be central to success. Bowler and her friends are each trying to share different knowledge
with one another, so they have several points of disagreement. This is not unusual. Real-world
goals will tend to hang on several related pieces of knowledge, and barriers to knowledgesharing will often impact many of these.
Bowler explains that when she tried to talk to people who believed she could fix her
illness spiritually,
It’s hard to talk people out of the idea that, like, they’re seeing, like, the matrix. Like,
they’re seeing all the hidden logic. And I certainly didn’t want to take other people’s
experience of the divine away from them. (Bowler 2018b)
What Bowler calls ‘seeing the matrix’ and the ‘hidden logic’ of a spiritual reason for her
disease is her experience of people trying to show her the kind of evidence they see for spiritual
causes of diseases. The ‘hidden logic’ Bowler’s friends are operating under is an epistemological
commitment to a view that the biomedical facts of the case can describe what has happened, but
not why, so they aren’t relevant for evaluating claims about what will happen with a disease in
the future. This is because biomedical evidence can’t indicate why Bowler’s cells malfunctioned
to cause cancer, only how, and therefore biomedical facts can’t debunk spiritual explanations of
7

why Bowler got cancer, or spiritual explanations for why Bowler’s cells could be convinced to
stop malfunctioning. Bowler is describing what it is like to experience epistemic friction because
someone is explaining something to you using an epistemological strategy you do not share.
Bowler’s friends want to bring Bowler spiritual evidence to explain why her cancer
happened, and how she can stop it. The ‘matrix’ and ‘logic’ of this explanation is a non-medical
way of understanding what is true about disease, a different epistemological strategy than
Bowler’s doctors would have used. The difficulty Bowler experiences in talking to people about
their belief is the result of epistemic friction. Bowler’s friends are trying to teach Bowler about
the spiritual causes of her disease. However, Bowler is not using an epistemological strategy
appropriate for evaluating spiritual causes for disease—she can’t evaluate the truth of the claim
that if she prayed enough, she would be healed. Bowler’s friends are using the wrong
epistemological strategy for evaluating Bowler’s claims that her prognosis is bad, and so they too
can’t evaluate the claim that her cancer is incurable (by medical means). Bowler’s friends jump
straight to spiritual evaluations of her disease, and so are not evaluating her disease in the way
she presents it (with biomedical evidence). Therefore, both Bowler and her friends are
experiencing the other party refusing to appropriately respond to the evidence they’re putting
forward. The friction is epistemological because neither Bowler nor her friends are intending to
start a debate about medical causation (and Bowler indicates she thinks that this would be deeply
inappropriate). They are both trying to have a conversation about Bowler’s wellbeing, by relating
things that they take themselves to know. While Bowler’s friends might hope to convince Bowler
to evaluate her sickness using their (religious) epistemological strategy, this is not necessary for
what seems to be the most important goal they have. Bowler’s friends are centrally interested in
providing her comfort within the bounds of friendship, and this goal overrules their goal of
converting Bowler. Thus, neither party’s main goal requires the conversation to end with the
other party convinced of their view of medical causation, they only want to be able to talk and
help Bowler feel better. The causal status of Bowler’s disease is necessary background for a
shared goal. It is the fact that the things they know about Bowler’s disease are incompatible that
is getting in the way of communication or moving forward and providing Bowler support.
Bowler is right that only spiritual evidence could help refute a claim that there is a
spiritual reason for her disease. In order to argue that the spiritual reasons for disease her friends
cite are not relevant, Bowler would have to give an argument that this isn’t possible (for
example, that spiritual forces could not impact biological functions), or that God doesn’t answer
prayers for healing as reliably as her friends expect (Bowler 2018a, Galo and Holpuch 2014,
Larchet 2002, Chirban 2001), rather than simply give a reiteration of the physical processes at
work. Bowler is also right that in many cases people have some intuition that they don’t want to
take away someone’s experience of the divine simply because they disagree. Bowler herself
makes clear that she is unwilling to tell her friends she thinks they are wrong to use spiritual
reasoning in general. In Bowler’s case, she is unwilling to intervene on her friend’s
epistemological strategies, as she sees it as morally inappropriate and suspects it would damage
the relationship between her and her friends, making the shared goal impossible.
Bowler’s case therefore meets all of the conditions I list for a case in which
epistemological hermeneutic work is necessary. Bowler and her friends share a goal of wanting
to talk about Bowler’s future and illness. Bowler and her friends are using mutually incompatible
8

epistemological strategies to support their knowledge about whether Bowler will be cured (and
how), and so neither is able to understand what the other seeks to teach, which stymies their
shared goal (Bowler 2018b). Bowler feels it would be inappropriate to intervene on the spiritual
beliefs underpinning the epistemological strategy her friends are using (and therefore talk them
out of their views about medical causality), and her friends know she does not share their faith,
so a philosophical debate is not either party’s goal. This means that normative epistemological
arguments are impractical or impossible. The way to move forward would be to do
epistemological hermeneutic work to make Bowler and her friends mutually intelligible enough
that they can understand how the other is responding to Bowler’s disease in order to ensure
Bowler has actual support. Here it is clear that Bowler and her friends each fall into the roles of
both S (sharing knowledge) and L (learning from the other party) in this situation. This will not
be unusual. Often, if epistemic friction arises in a situation with a collaborative shared goal, both
parties will have trouble sharing their knowledge.
This epistemological barrier to conversation is not unique to Bowler’s situation. Medical
professionals confronted with patients who believe their sickness is a result of sin will find
themselves in a similar relationship to their patients that Bowler has to her friends. Medical
professionals will be unable to change a patient’s mind with non-spiritual evidence, will observe
that the patient seems to take themselves to have access to a parallel realm of knowledge (’the
matrix’), and may often believe that it is inappropriate to respond to a patient’s beliefs by trying
to convince a patient to give up on spiritual reasoning altogether. However, it may not be
necessary for a medical professional and a patient to agree on the ultimate cause of disease for
them to accomplish the actual shared goal of medical care. Understanding what a patient is trying
to express is necessary, but agreeing with them is not.
Medical situations are common sources of this kind of conversational barrier, but they
are not the only source. Luvell Anderson points out that unwilful hermeneutical impasses are
common in discussions of politics and culture as well. Any situation in which people with
different backgrounds are trying to work together or have a productive conversation with very
different ideas about how to interpret the evidence being discussed is at risk of running into this
barrier. For example, Anderson points out that people who respond with ‘all lives matter’ when
told that ‘Black lives matter’ are attributing an exclusive understanding of ‘Black lives matter’
(i.e., that only Black lives matter), when an inclusive understanding (i.e., that Black lives matter
as much as other lives) is intended. When people, due to ignorance or willful choice, cannot
understand the inclusive meaning of ‘Black lives matter’, they cannot have a productive
discussion about the issues with Black lives matter activists because they are misunderstanding
them (Anderson 2017, 3).
Bowler and others are confronted with the question of how to talk to a person about their
spiritual knowledge without the conversation devolving into a discussion of whether a patient is
reasonable in subscribing to their spiritual ways of gathering knowledge. I will argue that
attention to the epistemological strategies underlying this disagreement can suggest a way
forward, via epistemological hermeneutic work. Bowler herself does this work to respond to her
situation. Many people already engage in this work. Many people, like Bowler, have to. A
project of epistemological hermeneutics will be to identify the strategies that people find and
help make this work easier for everyone by making it more systematic.
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4.1 Bowler’s Epistemological Hermeneutic Work: Understanding the Epistemological
Strategies in Play
Bowler understands why she is having trouble getting through to her friends, because, as
she explains in her book Everything Happens for a Reason and Other Lies I've Loved, she was
initially drawn to a prosperity-gospel-inflected response to her cancer diagnosis, although it was
not a response she endorsed. She could use and saw the appeal of the epistemological strategy
her friends were using. This ability to use both epistemological strategies within a conversation
means that Bowler is especially well suited to do the epistemological hermeneutic work
necessary to talk to her friends. Not everyone who encounters interpersonal epistemic friction
will be so lucky. Epistemological hermeneutics as a systematic study will help people without
Bowler’s expertise do the kind of work she does. Bowler’s uncommon expertise means that she
is an excellent example case. Bowler highlights two main aspects of the prosperity gospel which
result in epistemological strategies that are getting in the way of transferring knowledge between
her and her friends.
The first is the claim that one can know ‘good luck’ is coming when one has been
religiously faithful. She highlights that prosperity gospel responses to her cancer (and to other
tragedies) often result in epistemic friction because of the prosperity gospel's orientation towards
outcomes. The prosperity gospel view is that ‘good things come to good people’. This means that
material rewards come to people that are faithful and who believe strongly enough. This amounts
to a belief that there are spiritual laws analogous to the laws of nature by which this must happen.
Some of these include that "the Law of Confession activates the power of positive thoughts,
drawing our desires out of the heavens and into reality" (Bowler 2018a, 26) and many similar
laws. The Law of Confession suggests that if one confesses to bad behavior or continues to
engage in faithful behavior, this confession is itself evidence that good things are coming. The
appropriate way to gain knowledge about the future in this system is to look at evidence of how
sincerely people are confessing. This is an epistemological rule, although it is theologically
based. The appropriateness of this kind of theological claim is irrelevant here: what is important
is that this is a considered epistemological rule that Bowler’s friends endorse.
The other prosperity-gospel-related epistemological strategy Bowler sees in play is the
expectation that ‘good luck’ can serve as proof of God’s existence. Bowler says people who
subscribe to the prosperity gospel believe that what we might call ‘good luck’ is proof of God’s
grace (Bowler 2018a, 20). Healing and prosperity in believers are proof of God's existence, and
proof that this gospel is true. Whenever believers experience ‘good luck’, this is in fact a sign
from God. Healing and prosperity in believers are appropriate proof of God’s existence: this is an
epistemological rule. Bowler need not evaluate the legitimacy of this epistemological rule to
converse with her friends. She needs only to notice that her friends endorse this rule. Bowler
points out that some prosperity-gospel adherents (including her friends) extend this to mean that
conversely, this must mean that suffering among believers is a failure of proof of God to appear
where it should. This is not an actual legitimate use of an epistemological rule. It is a fallacious
extension of an epistemological rule. That an occurrence is appropriate proof of the existence of
God does not entail that this proof will arrive constantly in every situation. God can show
Himself by blessing His followers, but this need not mean that he is constantly blessing all of His
followers. Very few forms of proof for the existence of anything, whether it be black holes or
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species of animals, arrive 100% of the time they are sought. Only by identifying the exact
epistemological rules a person is using can we identify that this kind of reasoning amounts to
affirming the consequent within a prosperity framework. The implications of this being
fallacious will be important to Bowler’s response later. For now it is enough to notice that this
fallacy is only explicable with reference to the epistemological strategy underlying it.
Epistemological hermeneutic work will allow understanding supposed knowledge, but may still
ultimately involve debunking some or all of K, the supposed knowledge being presented.
Bowler says that the combination of a belief in ‘laws’ of causation between confession
and good outcomes and this extension of the fact that good outcomes for believers is proof of
God, means for adherents to the prosperity gospel, it is easy to come to the conclusion that
“Illness is a symptom of unconfessed sin— a symptom of a lack of forgiveness, unfaithfulness,
unexamined attitudes, or careless words. A suffering believer is a puzzle to be solved. What
caused this to happen?” (Bowler 2018a, 17)
Bowler's failure to recover if she truly confessed her sins and was faithful would be a
violation of this fallacious law of confession, which would be itself a failure of proof for God's
power to appear.
4.2 Bowler’s Epistemological Hermeneutic Work: Understanding Her Friends’ K
Bowler actually identifies two separate pieces of knowledge (two Ks) that her friends are
trying to teach her, and identifies why this is preventing her and her friends from accomplishing
their shared goal of supporting Bowler via discussions of Bowler’s prognosis. They are related,
but separate. The first is that if she is faithful enough, she will be cured. The second is believing
it is impossible for her to have encountered the bad luck of cancer, because her friends know she
is faithful and therefore know she will have good outcomes.
Bowler admits that on the face of it, her friends telling her to do more faith-based
activities to cure herself seems "passive-aggressive" (Bowler 2018a, 125), but she says with
attention to the law of confession she can understand what is meant by this kind of instruction.
Prosperity gospel adherents are asking her to do what they take to be a series of proven
techniques to help her heal, "if only she would try" (Bowler 2018a, 125). Understanding the first
K her friends are trying to share, these techniques must work because the law of confession is
true, and God is real. Understanding the meaning behind the gestures is the first hermeneutic
epistemological step Bowler takes. Responding to these acts as acts of care is now possible for
her. She may not agree that these techniques will heal her, but she understands why her friends
think this will happen, and can respond appropriately. Put another way, Bowler can now treat her
friends as well-intentioned towards her, in a way that the seemingly callous ‘you would be cured
if you were more devout’ seems to preclude. Simply understanding the epistemological rule her
friends are using to know that confession will save her allows Bowler to recast her friends telling
her that her illness is her ‘fault’ as the more benign and commonplace occurrence of her friends
suggesting a cure they know to work that she disagrees with. Very ill people are often the subject
of these suggestions, and they are often able to recognize the good intentions behind them while
not accepting the proffered knowledge, allowing conversations with friends trying to help to
continue.
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The second K that Bowler identifies her friends trying to teach her also relates to how her
friends understand suffering. Because suffering is proof of a lack of faith, when a person who
shows a lot of faith is suffering, adherents to the prosperity gospel are tempted to engage in
optimistic affirming the consequent and decide this means that the faithful could not be
suffering: they could not really be terminally ill. Put another way, if good outcomes for the
faithful are proof of God, and Bowler is faithful, people who know that God exists cannot
understand how Bowler could have a bad outcome. However, this is not a logical response to
Bowler’s suffering. The actual prosperity-gospel evidence-relationship Bowler describes (that
faith will lead to good outcomes) does not mean that if God is real and if good luck among
believers is proof of this, Bowler could not suffer and die. Bowler received many letters from
prosperity gospel adherents who had a hard time acknowledging their own suffering or getting
others to acknowledge their suffering if they were faithful (Bowler 2018a, 120). She recognizes
she is experiencing a common phenomenon.
Here Bowler does the epistemological hermeneutic work to understand the reasons
people refuse to acknowledge her suffering. She understands this stems from a fallacy based on
an epistemological strategy she does not share. However, she does not do any further work to
translate her friends’ K into something she can make decisions based on. She need not do so. She
knows K well enough to move forward on their shared goal, because she recognizes that K is
inaccurate by both her and her friends’ standards.
This is for an important epistemological hermeneutic reason. Bowler believes that her
friends refusing to admit she is suffering is an epistemologically incoherent position to take when
evaluated by their own standards. It is based on a fallacy. There is no epistemological rule that
her friends subscribe to which in fact means that Bowler being a good person is proof she cannot
suffer. Bowler cites people who subscribe to the prosperity gospel writing to her who have
experienced suffering, it is not that the suffering does not exist for them. All of the evidence for
Bowler that she is in pain and is likely to die is also evidence for these claims within a
prosperity-based epistemological strategy, and so should be appropriate for her friends to have
evidence that Bowler is suffering. This means that her friends are being irrational by their own
rules by refusing to admit she is in pain and terminally ill. Pointing out this irrationality is also
epistemological hermeneutic work (Bowler 2018a, 117)2. This means that talking her friends out
of this belief is not attacking their epistemological commitments, philosophies, or theology.
Bowler has identified that her friends are failing to respond to her suffering because they are
using their epistemic principles fallaciously, and although she is unwilling to disagree with her
friends about their considered epistemic systems, she is willing to point out things that are simple
irrationalities to be corrected. Recognizing irrational uses of evidence that might be more likely
within particular epistemological systems is also important to epistemological hermeneutic work.
After she has analyzed her friend’s refusal to admit her suffering is real and identified it as
irrational rather than central to their beliefs, Bowler points out the reality of her suffering and
2

I do not intend to indicate that every epistemological strategy must be coherent: non-contradiction may not be
universal. However, an epistemological strategy which is committed to contradictory rules would probably be
unintelligible to users of epistemological strategies committed to non-contradiction in most cases. All
epistemological strategies I describe in this dissertation are committed to non-contradiction, and I am not aware of
major epistemological strategies which are not. However, they may exist. This is an interesting border case for
epistemological hermeneutics which I am interested in pursuing at a later date.
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reiterates the evidence for it. Having pointed out that the refusal to see her suffering is irrational,
she asks that her friends admit that "life is absurdly hard [even for the faithful], and pretending
that it isn’t is exhausting" (Bowler 2018a, 176).
4.3 Bowler’s Epistemological Hermeneutic Work: Making Her K Understood
Bowler has now explained how she can understand her friends’ K. She then explains how
she wants her friends to understand her. She also has a K her friends must understand to move
forward. She asks, not that her friends accept her view that the biomedical facts of her disease
are the main causes of it, but that her friends not treat her suffering as though it could serve as
proof for anything. In order to do this, her friends need to understand Bowler’s epistemological
relationship to her illness, and why she has this relationship. In the index of Bowler's book, she
lists things not to say to people who have cancer (Bowler 2018a, 171). Bowler specifically asks
that her friends not to discuss what she can learn from her suffering. This is a request to take a
particular epistemic orientation towards her life (at least in the context of conversations with the
shared goal of making her feel better). She isn’t just asking her friends to stop suggesting cures,
she is making an epistemic request.
Instead, she lists specific responses to her suffering that are appropriate for Bowler’s
understanding of her illness. She says that it is appropriate to give compliments on how she is
doing without attaching any meaning to the outcomes. She says that "everyone wants to know
they are doing a good job without feeling like they are learning a lesson" (Bowler 2018a, 175).
Bowler is drawing an epistemic line in the sand, asking that her friends not treat her suffering as
proof of anything. For her, using her suffering as evidence of anything would be epistemically
inappropriate (as well as socially inappropriate). This will allow her and her friends to reach their
shared goal within the bounds of friendship. Bowler has listed an understanding of
prosperity gospel responses to her pain so she understands her friends mean well, and she has
also specified a way that she requests her friends can treat her epistemologically appropriately
without agreeing with her. In a real-world conversation, there would be more back-and-forth in
regard to whether Bowler’s friends accept this strategy. In this case, Bowler indicates that her
friends found her epistemological compromise acceptable and using these strategies they were
able to move forward (Bowler 2018a).

5. Epistemological Hermeneutic Analysis
It is now clear what epistemological hermeneutics consists of. Epistemological
hermeneutics is the practice of identifying when epistemic issues are harming the prospects of
people reaching a shared goal, and using specific strategies to express the knowledge (K) being
shared by someone trying to share knowledge (S) in a way that someone trying to learn (L) can
understand it. This might mean L now knowing K, or it might mean L now understanding how S
reached K irrationally, and being aware that this is a mistake. This involves figuring out which
approach to a seemingly unintelligible or irrelevant thing said by S can make the intent or
relevant aspects of it clear to L. This will sometimes look like a process of translation. ‘Here is a
list of faith activities you should do’ in prosperity gospel translates to ‘I am suggesting actions
that have been proven to heal based on the strongest knowledge I have (that God is real)’. One
does not need to agree to a claim or accept advice in order to understand it. In other situations,
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this will involve understanding why a person makes a claim. Sometimes, this will involve testing
a claim for whether it seems irrational from within the epistemological strategy that L is using, or
whether it is in fact irrational from within the epistemological strategy S is using as well, and
therefore can be fairly criticized without criticizing S’s epistemological strategy itself. For
example, insisting that an adherent of the prosperity gospel admit that suffering is real is not
disrespectful to the prosperity gospel itself. However, this must be done while respecting that
adherents to the prosperity gospel do believe that they have a higher chance of getting good lifeoutcomes via faith.
Not everyone will be as well-suited to doing epistemological hermeneutic work between
the epistemological strategies they find in conflict as Bowler. While Bowler navigates this
situation with grace, not everyone is an expert in the epistemological strategy they are
encountering. This is why it is important to study epistemological hermeneutics.
A systematic examination of the epistemological hermeneutic strategies that are
successful (and unsuccessful) in specific situations or in response to specific kinds of epistemic
friction will produce helpful strategies for doing epistemological hermeneutic work better, and
will provide suggestions for how to identify what work must be done. This might involve:
shortcuts for how to overcome common epistemic friction quickly, suggestions for identifying
when one needs to do epistemological hermeneutic work rather than other communication work,
and a heuristic for how to engage in epistemological hermeneutic work when confronted by
epistemic friction without having a full academic knowledge of the epistemological system one
is encountering. Ideally, epistemological hermeneutic analysis will eventually produce a ‘how to’
guide for learning from those that know differently than us. This is the goal of my dissertation.

6. Natural Healing via Food Restrictions: Orthorexia
In order to give a specific example of the steps that systematic epistemological
hermeneutics will involve, I will examine an alternative epistemic conflict which also leads to
discussions of sickness being caused by unvirtuous actions. This case and the prosperity-gospelinflected claims made by Bowler’s friends sound similar but are in fact very different, in ways
that epistemological hermeneutic analysis will make clear. The same kind of claim, ‘a person is
sick because of unvirtuous actions’, can come from several different epistemological sources,
and identifying which source it comes from is very important to identify how best to overcome
epistemic conflict. While much epistemological hermeneutic work will involve analysis of
conversations, epistemological hermeneutic analysis focuses on identifying the epistemological
implications of a claim rather than identifying rhetorical strategies used.
One secular worry about sickness being caused by unvirtuous actions is commonly
expressed by people suffering from Orthorexia Nervosa, a recently-documented form of
avoidant/restrictive food intake disorder characterized by increasingly intense food restrictions to
avoid ‘unclean’ foods which will cause a person to become sick (Håman, 2015). Carrie
Armstrong, a TV host who has spoken extensively about her experience with orthorexia,
describes that she initially became orthorexic after she contracted an adrenal virus that her
doctors couldn’t cure. Armstrong said she asked, “how do I get well?” (Armstrong 2017), and
eventually ended up eating only organic watermelon, because “anything else will kill me or give
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me a disease…the food isn’t the issue, it’s looking for a solution” (Armstrong 2017). The search
for an alternate explanatory strategy which will produce a solution more effective than what
medical science can provide is in common between Armstrong’s case and claims that prayers
could cure Bowler’s cancer. Orthorexia is characterized by worries about food ‘transgressions’
causing harm, and excessive guilt over such ‘transgressions’ (Parra-Fernandez et al 2018,
Zickgraf Ellis and Essayli 2019). This means that medical professionals often describe orthorexia
using religious metaphors like “food puritanism” (Kinzl et al. 2006). Armstrong describes even
turning to food as the appropriate solution to work problems. She says she would have a bad day
at work and decide "Oh I must have eaten too much sugar today and the sugar must have caused
this problem" (Armstrong 2017). Her diagnosis with an adrenal gland virus was not in question
when she turned to clean eating to cure her. Like Bowler’s interlocutors, Armstrong took herself
to know what had caused the biomedical situation she was in. This is a different kind of
knowledge than Armstrong’s doctors had. Armstrong’s doctors knew about her adrenal gland
disease, but she took herself to know something deeper, based on evidence beyond what they
had. However, it is the kind of evidence that Armstrong took to justify her knowledge that only
organic watermelon would heal her that highlights an important and fundamental difference
between orthorexia and subscribing to the belief that sickness is caused by sin, which will mean
that leaving Armstrong’s fundamental beliefs alone is not appropriate.
6.1 Epistemological Hermeneutics, Step One: Identifying Cases Requiring
Epistemological Hermeneutic Work
The first step in epistemological hermeneutic analysis is identifying when a case meets
the requirements I gave at the beginning of this paper for being a case in which epistemological
hermeneutics is necessary. In both cases I describe here, epistemic friction is obvious. Bowler
reports she is having problems communicating with her friends because they are trying to teach
her how to heal, and Armstrong describes her orthorexic reasoning strategies with a similar
retroactive bewilderment.
In both cases, it is also obvious that knowledge should be shared for the participants in
the encounters I describe to meet their goals. It is, for example, clear that the orthorexic patient
justifies their ‘knowledge’ about what foods will harm them based on evidence which, for the
medical professionals who seek to treat them, should lead to very different conclusions. This
orthorexic reasoning strategy also makes it impossible for the patient to learn that they are
harming themselves unless they abandon some part of it. The patient shares their physician’s
goal of helping them ‘get better’: patients later report that they went to the doctor to be cured,
and are pleased when this happens.
It will not always be so clear that reasoning strategies are the source of
miscommunication, or that specific knowledge must be shared. More complex cases of
epistemological hermeneutic work will involve identifying epistemic friction which is more
subtle. In more complex cases, identifying the appropriateness of epistemological hermeneutics
by identifying interpersonal epistemic friction will be the first step of an analysis. I will examine
this kind of case in Chapter Three of this dissertation.
In the two cases I cite, it is also inappropriate or impractical to normatively intervene on
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one party’s epistemological strategies. Bowler directly reports that she thinks intervening on her
friends’ epistemological strategies would have been inappropriate. As I pointed out earlier, it is
generally inappropriate or impractically difficult for physicians to intervene on a patient’s
considered epistemological strategies, so a doctor treating an orthorexic patient may want to cure
them without intervening on their actual considered epistemological strategies. This is, in part,
why I will focus on clinical bioethical examples for this dissertation. Clinical encounters
frequently require epistemological hermeneutics, and in the cases in which I identify epistemic
friction, the systematic study of epistemic friction can help clinical encounters go more
smoothly. It may not always be so obvious that normative epistemological intervention is
largely inappropriate. Determining if this is true will be the next part of an epistemological
hermeneutic analysis of many cases. Because epistemological hermeneutics is a non-ideal
practice, it is not a problem that intervening on an interlocutor’s epistemological strategies might
be impractical because of accidental aspects of a situation (rather than essential aspects of it). I
have suggested that in many medical situations, intervening on an interlocutor’s epistemological
strategy may be inappropriate or impractical, but this need not be an essential aspect of a medical
encounter.
6.2 Epistemological Hermeneutics Step Two: Identifying the Epistemological Strategies
in Conflict
Pretheoretically, it is clear that people with orthorexia have a disease that they later report
being pleased to be free of. However, bioethicists frequently argue that a belief that spiritual
health can sometimes affect physical health is a genuine religious belief with accompanying
epistemological strategies, and physicians should not intentionally dissuade a patient from their
considered religious beliefs (Beauchamp and Childress 2019, 95). Asking adherents of the
prosperity gospel to acknowledge the reality of suffering does not involve asking them to
abandon their reasoning strategies. Treatment for orthorexia, on the other hand, involves helping
people with orthorexia abandon epistemological strategies that lead them to believe eating ‘bad’
food will immediately harm them. I will argue this does not amount to helping people with
orthorexia abandon their considered epistemological strategies, and that an epistemological
hermeneutic analysis of orthorexia will make this clear (Armstrong 2017, Hocaoğlu 2018).
While the way people told Bowler that her cancer is a result of sin sounds similar to the
way people with orthorexia argue that their bad days are a result of sugar, both cases involve
epistemic friction, and both cases involve claims about the best therapeutic path for someone
who is sick, there is a clear difference between the two. The language used to describe a belief is
not enough to evaluate this belief. Actual attention to the justifications for a belief is vital. The
difference between the two cases of sickness-as-sin I cite is that wildly different epistemological
strategies justify each.
An epistemological hermeneutic analysis of Armstrong’s orthorexia would therefore
involve investigating the epistemological strategies she used to develop her orthorexic beliefs.
While orthorexia is an eating disorder, it is an eating disorder characterized by worries about
empirical risks from eating ‘bad’ food rather than a desire to lose weight or hatred of one’s body.
Orthorexia is therefore an eating disorder that involves unique epistemological symptoms
(although many eating disorders involve changed reasoning) (Kinzl et al 2006, McComb and
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Mills 2019, Koven and Abry 2015). One of the warning signs for orthorexia is excessively
looking at scientific studies on the impact of food on people’s health (Armstrong 2017). This
indicates that the evidence appropriate for evaluating whether a food is ‘healthy’ for a patient
who has orthorexia is scientific and empirical. Orthorexic patients believe that only they can
evaluate this evidence appropriately. They take themselves to be the only ones who are careful
enough about eating, because they are willing to read everything they can about food risks in
order to stay safe. In fact, there is some evidence that orthorexia is present in dieticians and
medical professionals at a greater degree than in the general population (Kinzl et al 2006,
McComb and Mills 2019). Some theorists suggest that this is because of increased exposure to
empirical evidence about the impacts of food on people’s health, and a view that one is best
situated to be an expert on the risks food poses (Kinzl et al 2006, McComb and Mills 2019). I am
not suggesting that orthorexia some kind of epistemological disease. Instead, I am highlighting
that it is an eating disorder whose symptoms are frequently epistemological (although the root
cause of these symptoms may not be).
People recovering from orthorexia report that the appropriate evidence to disprove an
orthorexic view that food is dangerous is also empirical. Carrie Armstrong stopped focusing on
food-related-sin explanations for her problems because she saw evidence of people who were
healthy but ate things she thought were wrong. Armstrong reports that she began to eat in a
normal way and entered recovery from orthorexia by a process of trying to "Literally eat
something and not die and eat something else and not die."(Armstrong 2017) Armstrong is
explaining that she stopped thinking that food other than watermelon could harm her (assisted by
a therapist for her avoidance) by being directed toward empirical data that ‘bad’ foods would not
immediately harm her, and being held to her own considered epistemological standards by her
therapist. Treatment for orthorexia therefore involves therapy to get at the root causes of the
eating disorder, and additionally managing the epistemological symptoms of orthorexia by
changing a patient’s misuse of their considered reasoning strategies about the risks of food. This
may be because Armstrong was subjected to what was essentially exposure therapy, so evidence
from her behavioral changes drove her epistemological changes, or it may be that this was an
epistemological change which allowed Armstrong to make behavioral changes. It is not
important for the purposes of this dissertation which direction the causation went. Instead, it is
important to note that a change in epistemological strategies accompanies and is central to being
cured of orthorexia.
Because this is an example selected for clarity of demonstration, in the case of orthorexia,
it is easy to identify the orthorexic epistemological strategy that Armstrong used to justify her
belief she could only safely eat watermelon. Like in Bowler’s case, we have the benefit of people
who used to use this reasoning explaining how it works. This will not always be the case. More
complex epistemological hermeneutic work will involve significant work to confirm that
epistemic friction exists, and identify the epistemological strategies in conflict. This work may
involve asking one’s interlocutor specifically epistemological questions, asking them to explain
the reasoning they used to reach K, and other strategies which have worked in cases of
successful epistemological hermeneutics like Bowler’s. I will gather strategies for this in the rest
of this dissertation.
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6.3 Epistemological Hermeneutics Step Three: Hermeneutic Work
Orthorexia is not the result of an appropriate use of an epistemological system within
which patients know that food will harm them. Instead, orthorexia is characterized by an
epistemological mistake: by patients not being responsive to empirical evidence that food is safe,
or by patients being resistant to examining this evidence. Patients are ignoring evidence that they
would agree is appropriate to disprove their beliefs within their considered epistemological
strategies. Epistemological strategies need not accept particular kinds of empirical evidence to be
legitimate, but if users of these strategies do claim to accept this empirical evidence, it is
appropriate to hold them to this. Epistemological hermeneutic work reveals that there is a huge
difference between orthorexia and religious views of sickness as sin, and makes it clear that
curing an orthorexic patient by helping them become more responsive to appropriate evidence
about food is not interfering with their epistemological system. This tracks the clinical reality of
orthorexia: mistaken beliefs and belief-forming strategies about food are a symptom of
orthorexia (Koven and Abry 2015). This means that helping patients with orthorexia recover
must involve helping them get rid of epistemologically inappropriate beliefs. This framing helps
some patients recover (Armstrong 2017, Hocaoğlu 2018). Efforts to get patients with orthorexia
to be responsive to the appropriate kind of empirical knowledge are within the realm of a
medical professional’s expertise. This is why orthorexia and related eating disorders are diseases,
and this is how orthorexia is cured in clinical contexts (Armstrong 2017, Hocaoğlu 2018). One
researcher said that “Asking severely orthorexic patients to abandon false food beliefs is really a
request to discard a deeply held ideology." (Koven and Abry 2015) This ‘ideology’ involves a
systematic epistemological mistake, which patients would not endorse in a considered way.
The reason for this epistemologically inappropriate belief is clinical and psychological.
There are many theories about the psychological causes of eating disorders (Parra-Fernandez et
al 2018, Zickgraf Ellis and Essayli 2019). The purpose of this chapter is not to suggest that
orthorexia is an epistemic disease. Instead, I am offering a framework for clarifying what is
going on with an orthorexic patient within the steps of epistemological hermeneutics, to move
past potential epistemic friction caused by a medical professional being unsure how to respond to
a claim that food is causing a patient’s disease. Epistemological hermeneutics can make clear
that orthorexic beliefs are not knowledge even by an orthorexic patient’s standards, so it is
entirely appropriate to try to get a patient to abandon these beliefs. By identifying a patient’s
actual epistemological strategies, a medical professional can clearly identify that a patient is not
following them, and can safely identify orthorexic beliefs as irrational.
In this case, identifying that a patient needs psychological help in order to follow their
own epistemological rules is the main epistemological hermeneutic work needed. some of
Bowler’s interactions with prosperity gospel adherents ended with her simply insisting that they
admit that the appropriate evidence for suffering exists, which is also an insistence that her
friends follow their own epistemological rules, in the same way Armstrong describes her
recovery from orthorexia. However, in some cases, like Bowler’s further interactions with her
friends, specific steps to make the knowledge (K) held by S and L mutually intelligible will be
necessary. There will be three major questions one should ask in an epistemological hermeneutic
analysis of a case:
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a. Is the reasoning that S is using following the epistemological rules S endorses?
For example, is S giving empirical evidence for a claim the appropriate weight?
b. Is there a way to reword K so that L can understand enough that S and L can continue
to pursue their shared goal?
This involves investigating the parts of K relevant to the shared goal. The question of
how to ‘translate’ knowledge in this way will be central to epistemological hermeneutics.
Experts like Bowler can give examples of how to do this, and these example strategies will be a
good start to the project of determining how to translate knowledge.
If the reasoning that supported patients continuing to be orthorexic had been impervious
to any empirical evidence against the claim that 'bad' food is dangerous but based on empirical
evidence about the dangers of food, it would be impossible to reach patients via reasoning
because of the nature of their epistemological strategies towards food. The possibility of this
kind of epistemological strategy which by design makes it impossible for them to accept some
Ks (such as the doctor’s K that food is largely safe) raises a final question, which will make clear
where the boundaries of epistemological hermeneutic reasoning lie.
c. Does one party’s epistemological strategy make it impossible for K to be transferred
because such transfer is by definition not allowed between L and S? If this is the case,
what should be done?
This is a live possibility. Vaccine denialists sometimes use these reasoning strategies
regarding pediatrician explanations of vaccines. This is not intentional stonewalling, nor does it
stem from particularly rare epistemological strategies (Navin 2015, iix, 85, Nguyen 2020). There
has been significant attention to the ways in which what I call epistemological hermeneutic work
is difficult or impossible between vaccine denialists and medical experts (Navin 2015, Nguyen
2020). At the point that it becomes clear this is the case, epistemological hermeneutics is
impossible. The making-understood, especially in the context of a conversation that has a shared
goal which requires transferring K, may be blocked by reasoning strategies used by the parties
involved. This work on vaccine denialism and other resistant epistemic communities is a warning
that epistemological hermeneutics could be impossible in some cases. Persistent failures of
epistemological hermeneutics in specific situations may also be a warning that pernicious
epistemological systems are systematically preventing knowledge-transfer.
It may be impossible to transfer some knowledge in some situations. In this case,
knowledge transfer is not the appropriate goal. Epistemological hermeneutics will not always be
successful. This will make it clear that attempts to communicate K are doomed and need not
continue, and may lead conversation partners open to suggest alternatives such as soft coercion,
significant amounts of intervention into the context of the conversation, respectful
communication of the reasons for epistemic friction followed by negotiations about how to move
forward, or harm reduction (Navin 2015, 187, Nguyen 2020, Giubilini and Savulescu 2019). I
will examine these kinds of cases in Chapter Five of this dissertation.
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Participants in a conversation may also be unwilling to learn what the other means: a
situation may be what authors like Luvell Anderson and Gale Neuhaus Jr have called a willful
hermeneutic impasse. These authors have described reasons people may pretend to be interested
in conversation, but are in fact unwilling to do this kind of epistemological hermeneutic work
(Anderson 2017). If this is the case, epistemological hermeneutics will fail unless one party can
be convinced to engage wholeheartedly. This process is outside of the scope of epistemological
hermeneutics, although it is also important.
The answers to a, b, and c will allow both parties to share enough of K to move towards
their shared goal or help them identify that this sharing is impossible. Directly asking these
questions will sometimes work, but may not always be effective. Identifying the best ways to
reach the answers to these questions will be the final focus of epistemological hermeneutic
analysis. This may involve identifying plain-language wording for these questions which is
likely to get helpful answers, identifying other conversational strategies to gather this
information, or identifying ‘tells’ that an interlocutor is using a particular epistemological
strategy.

7. A Non-Ideal Epistemological Project
In this chapter I have argued for a novel kind of systematic epistemological study: the
study of epistemological hermeneutics. This work must be done in connection to real world
conversations, but with an understanding of the epistemological theory written about the
epistemological systems in conversation. This is why I have given two real-world cases as
exemplars. This focus on cases is especially important because while S needs to share K with L
for their shared goal to be reachable, not all epistemological differences between S and L must
be overcome. Successful transfer of K is just ensuring the two parties understand each other
‘well enough’ to move a conversation towards reaching a shared goal. In order to determine
when ‘well enough’ is reached, the real limitations and outcomes of conversations are necessary.
Epistemological hermeneutics is not a project of identifying the best epistemological strategy, or
a project of identifying flaws with epistemological strategies.
Instead, it is the process of using the knowledge of the differences between
epistemological strategies developed by normative epistemologists to help necessary
conversations move forward. In many cases, it will involve translating something from one
epistemological strategy to another, or the diplomatic work of expressing one person's intent to
their interlocutor.
Full epistemological hermeneutic analyses will likely occur in two ways, one of which I
will engage with in this dissertation. The first kind of epistemological hermeneutic work will
consist of looking at cases of successful epistemological hermeneutics (like Bowler's) in order to
get a sense of what epistemological hermeneutic strategies work. This will involve developing
lists of successful strategies and looking at strategies that are particularly successful in particular
contexts. Ideally, these strategies will be usable by people who are not experts and will quickly
and efficiently help the conversation move past epistemic friction.
In Chapter Two of this dissertation, I will analyze the epistemological hermeneutic
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strategies that bioethicists suggest physicians should engage in when patients expect miracle
cures. Medical professionals are often unfamiliar with the epistemological strategies that patients
use to understand the miracles they expect. In order to facilitate clinical communication about
miracles, bioethicists have suggested many different methods for non-experts to engage in
epistemological hermeneutics about miracles. I will analyze the structure that these strategies
have in common. From this, I will be able to sketch in more detail the steps for a heuristic for
how a medical professional can approach a patient using an unfamiliar epistemological strategy
and engage in epistemological hermeneutics.
In the case of a clinical miracle-invocation, only one K must be translated—the claim
about the miracle itself. In addition, as in Bowler’s case and in the case of orthorexia, it is clear
that K must be translated for the clinical encounter to proceed. In these ways, the case I analyze
in Chapter Two will be a simple case.
In Chapter Three, I will turn to a type of clinical encounter which requires more complex
epistemological hermeneutics. Māori patients evaluate and explain their health using different
epistemological strategies than Pākehā (non-Māori) medical professionals do. For this reason,
both Māori and Pākehā medical professionals and bioethicists have written many guides to allow
Pākehā medical professionals to engage in epistemological hermeneutics to understand Māori
patients. I will analyze the epistemological hermeneutic strategies that these guides suggest. In
addition, I will analyze interviews with Māori patients about their experiences in these kinds of
clinical settings. Pākehā medical professionals do not always notice that they are failing to
understand an important K for Māori patients, and so these examples will provide methods for
determining the ways in which patients express they are not being understood, and indicate
which kinds of epistemological strategies they are using. They will also provide additional
evidence that the structure of the heuristic I describe in Chapter Two is appropriate for medical
professionals approaching unfamiliar epistemological hermeneutic challenges, and more
epistemological hermeneutic strategies to fill out this heuristic.
In Chapter Four, I will gather all of the aspects of epistemological hermeneutics I drew
from the cases in the previous chapters. After three chapters of analyzing example cases, I will
have enough data to begin to generalize what kinds of epistemic friction are a sign that
epistemological hermeneutics will be useful, and the steps a person can take to overcome this
epistemic friction. This will be a preliminary general guide for epistemological hermeneutics.
In Chapter Five, I will turn to clinical bioethical cases in which epistemological
hermeneutics is impossible. This will make it clear that epistemological hermeneutics will not
give harmful viewpoints more leeway in clinical settings. I will show that attempting to engage
in epistemological hermeneutics with a racist medical professional who seeks to let their racism
guide their clinical practice will only highlight that normative intervention in this case is
necessary. Then I will analyze accounts from vaccine-hesitant parents and analyses of the
communication and reasoning patterns that vaccine-hesitant parents use. Some vaccine-hesitant
parents are committed to epistemological strategies which exclude medical professionals as
appropriate knowers. Epistemological hermeneutic analysis will show that these parents cannot
be part of productive conversations with medical professionals. However, some vaccine-hesitant
parents can communicate with medical professionals, because they use less extreme
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epistemological strategies. I will show that the epistemological hermeneutic heuristic I develop
in Chapter Four will allow medical professionals to determine which parents they can
communicate with, without encouraging medical professionals to give vaccine-hesitant parents
more leeway to refuse to treat their children than bioethicists otherwise suggest.
The second kind of epistemological hermeneutic analysis will be identifying cases in
which epistemological hermeneutic work is necessary and suggesting strategies to transfer K in
these cases. These may be conversations in which epistemic friction has not yet been explicitly
identified by S or L. For example, this may take the form of clinical bioethical cases in which
medical professionals report being frustrated by an inability to share a particular K with their
patients. Then, once a case has been identified as held up by epistemic friction and limited in the
ways that make epistemological hermeneutic work necessary, one can turn to tested
epistemological hermeneutic strategies to successfully transfer K. Discussions of the relative
merit of epistemological hermeneutic strategies will require a full analysis of the epistemological
strategies in use and attention to how K is transferred to each party. These may be strategies that
worked for similar cases, or they may be new strategies developed by epistemologists with a full
understanding of both epistemological strategies in play. This kind of an analysis would reveal
that Sylvia Millecam’s doctors purported to be giving her medical evidence that Jomanda was
right, meaning that interfering in this would not have been interfering in a legitimate spiritual
practice, but stopping a fraud. It will be empirically verifiable whether these strategies work, so it
will be clear which epistemological hermeneutic strategies are helpful. This kind of analysis too
will involve close attention to real conversations and the accounts of participants in these
conversations. In this dissertation, I will produce a heuristic which would guide this kind of
analysis. However, I will not have the space to embark on this second kind of epistemological
hermeneutic analysis in this dissertation.
I am writing this dissertation, and arguing for the systematic study of epistemological
hermeneutics, so that I can begin to build the resources to engage in this second kind of
epistemological hermeneutic analysis. Epistemological hermeneutics can help us share
knowledge. This will particularly benefit people whose cultural or religious epistemological
strategies are significantly different from those used by people they interact with, for example, in
a clinical setting. As the literature on epistemological silencing makes clear, being unable to
share knowledge can harm people (Fricker 2007, Dotson 2011, Medina 2013). Epistemological
hermeneutics is another resource to help minimize this.
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Chapter Two: A Case of Epistemological Hermeneutics: Miracle Cures
People who are sick sometimes come to expect a miraculous cure for their illnesses.
When people make medical decisions based on this expectation, medical professionals are often
torn. Medical professionals may not understand or believe in miraculous cures. In this kind of
situation, a medical professional may have a wildly different understanding of how to understand
a patient’s prognosis than the patient themselves. This makes it difficult for medical
professionals to discuss plans for treatment (or palliative care) with patients. How can the two
discuss medical outcomes and plans when something ineffable like a miracle is on the table?
Some bioethicists are now advocating close attention to a patient's knowledge-gatheringstrategies when this happens (Sulmasy 2007b, Savulescu and Clarke 2007, Bibler Shinall and
Stahl 2018, DeBaets 2018, Pawlikowski 2018, Siess and Moyer 2018). This means that
discussions of miracles in clinical settings often require epistemological hermeneutics.
Epistemological analysis can help explain why knowledge-gathering-strategies matter, and how
to investigate them.
A systematic study of ways to identify and overcome roadblocks to communication
caused by incompatible epistemologies is necessary. Overcoming this roadblock may simply
require making one party’s views clear to the other, or may require allowing both parties to
understand a claim well enough to discuss whether it is justified within a particular
epistemological system. More clarity will be helpful for people facing those roadblocks, and this
will represent a new angle for study of the epistemologies involved. This is why I am arguing for
the necessity of studying epistemological hermeneutics. This is epistemological analysis of the
ways to resolve problems that arise in specific cases of miscommunication caused by
epistemological mismatch. We do not need to struggle to communicate from the ground up each
time we encounter someone who uses an unfamiliar epistemological system. Instead, the study of
the various strategies for epistemological hermeneutics and their effectiveness will produce a list
of best practices guidelines for how to approach epistemological differences. This dissertation
will develop an initial version of this kind of guideline, using existing preeminent guides to
overcoming epistemological conversation-barriers in well-known cases. Further empirical
research will be necessary to fine-tune such a guide. I will gather a list of strategies for
discussing miracles in a clinical setting. These strategies will guide my study of sharing
knowledge between epistemological systems in general. The bioethicists I cite in this chapter
suggest ways to identify the epistemological strategy patients invoking miracles are using, and
how to respond to different epistemological categories of miracle-invocations.
I will first argue that bioethicists have already identified uniquely epistemological
problems stemming from clinical miracle-invocations. Bioethicists implicitly already do
something like epistemological hermeneutics. I will then use the case of miracles to generalize
an initial guide to the general practice of making one’s knowledge-strategies clear in a
constrained conversation. I will end with an example of how an analysis of the epistemological
hermeneutics necessary in responding to a patient invoking miracles. This example analysis will
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highlight the differences between a systematic study of epistemological hermeneutics and the
work done by the bioethicists I cite.
1. Miracles
I will remain agnostic on the precise meaning of the word ‘miracle’ I invoke here. The
bioethics literature that I cite has no definite category of clinical miracle invocations that refers
to a single idea. Instead, bioethicists group a particular set of patient claims into a category
because of the similar difficulties that many invocations of the idea of miracles causes in a
medical environment. Patients invoke miracle language in many cases in which there is no sense
in which what they are hoping for is a miracle by any definition of miracle. Colloquially a
‘miraculous cure’ can mean many things. Sometimes, patients call cures 'miraculous' and mean
'really effective'. For example, newspaper articles called the discovery of antibiotics ‘miraculous’
(Wainwright 1990, Rosen 2017, Sulmasy 2007a). However, 'miraculous' antibiotics do not raise
the difficulties typical of a clinical miracle invocation. The type of miracles which raise
bioethical problems operate on a kind of causation that cannot be empirically verified.
A patient’s belief in a miracle is likely to raise epistemological roadblocks to
communication in cases in which a patient’s belief in a miracle results from knowledgegathering-strategies distinct from those a medical professional is using to prescribe medicine. I
take this to be a pragmatic category rather than a philosophical one, but it does track some
philosophical definitions of miracles. These cases will include ones in which patients believe in
miracles in some theologically appropriate sense.
Daniel Sulmasy’s definition of a miracle in medical contexts falls into the pragmatic
category I suggest (Sulmasy 2007a, 1223), as does Robert Larmer’s (Larmer 1988, 12), but all
patients who make medical decisions based on the expectation of a cure occurring in ways which
are not supported by medical evidence would also fall into this category. This is a description of
miracles as empirically and scientifically unprecedented, so they cannot be analyzed using the
knowledge-gathering-strategy one would use in a medical context. Instead, a different way of
understanding must be brought to bear to understand the significance of this kind of miracle. The
kind of evidence that supports this kind of miracle must by definition be different than the kind
of evidence a doctor gathers about a patient, and so in cases in which patients expect a miracle,
there is a possibility of the patient and physician using different knowledge-gathering-strategies.

2. Miracle-Invocations in the Clinic
The general outline of the cases I will focus on in this chapter are as follows: a patient
wants medical treatment to be guided by the belief that a healing miracle is in store. Amy
DeBaets gives a partially fictionalized example of what I refer to.
Tara, 45 years old, has been diagnosed with recurrent ovarian cancer. She was raised in a
Roman Catholic family but no longer identifies with that tradition. Rather, she has
cobbled together a spirituality that she finds both coherent and meaningful. She meditates
regularly and seeks spiritual direction from a local shaman who is trained in Andean
indigenous traditions. She finds meaning in nature and honors Pachamama—Mother
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Nature—believing that all people should take from the earth only what they need and
should give back to the earth in kind. She is not “religious” but participates regularly in
spiritual rituals guided by the shaman. In health care, her naturalistic orientation leads her
to desire only forms of medicine that can be understood as “natural”—she eats a healthy
diet and has been willing to undergo surgery to remove the tumors, but declines
chemotherapy. Her oncologists strongly recommend that she consider other treatment
regimens in order to prolong her healthy life, but she refuses, saying that Pachamama
allowed her illness, and Pachamama will honor her faithfulness and provide a cure. Tara
participates in regular rituals of healing and “energy medicine” through the shaman in
order to effect a miracle for her illness. Her family is distraught and wants her to try
chemotherapy. (DeBaets 2018, 62)
The specific religious orientation and history of a patient, as well as their evidence that a
miraculous cure is forthcoming, will vary from case to case, and many authors I cite will think
these differences are very important. However, the general outline is clear. A patient is ill, and
believes that their illness will be cured based on a causal process whose workings are justified by
evidence that is implausible within medical theory. This causal process requires only faith and
religious observance from the patient to continue. Some of Kate Bowler’s friends expected this
kind of cure for her. This belief shapes the patient’s medical decisions, drawing their medical
professionals into discussions of how to proceed based on some combination of this belief and
the medical facts. The nature of the evidence supporting a patient's belief in miracles and a
medical professional’s belief in their diagnosis makes resolving what to do difficult.
The genuine possibility for a miraculous cure for disease exists within many religions and
spiritual systems (Pawlikowski 2018, Yu 2007, Khan 2007, Mackler 2007). Respect for the fact
that a patient has the right to practice their religion, including their belief in such miracles, is an
important value to American doctors. This means finding ways to respect the patient’s belief that
a miracle is possible.
However, sometimes a patient mentioning a miracle can be a sign that a physician should
intervene in some way. Patients can express beliefs in miracles that are emblematic of irrational
thinking deeply changed by the onset of mental illness (Sulmasy 2007b) 3, and there is a long
history of 'miraculous cures' sold by charlatans taking advantage of the sick and desperate
(Anderson 2000). I opened this dissertation with such a case: Sylvia Millecam’s doctor had his
license revoked because he was found guilty of taking advantage of Millecam with false
promises of sure healing cast as a miracle. In some situations, it is therefore in the best interests
of a patient for a physician to question their belief in miracles. Many religious bioethicists have
pointed out that religious authorities warn about faked miracles, and suggest ways to determine a
miracle is legitimate (Sulmasy 2007a, Yu 2007, Khan 2007, Mackler 2007). This focus on
falsifying miracles by religious bioethicists should not be a surprise. Sulmasy explains that "If
one believes that there are religious truths, as the religious person must, one must accept the
3

Patients who display symptoms of mental illness should not be dismissed out of hand: things they know and seek
to share are important for medical encounters. Mentally ill people are not epistemologically compromised by virtue
of being mentally ill. However, medical professionals are often trained to look for specific symptoms of mental
illness so that they can help patients get the care they need, and epistemological hermeneutics will help them avoid
inaccurately identifying cultural or religious claims as these kind of symptoms.
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existence of a criterion by which to judge the truth of any given religious claim" (Sulmasy
2007b, 1268). Genuine miracles should stand up to some kinds of questioning, but the kind of
questioning appropriate is different within different theologies. This means it is appropriate to
question claims about miracles within religious epistemologies: the proof of a miracle claim will
be accessible within these epistemologies (Khan 2007 1248, Sulmasy 2007b). Within a religious
epistemology, it is appropriate to question miracles, but not because miracles can’t be predicted
by medical science or due to one’s own lack of belief in miracles.
So, it is clear that some kinds of questioning a miracle claim is appropriate, but denying
theologically genuine possibilities for a miracle is not practical or appropriate in a clinical
context if a medical professional is interested in keeping a patient’s trust. It is not then surprising
that physicians report feeling a tension between the health risk that a patient's unreasonable
invocation of miracles might herald, and their desire to respect a patient's religion by not calling
a patient's religious beliefs unreasonable (Dzeng and Booth 2018, 63). Patients invoking miracles
in a clinical setting therefore often cause bioethical dilemmas. The dilemma is this: How does
one investigate a patient's miracle-invocation when the evidence for the truth of a religious
miracle is not within the realm of a physician's expertise? I will argue this is an epistemological
problem, and that many bioethicists have suggested epistemological fixes to this problem. The
people who suggest these fixes do not always call them epistemological, but nonetheless they
focus on reasons for belief and knowledge.

3. The Epistemological Goals for Responses to Miracle-Invocations
3.1 Goals Bioethicists Have for Their Miracle-Invocation Response Frameworks
Several authors have suggested ways for physicians and clinical ethicists to analyze
patient invocations of miracles (Sulmasy 2007b, Savulescu and Clarke 2007, Bibler Shinall and
Stahl 2018, DeBaets 2018, Pawlikowski 2018, Siess and Moyer 2018). I will analyze the
structure of these frameworks, which is similar. However, first I will argue that epistemological
problems are paramount here. This will highlight why the case of miracle invocations in clinical
settings is a good starting example, and show that bioethicists, medical professionals, and
patients want epistemological hermeneutic solutions to communication barriers surrounding
clinical miracle invocations. I will list both the problems that responses to clinical miracleinvocations try to solve and the problems these frameworks are criticized for failing to solve. All
parties have epistemological hermeneutic goals for frameworks for responding to clinical
miracle-invocations.
Some scholars justify frameworks for responding to clinical miracle-invocations based on
the specific desirable outcomes these frameworks produce. This makes it possible to survey the
outcomes bioethicists list as desirable. Even very skeptical bioethicists argue that it is sometimes
possible for nonbelievers to accept some miracles as reasonable (Savulescu and Clarke 2007,
1259), and that it is important to protect a patient's right to act logically within their belief system
(Brown 2016). This means frameworks should ensure ethicists or medical professionals do not
overstep their authority by inappropriately ruling on religious or cultural matters (Cooper et al
2014, Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 49, Sulmasy 2007b,1270, Saad and Medeiros 2018). Still, it
is important to protect patients from adverse medical outcomes. The shared goal in a medical
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encounter is in part for a medical professional to use their expertise in the medical facts to help
facilitate this. (Sulmasy 2007b 1271, Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 40, Sulmasy 2007b, 1269,
Saad and Medeiros 2018, Cooper et al 2014). Finally, analysis of miracle-invocations should
allow a physician to respond appropriately when a patient is being dishonest about their
knowledge in order to manipulate their care team (Sulmasy 2007b, 1271, Bibler Shinall and
Stahl 2018, 49). Physicians should not make medical decisions based on inappropriate evidence
simply because a patient insists they do so. Identifying what a miracle-invocation is evidence of
will involve analysis of whether a patient really believes their claim. Miracle-invocations that are
insincere are evidence that a patient is trying to manipulate their doctor or that they are in denial.
It is also important to determine whether a miracle-invocation is internally consistent. Miracleinvocations that are sincere and internally consistent may be evidence of required religious
responses to situations. Designers of frameworks for responses to clinical miracle-invocations
therefore hope that their frameworks will facilitate the transfer of knowledge between parties,
allow criticism of internally inconsistent claims, and allow communication to continue without
either party inappropriately normatively intervening on the other party’s epistemological
strategies.
3.2 Critiques of Frameworks for Responses to Clinical Miracle-Invocations
Criticisms of frameworks for responding to clinical miracle-invocations also focus on the
ideal outcome to a conversation about miracles in a clinical context. It is important to avoid
having physicians act as religious experts, and some bioethicists critique frameworks for
responding to clinical miracle-invocations when they seem to do this (Antommaria and Ragsdale
2018, 57, McCarthy and Wasson 2018, 59, Orr 2007). On the other hand, some authors highlight
that clergy do not have the expertise to respond to specific medical situations, and they are not
equipped to act as medical experts. Fixing this would require providing clergy additional training
on clinical and bioethical issues (Sanders et al 2017). From these two concerns, it is clear that it
is important to understand the distinction between medical and religious expertise. Some
bioethicists argue that medical statistics can provide probabilities rather than certainties about
what will happen. They warn against treating medical predictions as ‘certain’ to come to pass
and religious ones as ‘impossible’: it is possible that a medication which is likely to work does
not, and it is possible that a patient praying for a miraculous cure will experience remission of
their disease (Dzeng and Booth 2018, 63). Some frameworks miss evidence which is appropriate
to support a belief in miracles (DeBaets 2018, 61, Pawlikowski 2018, 71). This means these
frameworks may unfairly reject belief in miracles as unreasonable in some cases. Finally,
frameworks must identify patients who believe in miracles for which there is no appropriate
evidence and allow correction of these beliefs (Siess and Moyer 2018, 67). These critiques
highlight the importance of avoiding automatically prioritizing one way of evaluating evidence
over another. Bioethicists hope that a response to a medical miracle can allow the various
epistemological strategies medical professionals and patients are using to be held to their own
standards but respected.
3.3 What Patients Want When They Expect a Medical Miracle
Patients who expect medical miracles also report that they want a medical professional’s
expertise, even when the medical professional does not expect a miracle. Jacalyn Duffin, a
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hematologist and certifier of Catholic medical miracles (a Positio), who became a historian of
Catholic medical miracles, tells a story of a potential medical miracle in 1929, in which a family
stopped medically treating a child for pneumonia, and instead began to pray for him,
[The physician] warned the family that their baby boy would soon die of pneumonia; he
promised to return for signing the death certificate. During the long illness, he had visited
nearly every day, but one day he did not return. The family seemed to resent his absence,
although the baby recovered during that night. As the father told it, the house was
crowded with visitors, watching and waiting, and the mother was falling over with
fatigue, but he urged her to join him in prayer to Pompilio Pirrotti. The next morning, the
doctor was surprised to see the father in his shop and went in to express his condolences,
thinking that the child must have died. “Don’t you know anything, doctor?” exclaimed
the annoyed father. He curtly explained that while the doctor stayed away, the baby had
revived and sucked hungrily at the breast as he had not done for four whole days. In their
testimony, the mother and an uncle rendered the doctors’ work as “abandonment”.
(Duffin 2009, 123)
It is important to note that in this account, the patient was angry not because their
physician did not expect or believe in a miracle, but that the physician had stopped engaging
with the family at the point that medical treatment had stopped. Similarly, Duffin tells the story
of Adele, a nun who had an ear infection which spread to become mastoiditis and meningitis.
When Adele refused medical treatment and elected to return to her convent to “accept God’s
fate” (Duffin 2009, 124), the physician treating her became very angry, telling her that she was
essentially committing suicide (Duffin 2009,124). Adele was reportedly miraculously cured, and
lived another thirty-nine years. Adele and the nurses treating Adele called the doctor “terrible”
(Duffin 2009, 124) for this treatment. Adele shows that patients want their beliefs in miracles to
be taken seriously by medical professionals. When Adele did not die, and appeared miraculously
cured, she returned to her ‘terrible’ doctor (and approached five of his colleagues), to confirm
her cure. Adele wanted her faith to be taken seriously in a medical context, but she also sought
medical expertise regarding her miraculous cure, to confirm it (Duffin 2009, 124).
A 21-year-old Dutch pilgrim to Lourdes, who reported repeating a pilgrimage to Lourdes
four times in seek of a healing miracle, said that he did so in part because he was miraculously
granted knowledge of how to heal himself from the experience. Interviewers gathered anxiety
and depression were part of his motivation for pilgrimage. He described that what he gained
from pilgrimage was “I have come to a better understanding of my feelings, I can handle and
express them better...” (Post et al 1998, 163) as being at the center of his positive experiences.
He did not experience what a psychologist would have called a miraculous healing of his anxiety
and depression. In fact, researchers found that his anxiety and depression were worse after his
pilgrimages, which he explained as a “hangover” (Post et al 1998, 164) which “may serve a
purpose; you do get to know yourself quite well” (Post et al 1998 164). He specifically sought
knowledge, rather than healing, and felt that this knowledge would allow him to respond to the
world better. He did not discuss this healing with medical professionals, and so gave no
indication how he would hope medical professionals would respond to this knowledge. However,
he continued to seek medical aid in addition to the divinely gained knowledge. He sought the
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freedom to seek a healing miracle (even when what he gained appeared the worsen some of his
conditions) as well as medical care.
Patients expecting a medical miracle are less likely to explicitly say that their goals are
epistemological than academics are. However, patients reference two kinds of epistemological
strategies (medical and religious) when they describe medical miracles, and often describe
wanting these two to coexist (Duffin 2009). When seeking miracles, patients describe that
sometimes these miracles come with knowledge, and they expect medical professionals to
respect this knowledge (Post et al 1998, Duffin 2009). However, they also seek medical expertise
delivered by medical professionals. Patients share the goals of epistemological hermeneutics
when they try to discuss miracles with medical professionals.
There are many guides for medical professionals to understand patients who invoke
miracles in clinical settings, but very few guides to the reverse. This is because, in the case of a
miracle-invocation, there is one major piece of knowledge (K) which must be transferred, and it
is only being transferred in one direction. The medical professional must learn to respond to the
patient’s belief in a miracle. The patient is not experiencing a similar inability to understand their
medical professionals. They want to be understood. For this reason, epistemological
hermeneutics in the case of clinical miracle-invocations will focus on things that a medical
professional can do to understand. Later chapters will focus on cases in which both parties are
having trouble understanding one another, and so will involve more reference to patients as well.

4. Epistemological Hermeneutics in Frameworks for Clinical Miracle
Discussions
Frameworks for discussing clinical miracle-invocations all focus on different aspects of
the same epistemological problem. This problem arises when it is important (in this case for
bioethical reasons) to use different kinds of epistemological strategies to come to a conclusion
about what to do. It therefore becomes important to balance or allow communication between
two epistemological strategies. The frameworks I will summarize seek to help a physician learn
to evaluate the reasonableness of miracle claims based on the evidence appropriate for these
miracles. They suggest ways to learn about an unfamiliar way of evaluating reasonableness.
After this is done, a physician can suggest a treatment plan based on their medical expertise and
the status of the expected miracle.
These frameworks, explicitly or implicitly, involve epistemological hermeneutics.
Authors emphasize the importance of epistemological humility (Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018,
45) towards unfamiliar beliefs in miracles, and avoiding "a purely subjective epistemology of
religion"(Sulmasy 2007b, 1268) in evaluating miracle-invocations. Frameworks for analyzing
miracles all focus on reasons to believe in miracles: what reasons are appropriate? Is there
evidence that these appropriate reasons exist in this case? My invocation of epistemological
strategies in understanding how to respond to a patient expecting a miracle is not novel. Up to
this point, I am seeking to point out a pattern rather than break new ground.
The novel insight that my analysis brings to this discourse is to explicitly conceptualize
what are often thought of as communication problems and issues that arise as a result of
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differences in epistemologies. These communication problems arise because there are multiple
epistemological strategies in play. In this chapter I seek to sketch a particular mode of
epistemological inquiry taking place in analyses of miracles—I am highlighting strategies for
epistemological hermeneutics. A systematic study of epistemological hermeneutics would pave
the way to identifying ways to allow more than one epistemological strategy to operate in
parallel to investigate a claim. In the bioethical frameworks I have analyzed here, this claim is:
'my expectation for a miracle should change my treatment plan'. Knowledge of some facts that
are important to a patient’s wellbeing is often acquired by different means than are used to know
medical facts. A combination of medical facts and the broader facts about a patient's wellbeing,
desires, and resources (including spiritual, psychological, and cultural facts) are necessary to
determine how physicians should treat a patient who expects a miracle. The strategies
bioethicists suggest in response to discussions of miracles highlight what steps are necessary to
head off this confusion. I will look at how these begin to fill out a list of questions in a guide to
epistemological hermeneutics for bioethical cases in general.
Epistemological hermeneutics will always begin with attention to knowledge-holders
involved in a case. In this case, medical professionals are on one side of the conversation I am
analyzing. Accounts from patients who hope for miracles are on the other. Engaging with the
accounts of knowers is the core of epistemological hermeneutics. In this dissertation, I will take
seriously people’s accounts of their own epistemological strategies. This is a fundamental
precondition for epistemological hermeneutics working. People can be wrong by their own
standards in an epistemological hermeneutic analysis, but a criticism of someone’s epistemology
does not have a place here yet. In this way, epistemological hermeneutics is the project of
translating knowledge between epistemologies. In translating between languages, if one is
simultaneously critiquing how a language should be, the two tasks will interfere. One can say,
“this tense works this way” or “this tense does not need to have so many irregular verbs,”, but
one cannot express these both in the same translation without confusing the reader and
interfering in the translation itself. Criticism of epistemologies themselves and critiques of what
they should be (for example, between different sects of a religion) are important but are not part
of the project of epistemological hermeneutics.

5. Identifying the Need for Epistemological Hermeneutics
The first step in determining that epistemological hermeneutics is necessary is to identify
signs that a miscommunication is due to epistemological mismatches between conversation
partners. Not every case in which someone refuses to accept knowledge provided by another
person is a result of epistemic friction. Daniel Sulmasy and Trevor Bibler and coauthors list other
reasons that conversations about miracles in a clinical setting could fail. Sulmasy points out that
a sudden belief in miracles can be emblematic of delusion, and signal mental illness (Sulmasy
2007b). Trevor Bibler, Myrick Shinall, and Devan Stahl highlight cases in which a patient uses
the word ‘miracle’ but is in fact using this as an expression for something they hope for but
aren’t expecting (Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 42). The use of ‘miracle’ may also be an
expression of a patient’s denial which is not rooted in a positive belief in miracles but in a refusal
to accept any kind of evidence that they could die (Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 43). In
situations in which communication is not hindered by incompatible epistemological strategies,
epistemological hermeneutics will not help solve the communication problem. Epistemological
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hermeneutics may however help assure a physician that they are not unfairly dismissing a
patient’s knowledge by assuring physicians that they are encountering denial rather than
miscommunication.
Bibler and coauthors, all clinical professionals, explain that they suggest a focus on
epistemological strategies to allow medical professionals to interpret miracle-invocations
because this is what has worked for them. The fit of their model to clinical realities is the
argument for their model. This is the bluntest possible argument for epistemological
hermeneutics being appropriate in a case: epistemological hermeneutic analysis might be
appropriate for a class of cases simply because it helps. However, applying epistemological
hermeneutics to every problem is not an efficient way to resolve clinical communication
problems. Trial-and-error is not an ideal way to identify the most fruitful targets of any
communication strategy. While real-world applicability or results may be a strong indicator of
the appropriateness for epistemological hermeneutics in a particular case, other factors must
indicate when to try it. To identify these factors, I will turn to the other justifications bioethicists
give for their focus on reasons. In the case of clinical miracle-invocations, there are two general
indications that epistemological hermeneutics will be useful.
The first indication that epistemological hermeneutics may be necessary is the experience
of struggling to talk to a patient about something that appears to be deeply important to them.
Many bioethicists say that the fact that a belief in miracles is fundamental to a patient’s
worldview is what makes the conversation difficult (Shinall Stahl and Bibler 2018, Rosoff 2018,
Sulmasy 2007a, DeBaets 2018, Brown 2016, Cooper et al 2014, Siess & Moyer 2018, Orr 2007,
DeLisser 2018). Epistemological strategies are central to how people navigate the world, so they
will often be very important to patients. In addition, epistemological strategies can be tied to
cultures or religions (Agada 1998, Meyer 2001, Sulimma 2009, Durie 2013), and these strategies
will be especially important to patients for whom their cultures or religions are important.
Bibler, Shinall, and Stahl offer a taxonomy of patients who expect a miracle, categorizing
them via epistemological hermeneutics based on how fundamental such a miracle is for their
belief. Understanding this fundamentally involves epistemic humility and “empathetic
imagining” (Spiegelberg 1980). In their model, it is impossible to understand a miracle without
understanding whether it is fundamental to a patient or not. A feeling that a belief might be
fundamental to a patient’s worldview is a sign that epistemological hermeneutics might be
helpful. Practicing clinicians have said that this is a helpful signpost for cases in which
epistemological hermeneutic work is necessary (DeLisser 2018).
The second indication that epistemological hermeneutics may be useful is an experience
on the part of the physician that they could not possibly answer a patient’s questions or requests.
This may be a feeling that communication is impossible for some unknown reason, or that the
wrong kind of responses or the wrong kind of evidence is being brought to bear in response to a
case. Medical professionals may feel patients ask them the wrong kind of questions, questions for
which no answer exists. Impossibility or irrelevance is central to this experience.
Daniel Sulmasy relates the story of a Franciscan Friar whose lung tumor disappeared
overnight and who considered this a miracle. He says “Can science settle the question of whether
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this was a miracle? The answer is absolutely not...science cannot, as a matter of epistemological
truth, distinguish between the miraculous and the mundane.” (Sulmasy 2007a, 1224). Sulmasy
describes a past miracle. However, this is true about expected miracles as well. A physician
whose patient told them this story and asked whether they could also expect to experience such a
miracle would find themselves incapable of answering their patient’s question with any medical
answer. It would feel like the wrong kind of question to ask one’s doctor, especially in the
context of deciding treatment.
Daniel Sulmasy says that some of the inability to respond felt by physicians in
conversations about miracles is because of a mistaken view that the kind of epistemological
strategy appropriate to investigate a miracle is incompatible with the epistemological strategy
appropriate to investigating medical facts. He uses a metaphor of place to express this: he says
that “the notion of religious miracles, however, sits awkwardly inside the temple of scientific
medicine” (Sulmasy 2007a, 1223). Sulmasy suggests that it is possible to engage with
epistemological strategies you do not share respectfully. How this is possible will be the next
step in epistemological hermeneutics. While a physician cannot appropriately rule on whether
the Friar was miraculously cured (in a Catholic context there are Vatican appointed Miracle
Commissions to answer these questions (Harvey 2007, Sullivan 2004, Mcinerny 1986)), a
physician can discuss with their patient how to make medical decisions based on the possibility
of future miracles. Sulmasy goes on to say that he can draw a distinction between an issue of
epistemology and an issue of delusion. Such a distinction requires careful attention to the claim
in question. A miracle can be evaluated on specific epistemological terms appropriate to the
miracle. The appropriate evaluation for a miracle can guide a physician on what to ask (Sulmasy
2007a). This theme of feeling as though there is no path forward or that one’s interlocutor is
asking something you cannot answer is common in descriptions of physicians whose patients
announce they are expecting a medical miracle. Shinall and coauthors say that physicians often
find conversations about miracles “bewildering” (Shinall Stahl and Bibler 2018, 535), and in
another paper the same coauthors headed by Bibler call these conversations “challenging”
(Bibler Stahl and Shinall 2018, 40), Bernard Lo and coauthors observe that when patients bring
miracles up “many physicians… feel unskilled and uncomfortable… and therefore may avoid
such conversations” (Lo et al 2002, 749). This kind of sentiment is also common in a literature I
will pick up in the next chapter. Māori bioethicists explain that some Pākehā (non-Māori New
Zealander) doctors ask questions that they cannot answer, because these questions make no sense
within Māori health epistemological contexts. I will highlight both signs that epistemological
hermeneutics might be helpful in the Māori context as well. This further suggests that these are
good indicators to.
At times, physicians may not notice communication failures. While in this chapter I focus
on communication problems that physicians overwhelmingly notice, I will broaden my focus in
the next chapter. I will end this dissertation with a more complex and accurate view of
epistemological hermeneutics that acknowledges that in order to fully understand
epistemological mismatch, both sides of a conversation must be able to highlight such a
mismatch. Māori bioethicists have been explaining that the Māori people have a distinct medical
epistemology for centuries. Pākehā (non-Māori New Zealander) medical professionals did not
always notice that this was the case (Durie 2013). Less systematically privileged groups will
sometimes feel the effects of epistemological mismatch which physicians do not. In order to
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gather that this is happening, doctors must be willing to listen and encourage patients to express
concerns that a disagreement or failure in communication may be epistemological.
Epistemological hermeneutic analysis requires a physician to recognize that they are an expert in
one realm but not in all relevant realms for this conversation, and that this fact does not denigrate
a physician’s medical expertise. This recognition is not new. The fact that physicians are medical
experts but may not be experts in other areas of a patient’s life underlies the principle of
autonomy which has been a large part of bioethics for many years (Beauchamp and Childress
2019, 75). However, it bears repeating that this is vital for epistemological hermeneutics to prove
useful.

6. What Questions Are Part of Epistemological Hermeneutics?
6.1 Identifying What Knowledge Needs to Be Made Clear to Both Parties
Once a case has been identified as one in which epistemological hermeneutics is
necessary, participants in a conversation must identify what specific piece of knowledge (K)
needs translating.
I will turn to the case of clinical miracle-invocations to populate an initial list of effective
epistemological hermeneutic strategies. I will then use this list to model the steps of an effective
epistemological hermeneutics.
The first step in epistemological hermeneutics is to identify the main claim which is the
focus of the disagreement. There may be more than one claim, but they can be taken in turn, and
if they stem from the same issue it will soon become clear. Sometimes this will be obviousBibler and coauthors suggest that many of these situations will come along with a feeling that the
patient and the doctor have wildly diverging and incommensurable beliefs on a specific issue
(Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 45).
Bernard Lo and co-authors suggest that, in order to determine what kind of reasoning a
patient is using to justify their expectation of a miracle, doctors should pay attention to questions
that patients ask over and over. A physician may think they have explained why something is
happening, only to have their patient say, "OK, but... why is this happening?" (Lo et al 2002,
751) This is a sign that the kind of explanation a physician has provided is not the kind the
patient is looking for (Lo et al 2002, 751). For example, a patient might ask over and over again
why a physician wishes to discontinue a futile treatment. This might be because medical
evidence about the likely outcome of a treatment is not what a patient is using to make medical
decisions. A question a patient repeats after many answers is a candidate for epistemological
hermeneutics.
Lo and coauthors highlight a vital additional sign of an issue which may require
epistemological hermeneutics They point out that a patient questioning a doctor’s authority, in
the form of asking whether they are a member of a particular religion or culture, might be
sounding a doctor out on whether they are an expert in a particular kind of reasoning (Lo et al
2002, 752). The same goes for patients declaring that a physician is not an appropriate authority
when they disagree. Both of these are warning signs that a patient needs evidence provided by
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non-medical means to make a decision about what is being discussed (Lo et al 2002, 752). The
kind of expertise or group membership a patient raises may also indicate the kind of knowledgegathering-strategy they are using. If a Catholic patient asks their physician if they are a Catholic
when raising the possibility that they will be miraculously cured, the patient may be using a
Catholic epistemology of miracles to evaluate their situation.
6.2 Helping Both Parties Understand the Miracle
With one or more specific pieces of knowledge (K) that must be transferred identified,
one should move on to the questions making up the analysis itself. Lo and coauthors suggest that
confusion about the connection between the patient’s belief in miracles and their claims about
how treatment should proceed is a sign that further understanding a patient’s reasons for belief is
important (Lo et al 2002, 750). The second step in any epistemological hermeneutic analysis of
an issue is to determine the evidence supporting the beliefs all parties hold. What does each party
believe and what evidence supports this belief? This step is part of every heuristic for responding
to clinical miracle-invocations that I cite here.
Sulmasy describes physicians feeling they cannot comment on a patient’s expectation of
a miracle, or that it is inappropriate for them to judge such a claim either way (Sulmasy 2007b,
1268). What is being raised here is the specter of a kind of truth for which the physician is not an
appropriate knower. This experience is very commonly cited as a root of physician discomfort
when a patient brings up miracles. The third question in epistemological hermeneutics will
therefore be: is there the impression that one party in a conversation is not capable of having
access to some knowledge, and is this impression true? This is a question of diplomacy between
epistemological strategies. Who can speak, and when?
Sulmasy also says that sometimes physicians are simply unclear on the criteria for
judging a claim a patient makes. The claim that a miracle is happening could have several
sources of evidence, and a physician can be unclear why specifically a patient expects a miracle
(Sulmasy 2007b 1268). This is also an epistemological confusion. It is an expression of being
unclear about a patient’s evidentiary requirements for a belief that a miracle is forthcoming. Here
confusion might lead a physician to be unable to engage with a patient’s belief in miracles. This
confusion could instead be fixed by clarifying the epistemological strategies a patient is using to
investigate miracles. This is the fourth epistemological hermeneutic question: are both parties
clear about the evidence appropriate to support knowledge of the question at hand for the other
party? This is not a question about the other party’s epistemology in general, it focuses on the
appropriate evidence for the main claim(s) at hand (the relevant epistemological strategy). This
will be the bulk of the work of epistemological hermeneutics.
Sulmasy suggests that the key to responding to a patient's belief in miracles is in
respecting a patient’s belief in the truth of miracles. Sulmasy argues that "If one believes that
there are religious truths...one must accept the existence of a criterion by which to judge the truth
of any given religious claim." (Sulmasy 2007b, 1268). Sulmasy suggests a series of questions
intended to determine if a patient's expectation of a miracle is responsive to evidence. This
involves determining what kind of evidence is appropriate to use to form a belief about whether a
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miracle is coming. It also includes asking if there is a kind of evidence that a patient would take
to mean no miracle is coming, and whether such evidence has presented itself (Sulmasy 2007b).
Sometimes, evaluating a patient’s epistemological strategies will highlight a way in
which that patient is not being internally consistent by their own epistemological rules. Simply
put, they could be wrong by their own standards. I highlighted this possibility in the first chapter
of this dissertation. It is one that bioethicists analyzing miracle-invocations are also aware of.
Sulmasy in particular reiterates at length that one can, without disrespecting a patient's religious
beliefs, ask about the logical connections between ideas (Sulmasy 2007b, 1270).
Bibler and coauthors also describe cases in which a patient’s belief in a miracle being
apparently unconnected to their other beliefs (whether beliefs held over their lifetime or that they
express about this specific situation) is a sign that further understanding these beliefs is what will
help solve the situation (Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 43). They separate miracle-invocations
by the patient’s relationship to the reasons that justify their belief in miracles. Some patients have
accepted the epistemological strategy of a religious tradition, and are expecting a miracle that is
part of this tradition. These patients are 'unshaken' in their reasoning strategies. Bibler and
coauthors further subdivide 'unshaken' patients by how the patient examines evidence of
miracles. Some patients are "closed off from inquiry and negotiation" (Bibler Shinall and Stahl
2018, 43), and do not accept evidence in an appropriate way for their religious tradition. Bibler
and coauthors suggest this is because the patient is not appropriately evaluating the truth of the
miracle-claims they invoke. Miracle-invocations that do not use the reasoning patterns they
purport to (inconsistent ‘unshaken’), are more suspect. This framework identifies the way a
patient knows about miracles, and holds patients to the standards of their reported
epistemological strategies. This involves engaging with a patient’s epistemological strategies via
what I have called epistemological hermeneutic work. Bibler and coauthors suggest directly
asking epistemological questions in this framework. This is the fifth epistemological hermeneutic
question: are both parties being internally consistent by their own standards about their important
beliefs? Is such inconsistency a sign of actual incommensurability or just a misunderstanding of
their beliefs?
One specific way in which a person may be misusing their own epistemological strategy
is by ignoring evidence that suggests an outcome they do not want. Sulmasy and Bibler and
coauthors both highlight that patients may use a belief in miracles to help them avoid confronting
serious medical issues, and so may ignore evidence that a miracle cannot be reliably expected.
These patients are reacting with denial, and so it is important to respond to them in ways that
help them overcome their denial (Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2002, 43, Sulmasy 2007b, 1271). The
sixth question is: what evidence would falsify either party’s beliefs, and are they in fact
responsive to this kind of evidence?
People are not wedded to a single set of epistemological strategies for life. They may
change their epistemological strategies, especially in response to life-changing events. Serious
medical diagnoses can have this impact on people. Some patients invoke a religious miracle but
are "unwilling to place moral authority in a religious community..."(Bibler Shinall and Stahl
2018, 43). These patients are 'shaken' in their reasoning (although they may 'stabilize', which is
outside the scope of this analysis). ‘Shaken’ patients are not using a coherent reasoning strategy
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or are using several reasoning strategies which are mutually exclusive. The patients who Bibler
and coauthors call shaken invokers, the patients with whom it is most important to discuss
reasons, are struggling with new evidence that conflicts with their beliefs (in this case, their
prognosis that doesn’t fit with their previous belief that they wouldn’t ever get sick if they were
religiously devout enough) (Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 41). Bibler and coauthors also
highlight that cases of miracle discussions are sometimes characterized by physicians having
serious questions about how to balance belief in miracles against other kinds of knowledge. The
seventh question one should ask is therefore: is either party struggling to form a new belief based
on new evidence or struggling with how one should believe if they accepted this evidence (for
example, how one should respond to a simultaneous belief in medical miracles and fatal medical
prognosis)? In this case, epistemological hermeneutics will not help a patient and physician
communicate. However, identifying confusion is the first step to working together to work out
what to do. Bibler and coauthors suggest that if a patient is confused in this way, they need
counseling or additional resources to help them manage the destabilizing medical diagnosis
(Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018).
Many bioethicists studying miracles argue that it is important to remember that just
because a patient belongs to a particular faith does not mean that they are expecting a miracle
based on the justifications that their religion suggests (Beauchamp and Childress 2019, 88,
Sulmasy 2007a, Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018). Medical professionals can avoid assuming all
patients in a particular group are the same by asking patients what epistemological strategies they
have learned from their religion, and taking these answers seriously (Sulmasy 2007a, Bibler
Shinall and Stahl 2018, 42). I will examine this point in more detail in the following chapter, but
this caveat remains important in all cases.
6.3 The Start Of A Heuristic For Epistemological Hermeneutics
In summary, I have come to the following preliminary list of questions which should
guide epistemological hermeneutics:
1. What is the main claim that is the focus of the disagreement? Some ways to investigate
this may be:
a.Turn to the obvious focus of the disagreement.
b.Interrogate specific questions that one party thinks that they have answered but
the other party does not.
c.Look to the focus of questions about either party’s authority or knowledge.
2. What does each party believe and what evidence supports this belief?
3. Is there the impression that one party in a conversation is not capable of having access
to some knowledge, and is this impression true?
4. Are both parties clear about the evidence appropriate to support knowledge of the
question at hand for the other party?
5. Are both parties being internally consistent by their own standards about their
important beliefs?
6. What evidence would falsify either party’s beliefs, and are they in fact responsive to
this kind of evidence?
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7. Is either party updating or changing their epistemological strategies in response to a
major event (for example, how one should respond to a simultaneous belief in medical
miracles and fatal medical prognosis)?

7. Epistemological Hermeneutics: Tara’s Miracle
I will give an example of an epistemological hermeneutic analysis along the lines I
describe. I will focus on the case of Tara, taken from DeBaets, that I used to introduce this
chapter: Tara was diagnosed with ovarian cancer, and while she had been raised Roman
Catholic, she now instead subscribes to an Andean indigenous religion honoring Pachamama. As
a result of this religious belief, she is refusing medical treatment. She believes that Pachamama is
the only possible source of a real cure (DeBaets 2018)
The first step of an epistemological hermeneutic analysis is to determine the main claim
that is the focus of the disagreement. Here this is obvious from the case as written, and so further
strategies for identifying the disagreement are unnecessary. The disagreement focuses on what
kind of treatment is capable of curing Tara’s cancer.
The second step is to determine what the parties in the conversation believe, and why.
Tara believes that only ‘natural’ medicine can cure her cancer, and that this is because
Pachamama (who is aligned with Nature) will reward her dedication to nature with healing. We
do not have details about whether this is a belief based on the expertise of her shaman, Andean
religious texts, or her own unique mix of Catholic influenced spirituality. This case study is not
as detailed about Tara’s epistemological commitments as an actual instance of epistemological
hermeneutics would be, because it is not one. Nonetheless, DeBaets is very clear that respecting
Tara’s religiously-justified claims is the most appropriate course of action. Here I will add to the
case study so that we can proceed: DeBaets does not specify Tara’s background and her
shaman’s advice, but knowing these details is very important for this particular Andean
Indigenous belief system. I will assume that Tara’s belief is a belief shared with her shaman and
appropriate to the Andean Indigenous religious tradition to which she adheres. A dedication to
natural cures is necessary because some illnesses are under the aegis of natural cures. Illnesses
which require natural cures are ones which effect both the physical body and the soul, and are
sometimes the result of Pachamama’s involvement. Illnesses caused by Pachamama are not
curable by anything other than healers from the appropriate community and religion combined
with natural medicine. While the issue of whether this is a genuine current in some Andean
Indigenous religions is complicated, I will add that communities with high levels of belief in
some Andean indigenous traditions do in fact preferentially turn to Andean medical knowledge
when both Andean and western medicine are available, for the reasons I ascribe to Tara above
(Mathez-Stiefel et al 2012). Tara’s full relationship to Andean Indigenous spirituality is not
worked out in the original source, but I will slightly stretch the bounds of this example and
charitably assume that her relationship to the spiritual system is wholehearted, legitimate, and
deep-seated. I will also assume she is a member of the community to whom these beliefs apply—
either by virtue of her shaman appropriately inviting her in, or by cultural heritage (an important
element in some Andean indigenous belief systems). Her doctors, on the other hand, believe that
only chemotherapy has a possibility of healing her at this point, and that the only causation here
is physical and medical. Medical evidence supports the physician’s belief.
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The third question I will ask is whether Tara or her physician are using an
epistemological strategy which includes a stipulation that the other party could not evaluate the
relevant claims. It may seem like this is the case at first glance. I have mentioned that being a
member of a particular Andean community is necessary to participate in the Andean Indigenous
spirituality that Tara believes in. It may be that Tara’s doctors worry that arguing with her about
her spirituality is inappropriate and disrespectful for this reason, or that Tara has cited this in
order to ask her doctors to stop arguing with her.
It is possible that Tara’s doctor is not an appropriate knower of truths about Tara’s
spirituality. It is reasonable for some evidence to only be available to some groups of knowers.
There are several ways that this could be the case. For example, patients might belong to a
particularly inaccurately-stereotyped religion, and have had earlier experiences which indicated
that non-believers were particularly bad sources of useful information about their religion. These
patients might generalize these experiences, and come to the conclusion that doctors who were
not from their religion are unlikely to be good knowers about their religion.
There might also be reasons to expect a non-member of a specific group to be incapable
of knowing group-specific knowledge. Ernest Sosa explains an epistemological exclusivity rule
like this might cast non-believers as equivalent to the wrong kind of instruments to reveal
particular kinds of religious information. Under this description, the problem with non-believing
or non-expert physicians can reduce to a patient’s knowledge that this physician simply does not
have access to the right kind of evidence by virtue of being a nonbeliever (Sosa 2011). This may
be because a deity does not speak to non-believers, or makes religious signs intentionally
invisible to out-group members. In an example that will be more salient in cases of cultural
differences, standpoint epistemologists point out that one’s position in the world can have strong
impacts on what kinds of evidence one is able to get access to and so what kind of truth one can
see. Standpoint epistemologists might argue that physicians might have the wrong standpoint to
get relevant knowledge about the case at hand, an option that will be further worked out later
(Harding 2004).4
However, it is not vital to Tara's case to determine whether such an orientation towards
miracles is possible, because upon closer inspection this is not the epistemological orientation of
Andean Indigenous healthcare towards a non-believing physician’s testimony. Public evidence
of healing is visible to non-believers as well as believers in this epistemology, and Tara has
already had some medical treatment from the doctors (as is appropriate within her spiritual
system, which sees some ailments as purely physical and so treatable by western medicine), and
discussed her decisions at length.
The fourth question is whether both parties are clear about what evidence the other party
is using. It seems the answer here is straightforwardly yes. We have no evidence that Tara is
confused about what her physicians are saying. She has been fairly forthcoming with the doctors
4

That this kind of limitation is coherent within but not specifically described in-depth by several accounts of
epistemology will highlight the use of epistemological hermeneutics to theoretical epistemology proper. This
example reveals a new possible orientation one might take to testimony. Analyses of whether such an orientation is
possible, how one might come to believe that such an orientation exists, and how one should respond to it, have yet
to be seriously undertaken.
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about her beliefs (with my additions). It would be appropriate here to ensure my description of
Tara’s epistemology is accurate. This is impossible in this semi-fictional case. This is why in
every other case I will take up in this dissertation, I will ensure that I am relying heavily on the
actual parties involved to explain their viewpoints more fully. This case is more constrained in
order to provide a clear example of the heuristic for epistemological hermeneutic analysis that I
have gathered so far.
The fifth question is whether both parties are being internally consistent in forming their
beliefs. We have very little indication of Tara’s physician’s beliefs here, but they seem to be
fairly consistent. As long as Tara’s physician is treating Tara’s religious convictions as they
would any other convictions, we will assume no inconsistencies. Here we have a question which
we must ask Tara: why is it that the surgery she previously undertook was ‘natural’, but
chemotherapy is not? A discussion with her about where these boundaries lie is in order. We
might also ask her why she believes this kind of illness is the kind which is both spiritual and
physical, and so requires only Pachamama’s cure. Without this evidence, we cannot analyze this
belief. If, however, Tara's reasons for believing her disease is spiritual are internally consistent,
medical professionals should respect these reasons. I cannot recreate Tara’s reasons for this
because we have no sign of why she holds these things to be true (and unlike the reference to her
belief-system, we do not have even a gesture towards a reason she thinks this, so I cannot
extrapolate safely), and so I will move on. I will highlight here that a sparse case-study is
proving to be inadequate for a full epistemological hermeneutic analysis. In order to fully
analyze Tara’s case, we would have to be able to ask her more questions. I will argue that an
emphasis on the patient’s own reasons and listening to them will be fundamental to
epistemological hermeneutics.
The sixth question is what evidence would falsify either party’s beliefs, and whether they
are responsive to this kind of evidence. The kind of evidence which would falsify the doctor’s
beliefs that Tara requires chemotherapy seems to be medical. They would presumably respond to
this evidence (for example that chemotherapy is futile) by ceasing their recommendation.
Determining what falsifying evidence would be for Tara is harder without the ability to ask her. I
have touched on this barrier in the last paragraph. Presumably, one piece of falsifying evidence
would be evidence that Tara's cancer is a purely physical (rather than spiritual) illness. If such
evidence could be gathered, a physician might be right in asking her what she thought about it.
This might be evidence of others cured of cancer via chemotherapy. Without more details, this
remains only a suggestion, although the specifics of Tara’s beliefs would provide more. Here
again, a discussion with Tara about what falsifying evidence would look like for her is necessary.
The final question one should ask in epistemological hermeneutics is whether either party
is struggling to form a belief based on new evidence they have received. There is no evidence
that Tara’s physician has received new information or is struggling to form coherent beliefs. This
is not surprising: Tara’s case is a fairly run-of-the-mill case for her physician medically. There is
significant evidence that Tara is not struggling in this way. Tara’s spiritual beliefs are settled and
specific, and she is committed to her decision to avoid most ‘unnatural’ healthcare. On the other
hand, Tara’s willingness to get surgery initially may reveal that she is struggling to respond to
the surgery failing to immediately cure her, perhaps by becoming even more skeptical of nonspiritual medicine. It may be that this fact is what convinced her that her cancer was a spiritual as
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well as physical ailment. This may be a sign that Tara's belief that her ailment will respond only
to spiritual treatment is irrational. Discussing this with Tara is necessary to fully understand her
position.
I have here suggested a series of things necessary to further understand Tara’s point of
view, and a series of things that do not seem to be issues. I have not suggested a course of action
beyond clarifying Tara’s beliefs. This is because, without the full explanation of how Tara would
respond to these questions, nothing further is possible. However, this case study serves to point
to all of the clarifications that would be necessary in an epistemological hermeneutic analysis.
This provides a clear distinction between traditional bioethical case-studies and the level of detail
that epistemological hermeneutic analyses need. If after all of these conversations Tara’s
physicians are sure that Tara is right within her own epistemology and understands their point of
view, they should help her make the health-decisions she wants and perhaps offer her end-of-life
counseling with her family, while being careful not to treat death as immediately inevitable in
discussions with the patient in a way that presupposes that the patient’s beliefs are false. Perhaps
this involves discussions about the possibility of death, discussions of the risk of death, or
treatment focusing on controlling symptoms such as pain. Tara’s doctors may also try to
determine if any palliative care counts as 'natural' in this context. Epistemological hermeneutics
in these cases would have allowed Tara and her physician to settle on a common plan, by finding
something that is right for the patient and the doctor even though they have radically different
evidentiary bases.
If in any of these discussions it becomes clear that Tara is being irrational within her own
system, a physician might appropriately seek to provide her with evidence that further treatment
might help her. A full epistemological hermeneutic analysis of Tara’s case would involve deeper
engagement with Tara’s reasons for her specific beliefs, and an analysis of what to do based on
this. This is the final thing that looking at bioethical analyses of cases of miracles gives us. It is
now clear how different epistemological hermeneutics would be from a standard bioethical
analysis. Epistemological hermeneutics offers more avenues for coming to understand the
rationality of a patient’s expectation of a miracle and more suggestions for how to talk to them. I
have ended at the same suggestions that DeBaets comes to. I do not think her analysis of
miracles is flawed, but I am offering something beyond what DeBaets and others offer. I am
offering a framework for understanding why these analyses of clinical miracle-invocations work,
and a way to generalize these insights to other cases. A heuristic for epistemological
hermeneutics will direct medical professionals to ask more questions along the lines I suggest,
and the answers to these questions will help communication move forward.
An epistemological hermeneutic heuristic for clinical use will explain what kind of
communication problems are epistemological. One can then ask: are the claims which were
central to communication problems true within their epistemological systems? Determining
whether a claim is true by its own standards requires learning about the epistemological system
in question. In some cases, such as Christian miracles, this meant turning to experts. In many
religious cases this will be the case. One must also pay close attention to accounts by a patient of
their own epistemology; both Bibler and Sulmasy as well as many others suggest this. It is the
main common takeaway from bioethical accounts of how to respond to patient invocation of
miracles (Cooper et al 2014, Bibler Shinall and Stahl 2018, 49, Sulmasy 2007b,1270, Saad and
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Medeiros 2018). Taking seriously other people’s accounts of their ways of knowing (and, as
Sulmasy points out, taking them seriously enough to hold them to their own standards (Sulmasy
2007a)) is central to epistemological hermeneutics. If miscommunication is caused by mistaken
understandings of the epistemological systems at work, the conversation ends here.
Epistemological hermeneutics can clarify the misunderstanding and conversation can continue. If
one party has misunderstood the evidence provided by the other party (for example, if one party
has mistakenly believed that a trait of cancer makes it a spiritual illness because it is never cured
by physical means), then the physician and patient can come to an understanding. If
miscommunication is in fact intractable disagreement, epistemological hermeneutics can make
this clear. Physicians do not always agree with their patients, but here both parties can
understand what the disagreement is and negotiate how to proceed. Epistemological
hermeneutics can only suggest ways to communicate more effectively and clarify what one’s
interlocutor thinks, but this can be a significant step forward. In the next chapter, I will turn to a
full analysis of an indigenous health epistemology which is fully fleshed out by members of this
group in explicit discussion with western health epistemologies. This will mean I can fully
analyze the kind of questions left unanswered in Tara’s case.
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Chapter Three: A Case of Epistemological Hermeneutics: Māori Bioethics
Transferring knowledge about a religious miracle to a nonbeliever requires
epistemological hermeneutic work. However, in some ways, discussions of miracles are ‘easy’
epistemological hermeneutic cases. Nonreligious medical professionals recognize miracleinvocations are knowledge-claims they need to understand, and patients who invoke miracles
know that non-believers might not understand them. The epistemic friction caused by a miracleinvocation is therefore obvious to all parties. The claim ‘I will experience a miraculous healing’
is also the only knowledge-claim that medical professionals and patients are trying to share in the
clinical encounters I analyze in Chapter Two.
To develop a strategy for handling clinical conversations which require more complicated
epistemological hermeneutic work, I will first analyze what these clinical conversations look
like. Then I will describe what is necessary to move knowledge between the two parties in these
conversations.
Māori groups say that Pākehā (The Māori term for non-Māori New Zealanders, used
primarily to refer to people of European descent) medical professionals do not understand Māori
claims about their own health. However, Pākehā medical professionals do not always notice that
a misunderstanding has occurred. This means that epistemological hermeneutic work to make
Māori patients understood will involve helping Pākehā medical professionals notice what they
are missing.
When a patient invokes a miracle in the clinic, they introduce one K, or knowledge claim,
that medical professionals must understand in order to treat a patient. Māori patients may
evaluate their health according to an entirely different health epistemology than Pākehā medical
professionals use. This means that medical professionals must understand a series of
interconnected Ks, or knowledge claims, about a Māori patient’s health in order to treat them.
The experiences of Māori patients are therefore an extremely good example of a
complicated epistemological hermeneutic case. As I will argue, while the Māori medical
experience is unique, Māori patients experience miscommunications which are common to many
non-dominant epistemological groups. Therefore, I will use the experiences of Māori patients in
Pākehā medical contexts as my guiding example of a complicated epistemological hermeneutic
case. While there are a wide variety of medical epistemological strategies that will require
translation, epistemological hermeneutic analysis will highlight that many problems that arise
from incompatible epistemologies are common. Because only some knowledge needs to be
communicated, many strategies for communicating past epistemological barriers will be broadly
applicable. This is because participants in a conversation aren’t seeking to cure their
epistemological disagreement, they’re only looking to ameliorate one symptom of it. Many
epistemological differences have similar symptoms, and these symptoms can be dealt with in
similar manners. To begin, I will broadly outline the differences between Māori and Pākehā
health knowledge.
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1. Māori Epistemology and Health
Māori bioethicists argue the most accurate way to evaluate Māori health is by using
Māori epistemological strategies (Warbrick 2016, Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, Durie 2006,
Rochford 2004, Love 2004). Mason Durie in particular is famous for his work describing Māori
epistemological systems for evaluating health and wellbeing. While Durie wants Pākehā to be
able to understand Māori epistemology, Durie is a normative Māori epistemologist, whose work
focuses on how Māori do and should understand their own health. He is also a Māori public
health professional, who advocates on behalf of specific policies to improve Māori health (Durie
2005, Durie 2006, Durie 2017, Durie 1999, Durie 2013).
One way that Durie explains Māori health is through the metaphor of a four-walled
traditional Māori whare house. The four load-bearing walls in a whare, represent the four
mutually interconnected measures of health: taha wairua (spiritual wellbeing), taha hinengaro
(mental health), taha tinana (physical health) and taha whānau (relationships with family and
community). An individual’s health can be measured by looking at the whare overall, which
means that evidence about each of these four aspects must be considered before evaluating a
patient’s health. Interventions that assist a patient’s physical health at the cost of their
relationships with their family are not in fact interventions that help a patient’s health at all. It is
not possible for evidence to prove that a patient’s health overall would be benefited by
something that harms walls to the whare other than physical health (Durie 2006, Durie 2013).
While the expanded definition of Māori health Durie describes might seem to track some Pākehā
descriptions of wellbeing, the difference is that Durie has a view of the role that physical health
plays in overall wellbeing in which physical health cannot be separated or evaluated separately
from these other factors. For Durie, intervening on only one factor of health is ill-advised and
irresponsible because all factors of health impact one another in ways which cannot be
delineated.
Durie’s work and the work of developers of competing and complementary models of
Māori epistemology such as Rangimarie Turuki Arikirangi Rose Pere (Pere and Nicholson 1991)
and Sam Rolleston (Rolleston 1989) are the basis for the clinical models I will cite, which
consist entirely of Māori-specific epistemological hermeneutics (although they do not call it this
or generalize their strategies).
1.1 The Historical Context of Māori Health
In order to understand the context of clinical conversations between Māori patients and
Pākehā medical professionals, and why so many models for integrating Māori health knowledge
into Pākehā medical practice exist, I will give a short history of Māori-Pākehā health
conversations.
A major part of this history is the treaty of Waitangi. The treaty of Waitangi was signed
in 1840 between representatives of the British crown and a (non-representative) collection of
Māori chiefs. In the 1980s, the government of New Zealand took the treaty of Waitangi to mean
that the Government of New Zealand owes the Māori people access to the resources they need to
achieve good health (Signal 2016, 25). The European and Māori versions of the treaty promised
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different things, and the Europeans nonetheless broke their side of the treaty many times. As a
result, the legality of this document is very complicated, but the treaty now means that the New
Zealand government has a responsibility to contribute to Māori welfare, and to take Māori
understandings of what welfare entails seriously (Te Puni Kokiri 2000, 1004, Waa 2015,
206). One aspect of this welfare is health. This created the need for Māori bioethicists to explain
Māori health to the government, to explain what resources they need (Delany Ratima and
Morgaine 2015, 122).
There is a long history of Māori people implicitly engaging in epistemological
hermeneutics in order to discuss medical care with Pākehā medical professionals. For a brief
period post-colonization, Māori health councils welcomed European medical professionals, and
they gathered knowledge about health collaboratively. Despite the disease and harm that
colonizers brought, this membership in communities of Māori experts meant that European
medical professionals became respected and trusted by many Māori people. However, in 1909,
the colonial government of New Zealand forcibly disbanded these health councils. European
medical professionals did not defend the health councils, and so trust in European medical
professionals waned among Māori people. With less exposure to Māori health philosophies,
western medical experts became convinced that Māori health philosophies were mainly
“superstition” (Signal and Ratima 2015, 23). Knowledge sharing ceased.
Eventually, Māori managed to regain some control over their own medical futures.
However, they did this through Pākehā-dominated institutions, which ensured this happened on
Pākehā terms. The first Māori physician to hold the position of Māori Health Officer in the New
Zealand Department of Health (1923-1926), Māui Pōmare, was emblematic of this phenomenon
(Signal and Ratima 2015, 22). He saw no need to protect Māori independence or knowledge
from Pākehā assimilation, and while he improved health conditions for Māori people, he was
integral to projects which suppressed Māori language and culture and gave away their lands
(Cody 1953).
The 1984 Māori health Hui (conference or meeting), Hui Whakaoranga, amplified calls
for Māori self-determination. Members of the Hui argued that this must involve explicit attention
to Māori values and health philosophies as central to improving Māori health (Signal and Ratima
2015, 25). Around the same time, the government of New Zealand declared they had an
obligation to respect Māori self-determination in issues of health (Signal and Ratima 2015, 25).
Since 1984 the government of New Zealand and most Māori leaders have agreed that
intervening on Māori health epistemology or ignoring Māori conceptions of health would be a
serious violation of the Māori self-determination promised by the treaty of Waitangi. Māori and
Pākehā bioethicists have identified many cases in which epistemological hermeneutic work is
necessary. In these cases, the shared goal of improving Māori health is not achievable without
transferring a series of Ks which make up the knowledge of how to appropriately evaluate Māori
health (Signal and Ratima 2015, 11, Ratima 200).
There is therefore a rich literature of Māori bioethicists doing epistemological
hermeneutic work by suggesting specific ways that medical professionals familiar with
“scientistic” (Cheung 2008) understandings of health can appropriately evaluate Māori
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health. The question of how to enable communication between Māori patients and Pākehā
medical professionals has been extensively analyzed by Māori and Pākehā experts (Pitama Huria
and Lacey 2014, Lacey et al 2011, Warbrick et al 2016, Kingi et al 2018, Signal and Ratima
2016, Jones et al 2013, Abel et al 2005, McCreanor and Nairn 2002). This is a good example of
how to do successful epistemological hermeneutic work in a specific complex case.

2. Developing Models for Māori- Pākehā Clinical Communication
I will turn to two Māori-developed models for overcoming epistemological differences
between Māori patients and Pākehā medical professionals. The first is the Waikare o te Waka o
Meihana model of clinical interaction. This model is part of the curriculum for all 4th through
6th year medical students at the University of Otago, Christchurch (Lacey et al 2011, Pitama et al
2007). First, I will turn to its development, which will help provide a model for how to populate
a list of which epistemological hermeneutic strategies will work for specific kinds of epistemic
friction.
The Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model is a descendent of several models for clinical
knowledge-gathering whose authors intend to replace ‘generic’ cultural competency models
(Pitama et al 2007, 108). According to Pitama and coauthors, using a ‘generic’ cultural
competency approach to Māori patients results in Pākehā medical professionals who know that
Māori patients understand their health in different ways than Pākehā patients understand health,
but do not know how to appropriately evaluate Māori health (Pitama et al 2007, 108). Simply
knowing that Māori patients understand their health in an unfamiliar way does not help medical
professionals evaluate this health. Pitama describes that she observed Pākehā medical
professionals who knew about the basic structure of Māori epistemology but did not actually
know how to gain the kinds of knowledge described, or how to evaluate it. This led to Pākehā
medical professionals using Mason Durie’s vocabulary to describe what were still Pākehā health
concepts. Pitama says that this
De-Māorified’ key Māori beliefs, values and experiences: using Durie’s words to
describe evidence that was not in fact relevant to Māori health. In this context, clinicians
assumed that if they work within a ‘safe framework’ they could utilize the same cultural
check list on any of their ethnic minority clients. (Pitama et al 2007, 120)
Pitama and coauthors see this as proof that Māori epistemology must be taken seriously
in order to treat Māori patients. More broadly, they argue that ‘cultural competency models’
which warn medical professionals about what is ‘different’ about patients but do not help doctors
understand patients will not be helpful.
However, within the framework of epistemological hermeneutics, this is evidence of an
even stronger point: it is very difficult to share knowledge with someone using an unfamiliar
epistemological strategy without attention to epistemology itself. Generic cultural competency
models will not help medical professionals really understand Māori patients, because they don’t
address the epistemological barrier between Māori patients and Pākehā medical professionals.
Cultural competency trainings can help medical professionals avoid offending or harming
patients but cannot help them use an unfamiliar epistemological strategy to learn from patients.
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Just knowing about Māori health epistemology does not ensure that a Pākehā medical
professional can evaluate Māori health— they must know how to use Māori health epistemology,
or how to translate from it well enough to determine how to come to a shared goal. Strategies to
approach epistemic friction cannot ignore epistemology, or blithely use only the epistemological
strategies that one group endorses. Both the subject-matter of the clinical conversation and the
epistemological strategies in conversation will impact what epistemological hermeneutic
strategies will be successful.
Pitama and coauthors reject the idea that cultural competency trainings are enough. They
want medical professionals to exchange a project of learning about a culture for a project of
learning how to engage with people using cultural knowing-strategies. This is the project of
epistemological hermeneutics. Pitama and coauthors will suggest that guides to particular
cultures have a place in learning from patients, but only when used carefully. This will be the
place that guides to particular cultures have in epistemological hermeneutics. Epistemological
hermeneutics can avoid becoming generic through careful attention to what one’s interlocutor is
trying to say, their background, and the success of a conversation, using the steps I draw from
communication frameworks like the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model. Not every step that
Pitama and coauthors suggest will be helpful in every epistemological hermeneutic analysis, but
Pitama and coauthors remind us that not every step they suggest will help every Māori patient
either. Pitama and coauthors are suggesting a method for determining what an individual patient
needs to share. As I will highlight, Pitama and coauthors are concerned with facilitating
knowledge-transfer rather than teaching medical professionals to be Māori epistemologists. Their
strategies for knowledge-transfer will be very useful in many situations in which medical
professionals need to learn from patients without becoming experts in their epistemological
strategies.
Pitama (a Māori physician) developed the original Meihana model, the basis of the
Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, with the assistance of both Māori and Pākehā physicians.
The development of the Meihana model had three phases. The first was a deep reading of Māori
health epistemology, focusing on becoming an expert in Durie's theory. Pitama and coauthors
used this knowledge to identify the aspects of Māori health knowledge that medical professionals
often missed. The second stage consisted of interviews with 25 health clinicians, 18 Māori, 7
non-Māori. Pitama and coauthors identified what knowledge patients were having trouble
transferring, and what these clinical encounters looked like. Then, using their knowledge of
epistemology and their data from clinicians and patients, Pitama and coauthors designed ways to
transfer Māori knowledge to non-Māori medical professionals. The last step was testing the
epistemological hermeneutic strategies they developed in clinical settings. Pitama and coauthors
threw out strategies which did not help Māori patients and Pākehā physicians understand one
another.
Isaac Warbrick, a Māori public health researcher, reported that his experience of running
weight loss studies on Māori participants made it clear that studies developed by Pākehā
researchers often discount Māori knowledge. Warbrick, like Pitama and coauthors, argues that to
understand Māori patients’ health, Pākehā medical professionals and researchers need to learn to
use Māori health epistemology. Warbrick, calling his work 'auto-ethnography' based on its
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emphasis on his own experiences as Māori in Pākehā medical situations (Warbrick et al 2016,
394), says
I ‘stumbled across’ the harm [to Māori] caused by weight loss messages during a study
on the impact of exercise on the health and well-being of Māori men. Following an
intervention, the men came together to discuss its impact on their health and well-being.
A number of subtle observations were made by myself and colleagues who analyzed
these transcripts.
First, it was difficult to find one mention of weight or weight-loss during these
discussions. The men raved about the strong friendships they had developed with each
other, improvements in mood and energy levels, and how they just felt better about life in
general. The second observation was made after the discussions were completed when,
under obligation of ethical requirements and the interest of hard working participants who
wanted to know how their efforts paid off, clinical findings were reported to participants.
Picture now, the enthusiasm of a previously sedentary man, freshly motivated to exercise
regularly after an intervention that he claims has made all aspects of his life better. Also
picture me, now a close friend with that participant, presenting to him results where there
is little to no change in the [Pākehā] clinical markers measured, the most noticeable of
which is ‘weight’. Not surprisingly, the good feelings and subjective sense of
achievement were ‘dashed in a moment’ with the appearance of a number on a page spat
out by a scientifically calibrated scale. The disappointment and discouragement was
palpable and often, the ‘hooked’ habitual exerciser gave up on exercise then and there,
citing ‘what’s the point’? (Warbrick et al 2016, 395)
Warbrick and his coauthors say that this kind of thing happens even in studies which are
ostensibly Māori oriented because Mason Durie's expressions of Māori health are 'sanitized'. The
study he worked on was theoretically based on Mason Durie’s non-reductive health
epistemology (in which evaluation of any aspect of health cannot be reduced to a single
measurement of physical health, but must include measures of the impact in other areas of
health), but because Durie’s concepts but not his epistemological strategies had been used, the
study remained reductive (by reducing the results to a single number) (citing Salter 2000, 1012). I here use Nancy Kreiger’s definition of reductionism, “a philosophical and methodological
stance,” which holds that “phenomena are best explained by the properties of their parts”
(Kreiger 2011, 130). Thus, reductionism is compatible with a nuanced Pākehā belief that health
can have more than one aspect, as long as one holds that health is best analyzed via
measurements of each part of health separately. Reductivist Pākehā researchers identify Māori
ideas with Pākehā measuring methods. For example, the designers of the study Warbrick
describes treated individual aspects of 'physical health' as important on their own rather than only
investigating them in relationship to whānau and other aspects of Māori health. The designers
treated Pākehā clinical measures like ‘weight’ as relevant to questions about ‘physical health’.
As part of the study design, Warbrick then told patients that their weight was the health outcome
they had achieved (Warbrick et al 2016, 397). Even a more nuanced Pākehā study which
measured social bonds and reported energy levels separately would have been inappropriate,
because these would have been measured separately, and weight would have remained an
outcome presented on its own.
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Māori epistemologists are not the only ones who have criticized this kind of
‘reductionist’ attitude towards health. Pākehā philosophers have critiqued reductionism, as have
users of non- Pākehā epistemological strategies (Valles 2018, 57, Nordenfelt 2016, Pember
2016). As I will highlight later, Warbrick and coauthors argue that, while they have identified
problems with reductive knowledge-gathering strategies from a Māori point of view, the
epistemological fixes they suggest are not exclusive to Māori health. Attention to harm to Māori
patients leads Warbrick and coauthors to a common critique of the epistemological strategies
researchers use when they equate weight with health. This is a good sign for the possibility of
generalizing strategies used by Warbrick’s Māori-specific epistemological hermeneutics to a
broad project of epistemological hermeneutics in general.
While this would have happened to any patients for whom a non-reductionist way of
knowing about health was appropriate 5, Warbrick points out that in this specific case, Māori
patients had the knowledge that they had gained something from the study taken from them by
the study’s focus on numerical numbers of weight, despite the study design’s ostensible focus on
gathering knowledge about Māori health. Warbrick has given a specific example of the fact that
attempts to take epistemological strategies on board in designing studies requires attention to
how to translate knowledge between the strategies in play.
Warbrick and coauthors offer a way to describe Māori health epistemology which is
explicitly an alternative to Durie’s. Warbrick and coauthors call this model of Māori
epistemology Atua Matua (Warbrick et al 2016, 401). Atua Matua is not just an alternative ideal
account of Māori epistemology. Instead, it is an ideal account with Māori-specific
epistemological hermeneutic strategies baked in. Warbrick and coauthors developed this account
with attention to their auto-ethnographies, and their lived experiences of ways that non- Māori
researchers misunderstood Māori knowledge. This account is Māori-specific, but like Pitama and
coauthor’s account, the strategies which are useful for transferring knowledge between Māori
and Pākehā sources will generalize to other kinds of translations.
There are significant differences in the ideal epistemological characterization of Māori
health epistemology between Atua Matua and any of Durie’s models. I will not address these
here— they are important but adjudicating the ideal characterization of Māori health
epistemology is outside of the scope of this dissertation (and my expertise).

3. Models for Māori-Pākehā Clinical Communication
I will explain the strategies suggested by both models I describe. As Pitama and
coauthors’ model is more focused on epistemological hermeneutics, I will structure this section
by their Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, filling in aspects of Atua Matua as they are
relevant. I am seeking to generalize strategies from Māori-specific translation to identify signs
that particular translation strategies would be appropriate in other contexts. As I noted, Warbrick
and coauthors explicitly explain they have identified a Māori-specific version of a
misunderstanding that is quite common. Strategies for overcoming common misunderstandings
5

There are arguments that non-reductionist ways of knowing about health are most appropriate for everyone, but
determining whether this is the case is outside of the scope of this dissertation.
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from a Māori perspective may work for non-Māori patients experiencing the same
misunderstanding.
In order to identify the conversational signs that patients are being misunderstood in
particular ways and that specific translation strategies will help them I will intersperse the steps
of these models with interviews with Māori patients in which they indicate that specific
epistemological hermeneutic strategies would or have helped them.
These are not the specific interviews that Pitama and coauthors or Warbrick and
coauthors used to develop their strategies, but they come from similar situations: Māori patients
seeking treatment in Pākehā hospitals. They are therefore an appropriate example of gathering
epistemological hermeneutic strategies from testimony. These quotes are unedited and come
from unstructured and semi-structured qualitative interviews with patients focusing on the
experience of being Māori in the clinic. All quotes are from Māori patients.
I have drawn interviews from two sources:
Cook, Clark, and Brunton engaged in free-form interviews with Māori patients treated by
Pākehā gynecologists. All patients were interviewed at a location of their choice, given the
interview transcripts to review and approve after the conversation, and had a choice of a Māori
or Pākehā interviewer (Cook Clark and Brunton, 2014, 6). Rolston and coauthors engaged in
semi-structured interviews with Māori patients who were receiving treatment for gout. Questions
surrounded patient experiences with gout treatment, but left room for patients to answer in any
way they wanted. Primary care physicians performed recruitment for this study, so all study
participants have at least a minimal relationship with their medical care providers (Rolston et al
2018, 196).
3.1 The Use of Overarching Visuals and Metaphors
The Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model of understanding a Māori patient's health
centers around a visual metaphor for a journey towards health for a Māori patient. The visual
metaphor highlights the kind of information relevant to health, how to use this information in
charting a course towards health, and what the health sought would be. This metaphor is a tool to
transfer information about Māori health and explain what actions are available within this
framework to medical professionals.
Pitama and coauthors describe a two-hulled boat, with the hulls connected by five
crossbars. Anyone navigating this boat to shore must take into account 4 crosswinds and 5 ocean
currents. Pitama and coauthors introduce the model using the picture below.
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Figure 1. The Waikare o te Waka o Meihana Model of Health (Pitama Huria and Lacey
2014, 108)
In this metaphor, the shore is hauora, an understanding of health which also includes
access to quality health services and community health. In a clinical context, this means that a
medical professional is trying to help a patient get to hauora, and patients seek medical care to
try to get there (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 108). The clinical professional, with their
expertise, is in the position to help navigate the boat to its goal, but this is impossible without an
agreement on the goal and an understanding of how to sail a boat and what will impact their
course.
Māori patients asked about their health also report that visual metaphors are helpful. They
often describe their own understanding of medical issues using visual metaphors. One patient
reported that she thinks about the metaphor a nurse used to explain vaginal health to her often,
and uses it to try to change her behavior. She said,
I always come for the same reason, like for the discharge. She [the nurse] goes,
“well, you’re not meant to scrub down there too hard. It’s like a flower.” ...I keep saying
to myself, “don’t scrub down there, it’s like a flower, very delicate.” (Participant 11,
age 35). (Cook Clark and Brunton 2014, 13)
Another Māori patient reported that even without a metaphor, visual learning really
helped her. She said,
I’ve had a lady [doctor] take a picture down there... she showed me on the
computer screen inside my vagina and everything was really good. Wow, I found it
really interesting because I’d never seen in there and it was my first time actually seeing
in my own body and seeing the colour and everything. It was really fascinating...
because it made me know a bit more about...what they’re looking for and... it’s really
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interesting to actually look at your own body and to see that mine – it just looked funny
but she said that it looked really good and she showed me, she talked about the colours
and how the pinkness is really good and she showed me that it’s really clean. It was really
good. (Participant 13, age 18). (Cook Clark and Brunton 2014, 13)
Some patients were more straightforward. When asked about what was best for doctors to
do to explain gout, one patient suggested “Pictures done in stories you know rather than
blah, blah, blah.” (Rolston et al 2018, 4)
This patient praised both the use of visual explanations (pictures) and the use of
metaphors to explain medical concepts (stories). Visual metaphors are therefore successful in
helping Pākehā medical professionals understand Māori health (as Pitama and coauthors do in
their model), and in transferring Pākehā health knowledge to Māori patients (as the interviews I
cite make clear). It is not surprising that visuals and metaphors can help transfer knowledge in
both directions in this case: this strategy will be generalizable. Visuals and metaphors can
provide a way for one party to ‘show’ what they know without the structure of a traditional
knowledge-claim (‘I know this because of these specific pieces of evidence, which amount to
knowledge for these reasons’) confusing their interlocutor. Visual metaphors are especially
useful for providing examples of a kind of causation that a person is trying to explain, in a way
an interlocutor can then interpret within their own epistemological strategies.
3.2 Whānau and Patients Giving Evidence They Find Appropriate
In the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model of Māori health, the two hulls (hiwi) of a
boat represent the patient and their family and extended kin group, their whānau. The waka
hourua (double hulled canoe), consisting of the patient and their whānau, are the actual 'patient'
of the medical professional. They are inseparable. Members of a whānau are the people impacted
by and who impact a patient’s wellbeing and so it is impossible to move one without moving the
other. To move towards health, both parties must be involved. The authors say that “It is a role of
the health practitioner to get onto this waka hourua and become a part of the patient’s support
network (kaupapa whānau) for a period of time.” (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014,109). The
medical encounter consists of a medical professional piloting the waka horua to ‘health’.
Medical professionals have expertise in how to reach health, but they must also learn how to
steer the specific boat they have boarded to succeed in this task.
This reflects a significant difference between Māori and Pākehā health epistemologies,
which is a result of the holistic nature of Māori health. The description of the health of the
individual’s body and the relationships with whānau as interconnected as two boat hulls
emphasizes the interconnectedness expressed in Durie’s health epistemology. The metaphor of a
boat identifies specifically how a medical professional should interact with these. This metaphor
emphasizes that evidence about a patient is incomplete without information about their whānau.
Pitama and coauthors give specific suggestions for how to gather information about a
whānau. They suggest asking questions to gather a ‘group medical history’, which will include
the whānau’s understanding of what’s happening.
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For example, if a patient presents with chest pain and another member of the whānau
previously died following a heart attack, is mortality the patient’s expected outcome?
Gathering an understanding of this can inform appropriate health education and
management of the patient and their whanau. (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 109)
Here Pitama and coauthors are suggesting that an appropriate understanding of a patient's
relationship to disease is incomplete if it doesn’t include how their community has responded to
disease in the past, how they are likely to respond in the future, and their collective
understanding of how health issues impact them. Even if the physical facts of symptoms are
well-known to a medical professional and common between patients, a medical professional
cannot identify that these symptoms exist if they do not understand how a patient knows they are
experiencing these symptoms, and how they respond to these symptoms. Pitama and coauthors
emphasize that excluding whānau feeling from a clinical assessment would risk limiting the
knowledge a medical professional has access to in a way that would keep them from reaching
health (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 110). Applying knowledge-gathering strategies that
Pākehā medical professionals are already familiar with (like taking medical histories) to specific
aspects of Māori health-knowledge to which they apply is a helpful step in translation, which I
will highlight more completely in (3.3), the next section. For this section, it is important to note
that Pitama and coauthors suggest that patients will bring their whanau up in discussions of their
health, which is a sign that a whānau’s medical history is relevant for a patient.
Warbrick and coauthors explain that individualistic understandings of weight are not
good evidence of patient health. The patients they describe are the weight their measurements
suggest, but this information is incomplete and so knowledge about a patient’s health drawn
from this evidence alone is uninformative (Warbrick et al 2016, 401). Warbrick and coauthors
note that information about the patient’s community and relationships would complete this
evidence so that it is useful for evaluating a patient’s health. Talking to patients about their
health must include evidence about their whānau so it is not misleading, and patients will express
their knowledge about their health in terms of their connection to their whānau. Warbrick and
coauthors explain that patients volunteered information about the positive impacts exercising had
on their whānau (Warbrick et al 2016, 395). Like Pitama and coauthors, they suggest that
patients will give evidence relevant within their epistemological system, if only medical
professionals would listen.
In interviews with researchers, Māori patients indicated that their whānau’s experiences
are central to their understandings of disease by continually giving information about their
whānau in their medical histories. Several patients describe their experience of gout via their
whānau’s experiences. One said,
I never knew what gout was… I’d been away for years and I said to my sister-in-law I’ve
got very sore toes… she looked at me and said oh sis you’ve got gout and I said what’s
gout? (Rolston et al 2018, 4)
Another patient explained,
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I used to ask my old man, he used to, you know he used to get gout… and then I’ve
started getting it and oh jeez… and I just couldn’t understand it, you know because I
don’t drink either. (Rolston et al 2018, 4)
One patient said her whānau was extremely relevant in describing her experience in a
gynecological clinic. She said,
I’ve been coming to this clinic for about sixteen years.... the staff are really friendly... and
they can help with any needs of whatever’s happening ‘down there’.... they’re
soft people, because it’s all sensitive things that go on here.... Mum having cancer - when
I came in last week she [nurse] goes, “how is your Mum?” So like it’s not only
what’s happening there [indicates pelvic area], she remembers so it’s like you’re
valued, you’re not just another patient (Participant 10, age 31). (Cook Clark and Brunton
2014,10)
This patient reported that her mother's health is important for her wellbeing, and that
understanding her requires understanding her family relationships and obligations. The kind of
treatment a patient praises will reflect the ways in which a patient is surprised to be understood,
so asking about good past experiences can help identify how to sidestep common friction points.
This patient explicitly says that her mother's wellbeing is central to her and understanding that is
central to her feeling understood. This is all clear without translation, but this information can be
important for informing later conversations. For example, this patient’s focus on family can help
indicate that issues regarding family relationships may later need translation.
In discussing her decision to have a cancer screening, one patient said,
All my grandparents, my mother and family...most of them have died of cancer.
My Mum died at forty three of cervical cancer...So it’s something [screening] that I’ve
got to get for myself, making the change [not dying of cancer] and making sure that I
am okay.... If you can’t look after yourself how you can look after anybody else? I
don’t want my daughter to go through that or my nieces [preventable deaths]. I want them
to be healthy. I want them to be aware that if you look after yourself down there,
you should be alright (Participant 7, age 31). (Cook Clark and Brunton 2014, 17)
Here the patient is showing that her family's medical history is important for her
understanding of cancer, and that her family's future wellbeing is a part of the treatment
outcomes she wants for herself personally.
Many Māori patients explicitly express that they are not the only ones relevant in a
clinical encounter. Their motivation for getting treatment is in part their whānau’s wellbeing and
the relevant medical facts encompass whānau experiences. Patients giving extensive information
about their whānau is a sign that whānau wellbeing is an appropriate form of evidence for how
well a treatment went. Paying close attention to patterns of how patients answer questions can be
helpful. If patients continually bring up an issue that seems irrelevant when asked a question, this
might be a sign that the patient is engaging an epistemological strategy under which this is
relevant evidence. This is not specific to Māori understandings of family. Any patient will give
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the information they feel is relevant to their health, so medical professionals should treat
frequently repeated ‘irrelevant’ information as possible signposts of an epistemological strategy
if a conversation already involves epistemic friction. This is an epistemological hermeneutic
strategy that Lo and coauthors also suggested using for patients who expect miraculous cures to
diseases (Lo et al, 2002). Many epistemological hermeneutic strategies will have broad
applicability.
3.3 Tinana, Hinengaro, and General Applicability of Translation Strategies
In the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, five crossbars connect the whānau and the
patient themselves. Each of these crossbars straddles both the patient and their whānau. Each
crossbar represents a category of knowledge for which evidence from both patient and whānau
are relevant.
The first of the crossbars is tinana, the physical health and function of the patient. To
evaluate this, Pākehā medical investigation techniques are useful. A standard medical history
(including both the patient and their whānau), the physical symptoms a patient feels, and other
traditional aspects of a physical can help understand this. However, the bar also connects to the
whānau. A whānau's view of a patient's wellbeing, their view of symptoms, and how these
symptoms impact whānau relationships is also important. For example, a patient experiencing
mobility issues might experience them less intensely (and so report them less intensely) if their
whānau is doing significant work to ameliorate these mobility issues. This means that the
experience of a disease may be culturally modified, even if the physical situation for a patient is
the same, and so the experiences a patient reports for the same disease may be different
depending on their culture. On the other hand, whānau might be the first to notice mood swings
in a patient (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 110). This means that a patient’s whānau might be an
appropriate source of information about symptoms a medical professional from a less
community-oriented culture might expect only a patient to notice. Tinana does not need much
translation, and a whānau’s view of a patient's wellbeing is often already relevant to questions
good doctors ask (Rich et al 2004). Pitama and coauthors specify why they still include this step.
This is because an examination of a Māori patient's health in the clinic requires an understanding
of how truths discoverable through Māori knowing-methods and Pākehā ones fit together. The
authors say “[some] components of the waka hourua will not be new to health practitioners and
are not unique aspects to Māori- they are components of any thorough clinical assessment.
However, this model describes their relevance for Māori in clinical assessment” (Pitama Huria
and Lacey 2014, 109). Epistemological hermeneutics in the clinic does not involve throwing out
Pākehā medical expertise. Instead, epistemological hermeneutic analysis will involve locating
the importance of this expertise: epistemological hermeneutics is about ensuring both parties can
learn from one another, not throwing out one form of knowledge.
In the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, the next crossbar which represents evidence
a medical professional should gather from a patient and their whānau is hinengaro,
psychological and emotional wellbeing. Pitama and coauthors specify that this is not just the
psychological wellbeing that Pākehā psychiatry will reveal. In part, this is because both a patient
and their whānau matter for hinengaro. Patient's wellbeing is best measured not on its own, but
with whānau impact considered. A patient’s community can have an impact on how well they
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cope with psychological symptoms and how these symptoms evolve. Psychological symptoms
which whānau can help ameliorate are less serious than ones which they cannot (Pitama Huria
and Lacey 2014, 110). However, as with tinana, hinengaro is not unique to Māori patients, nor is
the fact that a more community-based attention to mental health might be important something
that is only the case under Māori health epistemological strategies.
Warbrick and coauthors draw a parallel between the Māori self-determination movement
(tino rangatiratanga) and Pākehā 'fat acceptance' movement along these lines (Warbrick et al
2016, 400). They note that both ideas represent the view that individualistic and paternalistic
advice about biomass, especially that focuses on weight to the exclusion of culture and
relationships, harms patients. Warbrick and coauthors suggest that the fat acceptance movement
and the tino rangatiratanga movement therefore have similar implications for how to change
weight loss studies to make them less harmful, by incorporating robust attention to patient selfdetermination and a patient’s actual goals. Warbrick and coauthors here note that several
understandings of health that include community and mental wellbeing prescribe similar
epistemological fixes to weight loss studies, via decoupling ‘weight’ from ‘health’. Warbrick and
coauthors go on to explain several aspects of their Atua Matua model in terms of concepts that
Pākehā knowers will be familiar with, while noting that some epistemological differences exist,
although they are outside of the scope of the specific health issues they discuss. Here both
models I cite have suggested the use of a Pākehā measure that is ‘good enough’ within the
bounds of health discussions to explain knowledge usually investigated using Māori
epistemological strategies. Both models I cite focus on translating just enough knowledge so that
participants in a conversation can continue to work together. This will be a useful
epistemological hermeneutic strategy.
3.4 Wairua, What Counts as Spiritual, Breaking Down Belief-Systems, and Not Assuming
What a Patient Believes Based On Group Membership
In the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, the third crossbar I will examine is wairua,
which are beliefs regarding connectedness and spirituality. These are beliefs held by both the
patient and their whānau. Pitama and coauthors emphasize that there are many beliefs, values,
and priorities a patient could hold that can change the “paradigm of health” (Pitama Huria and
Lacey 2014, 111) that a patient uses. Pitama and coauthors want to ensure that describing this
crossbar does not simply consist of telling Pākehā physicians what ‘Māori spirituality’ is.
Different patients and whānau might accept some values to different degrees. Some patients who
are part of Māori communities and are themselves Māori may nonetheless not be spiritual or
have any views about their connectedness to Māori concepts, just like being a member of a
predominantly Christian Pākehā community does not make one Christian. This is not unique to
Māori patients. It is likely a risk in any case in which a medical professional has been told what a
specific group of people think and does not engage in specific interrogations of how the patient
they are treating knows about health.
Pitama and coauthors suggest several strategies to identify the importance of wairua to
Māori patients. They suggest asking patients and their whānau several categories of specific
questions to determine how much wairua matters for them. They suggest beginning by asking
about spiritual and religious beliefs. Then, to understand beliefs that are spiritual by Pākehā
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standards but may not be by Māori standards, Pitama and coauthors suggest asking what kind of
attachments a patient has to special people, special places, and taonga (treasured items). Wairua
therefore refers to at least four separate aspects of Māori beliefs that are spiritual by Pākehā
understandings, only one of which is definitely spiritual by a Māori understanding. In order to
overcome this, Pitama and coauthors have suggested a translation strategy born from a
realization that the category of what counts as a 'spiritual' belief may not be the same between
Māori and Pākehā epistemologies, and suggesting ways to translate membership in each of these
categories (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 111). Pitama and coauthors explain that this approach
is intended to avoid assuming a patient has a particular set of beliefs just because of their race, to
note that patients use specific epistemological strategies to build some kinds of knowledge, but
they may use only some epistemological strategies from their culture and remain internally
consistent.
This can be generalized to other ‘spiritual’ systems. Pitama and coauthors suggest asking
a patient about their spiritual beliefs, and then asking them about specific common beliefs held
by their spiritual group. Medical professionals can ask these questions of patients who observe
any spiritual system. This will be the first of several specific ways to use ‘cultural competency’
guides to belief systems: by asking patients about things these guides suggest might be important
to them one-by-one, and asking about spirituality separately as well.
Pitama and coauthors also suggest clinicians or bioethicists sidestep the question of
whether some beliefs are actually spiritual. This isn't relevant for a clinical context. What is
relevant is a medical professional being aware that a patient or their whānau subscribes to these
beliefs and that they are known in an analogous way to Pākehā spiritual beliefs. The sidestepping
irrelevant points of conflict is a strategy Pitama and coauthors have now suggested twice.
Successfully making oneself understood in a conversation may involve actively avoiding
irrelevant arguments.
This specific sidestep will not be uniquely useful in a Māori context. As many
philosophers of science have noted, believers in astrology, talismans, and other forms of ‘natural
magick’ do not take their belief systems to necessarily be ‘spiritual’ (Santos 2007). A similar
response to patients using these systems (setting aside the question of whether this is ‘really’
spiritual, in order to translate the knowledge patients take to be relevant most easily) is
generalizable.
As Pitama and coauthors highlight, patients will give clues to the importance of particular
epistemological strategies to them in healthcare settings. When asked about how she selected a
gynecological clinic, a 47-year-old Māori patient reported that she thinks about
How do clinics offer me a service that fits with me being Māori? Not every part of me is
about being Māori but when I got there the receptionist was really busy but she looked up
and she smiled... she had noticed me and I felt kind of really invited, I felt like I’d been
welcomed. And then another woman who had brown skin who might not have been
Māori, she turned around and she said, “oh, kia ora, welcome,” .... it felt like she was so
happy to see me and from that moment my experience... became positive because
suddenly yes, I was in the right place.... had those experiences not happened that’s where
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I would have felt vulnerable and unsafe and at a spiritual level, as a Māori, that would
have undone me... (Participant 16, age 47). (Cook Clark and Brunton 2014, 9)
This patient begins by stipulating that not every aspect of her is about being Māori,
although the bulk of what she appreciates about the clinic she describes is that they understand
her needs as Māori. This patient is explaining that she has aspects beyond her identity as Māori
which are relevant in this context. She also highlights two of the signs that a patient will
understanding some aspects of their health using Māori health epistemology, the use of Te Reo
Māori (the Māori language) and the acknowledgement of the importance of Māori spirituality to
her. She specifies that she could be ‘undone’ as a Māori by less careful treatment. She reports
that being mistreated could have spiritually made her unsafe, but that it is not all of her identity.
3.5 Taiao, Iwi Katoa, and Medical Systems as Non-Neutral
The next crossbar holding the boat together in the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model is
taiao, the physical environment of the patient and their whānau (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014,
111). Pitama and coauthors suggest asking a patient questions about their own and their
whānau's home environment but also their neighborhood, and their workplace. However, these
questions will not provide a full understanding of the taiao a patient experiences. Pitama and
coauthors remind clinical professionals that the clinical environment a patient experiences and
the environment of the health services a patient utilizes are also part of taiao. This means that
medical professionals should leave space for criticism of the clinical environment they are
working in. These will not necessarily be criticisms of the medical professionals themselves.
Pitama and coauthors give a list of sample questions to ask patients. They suggest determining
whether the clinical environment offers privacy and dignity, whether the environment feels
Māori friendly, whether it is close to amenities and easy to get to, and whether parking is easy if
patients drive to the hospital (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 111). This is a set of suggestions for
how to ask questions about taiao in a way that allows patients to answer without accusing the
medical professional of harming them.
The final crossbar I will describe in the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model is iwi
katoa. These are the services that provide health support for patients and family. Aspects of iwi
katoa include access to prescriptions, affordability of healthcare, and access to specialized
services. Pitama and coauthors remind physicians that access to these services can be a serious
part of the wellbeing of a patient. Services within iwi katoa also include Māori-specific services.
This can mean combined social service/ healthcare providers which are a common resource for
Māori patients, but it can also mean access to Māori community services, access to traditional
healers if patients are interested, and access to medical professionals who speak Te Reo Māori
(the Māori language) if patients are most comfortable speaking Te Reo Māori when describing
their symptoms (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 111). Pitama and coauthors suggest that
physicians should specifically ask about a patient and their whānau's access to Māori health
workers or Kaupapa Māori providers (providers who understand the collective needs of a Māori
community) (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 111). For example, Māori specific addiction
services can fall under the umbrella of Kaupapa Māori services. Access to these services
specifically rather than Pākehā-aimed addiction services could have an impact on a patient's
willingness to seek treatment for addiction and on patient outcomes (Pitama Huria and Lacey
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2014, 111). Iwi Katoa will help medical professionals gather information about a patient's ability
to follow through on treatment plans or what services are best suited to a patient's
environment. This is a reminder to medical professionals that, through no fault of their own, they
may not represent the best care a patient could receive. Patients might need more services than a
single medical facility can provide, and medical professionals should remember this.
This is a strategy that is generalizable: information about a patient’s environment is
important within many epistemological strategies, and medical professionals can explicitly ask
patients about their experiences in medical environments and their access to culturally-specific
services. The importance that this has for a patient will be clear from their responses about how
these environments have impacted them. In the medical context, this amounts to a reminder that
environmental health matters and to a patient, medical systems are not neutral. The impact of a
medical system on a patient will be different depending on the difference between the workings
of a medical system and a patient’s own culture and epistemology.
3.6 Crosswinds and Cultural Histories Understood Via Pākehā Measures or Listening
In the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, the waka hourua must navigate crosswinds
on its journey towards health. These are social forces which can change how effective
interventions by medical professionals are able to be. This is another visual metaphor to
emphasize the causal influence that world-situations can have on Māori patient's health:
Crosswinds can blow a boat off course. Medical professionals will not reliably be able to chart a
course to health without understanding how to avoid or respond to these social forces.
Crosswinds come from places far from the ocean a boat is trying to traverse. These
crosswinds are not concepts that originate in Māori epistemological strategies. However, they are
things that now affect Māori lives and so are part of a Māori experience of health. These
crosswinds are a reminder of the experiences that Māori might have which Pākehā medical
professionals might not be in a position to observe (Harding 1992). These are all forces which
many groups will face. They are not unique to the Māori experience, although how they are felt
by each individual group will be unique. The potential for these forces to blow patients off
course should be taken seriously in all cases.
The first crosswind is colonization. This blew all aspects of Māori life off-track when
settlers from Europe arrived in New Zealand, and Māori still feel its impacts today. Pitama and
coauthors cite loss of land, political reorganization, and dehumanization as the major ways in
which colonization still harms Māori health. Land and politics are important to Māori health in
ways that are clear in the rest of the model, and so a loss of these is a direct harm to measures of
health. These three results of colonization can also, in ways tracked by Pākehā public health
statistics (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 112) lead to increased levels of poverty among Māori,
overall lower socioeconomic status, and difficulty accessing healthcare. The predictable harmful
impacts of poverty, low socioeconomic status, and low access to healthcare on a patient's health
are visible in Pākehā public health studies, which medical professionals will find easy to
understand.
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The second crosswind is racism. Pitama and coauthors point out that racism is a wellknown determinant of health, which impacts many groups in diverse ways. They seek to explain
how Māori patients experience this. This can be internalized racism, racism in a society, or
specific instances of discrimination that Māori patients might have experienced (Pitama Huria
and Lacey 2014, 112). They give examples of how a Māori patient might describe each kind of
racism, to help medical professionals be more sensitive to patients providing evidence of racism
(Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 113). The first is interpersonal racism. This is racism in which
people treat Māori patients less well because they are Māori. Pitama and coauthors cite Pākehā
research about how interpersonal racism can negatively impact health outcomes for patients. The
second is institutional racism. Institutional racism causes systematically lower access to
organizational and societal goods for Māori patients. Pitama and coauthors suggest that
physicians can be aware of these disparities and push for evaluations of the contributions that
their own institutions make to them. Pitama and coauthors cite a Pākehā-developed tool for
determining where institutional inequalities exist, the Health Equity Assessment Tool (via the
World Health Organization) (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 113). The final form of racism
which may impact Māori health is internalized racism. Pitama and coauthors give several
examples of things that Māori patients who are expressing internalized racism might say,
including "just treat me like everyone else"(Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 113). Pitama and
coauthors say that this often reflects internalized stereotypes which might harm a patient's selfconcept and worries about discrimination if a patient is open about being Māori. Examples of
how patients tend to express this last kind of internalized racism specify what kind of patient
self-accounts are appropriate evidence that they have internalized racist beliefs— something that
medical professionals might be worried about paternalistically assuming about patients. This is
an example of the work that epistemological hermeneutics can do to assure medical professionals
that they can evaluate some claims about patients that may veer into paternalism if
inappropriately evaluated, a strategy which is important in evaluation of miracle-invocations as
well. In the first two crosswinds, Pitama and coauthors describe cultural experiences that Māori
patients will have access to, but explain that Pākehā measures can also make these clear, as long
as Pākehā medical professionals look for them. This will be the case for any group which has
experienced these crosswinds: their experiences of colonization and racism will be different, but
understandable clearly enough to be helpful for medical treatment by medical professionals via
academic research into these experiences.
The third crosswind that Pitama and coauthors identify is migration. Many Māori have
left traditional iwi land, which Pitama and coauthors point out has led to socioeconomic issues as
well as a lack of support networks and cultural harm (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 113).
Pitama and coauthors suggest that physicians should ask questions about whether a patient is
living on their traditional land, whether this means they have access to appropriate health
resources or cultural resources, and what iwi means to them. Pitama and coauthors offer minimal
guidance. They suggest that this conversation might take several forms and highlight some things
that might be relevant (the difference between urban and rural organizations and how iwi might
be harmful to people who have left their traditional land) (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014,
113). Here there is no appropriate Pākehā-based measure to gain this knowledge and there is no
similar Pākehā concept. Instead, Pitama and coauthors suggest listening to patients explain their
own relationship to their migration and how it has impacted them. I gestured towards the idea
that patients are the only appropriate sources of some knowledge at the end of Chapter Two. This
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idea is present throughout the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model (Pitama Huria and Lacey
2014, 113).
The final crosswind is marginalization. Marginalization describes the ways in which
Māori needs are not a priority in New Zealand. This means Māori may not receive social benefits
because their needs are not central to how social benefit systems are set up. Pitama and coauthors
say that the most important way to learn about Māori marginalization is for medical
professionals to know what kind of health outcomes tend to be worse for Māori than the general
Pākehā population. Marginalization is a systematic rather than individual experience, and so
individual patients will not be able to describe it to medical professionals (Pitama Huria and
Lacey 2014, 114). This requires an understanding of the differences between Māori disease
profiles and Pākehā ones, and an understanding of why these differences exist. Individuals may
not be subject to all of the risks that are likely for the general Māori population, which is why it
is important to understand the causality here. Pitama and coauthors remind Pākehā medical
professionals to consider these risks when, for example, sending patients home after procedures:
Will it be difficult for them to come to follow ups because public transit does not serve their
neighborhood? Here again Pitama and coauthors are highlighting the way that Pākehā knowledge
is important for a medical interaction, but they have situated this specific knowledge in the
context of the rest of their model. Attention to differential disease outcomes for populations is
also generalizable, and amounts to a reminder to medical professionals that they must be
educated on these facts in order to treat their patients as effectively as possible.
Pitama and coauthors also note that while crosswinds are acting on the Māori patient and
their whānau, they unavoidably impact the medical professional. Here the metaphor also
specifies that the physician could themselves carry views that they did not realize are a result of
these winds. Physicians can investigate the impact of these crosswinds on themselves by
interrogating whether they subscribe to any stereotypes about Māori (Pitama Huria and Lacey
2014, 112). This characterization accurately identifies the ultimate source of these stereotypes as
cultural forces, but puts the responsibility for working against these stereotypes with medical
professionals without blaming them. Characterizing colonization, racism, migration, and
marginalization as crosswinds means characterizing physicians and patients and their whānau as
working together against them. It is therefore part of the physician's job to be aware of this and to
work against it.
Running through patient accounts are worries that they will face the racism, colonization,
marginalization, and differential health outcomes that Pitama and coauthors highlight. One
patient explained this made him worry, because, “ I think Māori are more prone to having gout
than Pākehā.” (Rolston et al 2018, 5)
Māori patients thanked the organizers of a study on childhood asthma, saying of their
experience as Māori specifically that, “You've actually been quite supportive of how our
lifestyle's been, and you understand if we can't make an appointment.” (Jones et al 2013, 7)
Organizers of other studies explained that many patients expressed surprise when they
did not encounter racism (Rolston et al 2018, 5). The existence of social forces that change
health outcomes for patients is something that patients will report. This combination of attention
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to Pākehā research and listening to patients will allow medical professionals to identify how
these crosswinds have impacted patients from any marginalized background This very simple
strategy is a reminder that Pākehā medical professionals can understand the crosswinds well
enough to treat patients, even if they do not have access to experiential knowledge about these
crosswinds.
3.7 Ahua, Tikanga, and Using Cultural Competency Guides
In the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, the final thing that will impact the waka
hourua’s journey to health are ocean currents. These, like wind, will impact how effective
steering the waka hourua will be. Māori navigators traditionally understand ocean currents as
part of the local environment, and so these currents are metaphors for forces from Māori culture.
Pitama and coauthors have indexed influences on a patient coming from within Māori culture to
culturally important ocean currents in New Zealand. These metaphorical ocean currents are still
outside of a patient’s direct control, but are less foreign than the racism coming from colonialism
that the crosswinds represent (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 114).
The first ocean current that Pitama and coauthors describe is ahua. Ahua encompasses the
aspects of te ao Māori (the Māori worldview) that are important to a patient or their whānau.
Pitama and coauthors give suggestions for how to determine this, both by asking questions and
by observing patient behavior. Pitama and coauthors give a guide to some indicators that a
patient identifies with specific aspects of Māori culture. Some indicators that may be easily
visible for medical professionals include whether a patient or their whānau report caring about
particular aspects of the te ao Māori, using Te Reo Māori in interactions with medical
professionals, wearing particular traditional clothing or jewelry, or having Māori tattoos (Pitama
Huria and Lacey 2014, 114). This is separate from aspects of Māori culture that Pitama and
coauthors think that Pākehā physicians may understand as spiritual, although this separation is
for ease of understanding for Pākehā medical professionals.
A person might (rightly) think of themselves as Māori but subscribe to only some aspects
of the Māori worldview for medical purposes, and Pitama and coauthors have offered a way to
determine this without continually asking a patient over and over if they are 'really' Māori. This
is a translation strategy which bridges the possibility of a fact not being directly determinable by
conversation. Pitama and coauthors suggest strategies for telling the truth of something which, if
asked directly, a patient might give an answer that the medical professional would not be able to
understand accurately. They do this all without specifying whether there is in fact a
spiritual/cultural divide here. Pitama and coauthors are just giving the medical professionals the
tools to find the answer they need to move forward. They are also avoiding treating the patient as
though they must either fully accepting a traditional Māori worldview or be non-Māori. Pitama
and coauthors instead provide a summary of a culture for medical professionals, with specific
instructions about the limits of this summary. They take a complicated issue and simplify it by
using a well-written checklist of separate aspects of Māori culture.
The next current Pitama and coauthors describe is tikanga. Tikanga means 'the way of
doing things right as Māori', and can include cultural rules as well as etiquette. Pitama and
coauthors define tikanga as specific Māori cultural taboos that Pitama and coauthors
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straightforwardly tell medical professionals they need to be aware exist and need to ask patients
about. For example, they say that medical professionals should determine whether their patients
have specific cultural expectations of what should happen to their tissues after surgery (Pitama
Huria and Lacey 2014, 115). Pitama and coauthors say that most Pākehā organizations who serve
Māori patients should have this kind of list of possible tikanga rules, and so this is simply a
matter of reminding medical professionals of this responsibility to check and how this
information fits with other patient preferences.
Pitama and coauthors have therefore supplied two more examples of the usefulness of
cultural competency guides specific to medical situations. This is an example of the context in
which such guides can be useful: not by themselves, but in a wider framework and interspersed
with reminders that they do not reflect the complicated reality of a culture, and reminders to
listen to patients themselves. Guides to non- Māori cultural views of health are also useful as a
checklist of things to ask about rather than to assume.
The fact that some patients subscribe to some aspects of Māori health epistemology but
not all looms large in patient accounts of their experiences in the clinic. One patient expressed
the special importance of tapu (things that are sacred or should be set apart in a certain way), an
aspect of the rules of tikanga that Pitama and coauthors highlight.
Every time I had an examination I would start to bleed and it was the tapu for me of
seeing my blood on the floor where people walk. I remember getting of the examination
table and standing in my blood ‘cause it just dripped away from me and that really
freaked me out ‘cause it was on my shoe and I remember telling the doctor, “can I have
something just to wipe my shoe or else I’ll be taking my blood out through the waiting
room.” Blood is a very tapu thing to Māori because it’s believed to be the essence of our
being. Especially when you expose vaginal blood.... But probably the younger women
now don’t see things as what us older ones do. I think over the years our tapu has broken
down but it’s still a culturally sensitive area (Participant 1, age 50). (Cook Clark and
Brunton 2014, 15).
This patient says that the level to which the tapu matters is different for different Māori
patients, and that one's relationship to tapu (and therefore aspects of tikanga) can vary
independently of other aspects of Māori culture. This also highlights that patients tend to report
the aspects of a tapu that are important to them when there is space to do so. This patient
suggested that her blood should not be in public, and when she was able to avoid this, she moved
past being 'freaked out' by seeing blood in general and the medical encounter continued. The
patient reported the specifics of the tapu, that it was in terms of being on the floor where people
walk, and therefore listening to the patient about tapu was enough for her doctor to respond
appropriately and figure out a way to ensure that gynecological examinations do not violate a
tikanga. No special understanding of tapu is necessary, just the knowledge that one should ask,
and her doctor responded in the way they might have for any discomfort with blood.
The researchers summarized that,
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The complexity of tapu includes protecting something through setting it apart; making it
special, not shameful. Women spoke of how clinicians’ relational skills led to practices
and attitudes that set this invasive procedure apart as a valued experience. (Cook Clark
and Brunton 2014, 15)
Making clinical decisions using creative responses to the reasons a patient explains a tapu
exists sidesteps the possibility patients saying they can’t have examinations if these examinations
always end in tapu blood, and medical professionals not understanding why. This slight change,
rather than just flatly avoiding doing anything close to tapu or debating whether tapu are real,
was enough. Here experts in tapu are not necessary. Listening to a patient, being aware of
possible hurdles, and taking patient knowledge seriously was enough to avoid epistemic friction.
A medical professional using only a cultural competency guide and a commitment to listening to
a patient could perform this sidestep and successfully understand what a patient needed in this
context without needing to fully understand tapu. This can be an example of the usefulness of
cultural competency guides in general. They are available in medical settings and can be helpful
within these settings, but only when used appropriately.
3.8 Whānau and Untranslatable Concepts
The third current that Pitama and coauthors identify in the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana
model as impacting the waka hourua’s path to health is whānau. Whānau is explicitly present in
two places in this metaphor. This is because whānau has what Pākehā medical professionals may
see as two aspects. While I initially translated whānau as 'family and community', whānau means
more than that. This second facet of whānau is the genealogical, spiritual, and social connections
and obligations that a patient has to other people in their community and on their land. These
relationships might be different than a Pākehā medical professional would expect from just
knowing a whānau’s relationships to a patient. Investigating this facet of whānau can aid
medical professionals in determining what responsibilities a patient has and what support they
have. This can help highlight a patient's priorities and what kinds of things they will want to be
able to do. Pitama and coauthors say that this will also help medical professionals understand the
levels to which particular people are involved in the patient's medical decisions and recovery
process. This can help determine the appropriateness of particular members of a patient's whānau
to advocate for them. Pitama and coauthors suggest asking patients where they are 'from', which
gives them an opportunity to answer places that they might have genealogical or cultural
connections or obligations. This will get more accurate answers than asking something just like
'where do you live and who lives with you?' (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 115). Here Pitama
and coauthors remind medical professionals that some concepts will be untranslatable in the time
that they have with patients. In response to these, Pitama and coauthors suggest simply allowing
the tension between the two meanings of whānau to exist, because resolving them is irrelevant to
the scope of a medical encounter. It is important that medical professionals be primed to know
that some patient claims might be evidence for what sound like two separate areas of knowledge.
This becomes clear in one interview I cited earlier. In discussing her decision to have a cancer
screening, one patient said,
All my grandparents, my mother and family...most of them have died of cancer.
My Mum died at forty three of cervical cancer...So it’s something [screening] that I’ve
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got to get for myself, making the change [not dying of cancer] and making sure that I
am okay.... If you can’t look after yourself how you can look after anybody else? I
don’t want my daughter to go through that or my nieces [preventable deaths]. I want them
to be healthy. I want them to be aware that if you look after yourself down there,
you should be alright (Participant 7, age 31). (Cook Clark and Brunton 2014, 17)
I described this earlier as an example of a patient citing their whānau as evidence for
what they know about their health. However, there is more than just that claim in this interview.
This patient also cites their whānau as a reason to get well, an obligation they have to fulfill, and
as something they could negatively affect by ignoring their health. They imply that ignoring their
own health would directly lead to their daughter or nieces dying in a preventable manner.
Therefore, there are two separate strains of importance of whānau within this one quote. Medical
professionals need not understand the connection between these two aspects of the concept to
understand what a patient means, they can just notice both exist.
3.9 Whenua and What to Share With Patients
The final current that Pitama and coauthors identify in the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana
model is whenua. This is the relationship between a patient and their historical whānau and land.
Pitama and coauthors remind medical professionals that a patient’s spiritual and historical
connections to their whenua may be particularly important to them. Knowing a patient’s whenua
can help medical professionals know how much of a patient’s whānau is around to help a patient,
and what kind of travel a patient will want to be able to do (in order to go home, for example).
Pitama and coauthors suggest asking directly about whenua, but also suggest that the
medical professional share their own whenua (where they are from and what their connections to
this place are), and engage a patient in a discussion about it. This will help make clear that a
medical professional will listen (which I discussed in Chapter Two as an epistemological
hermeneutic strategy), but also means that there is more conversation about the importance of
whenua in general, and so more chances for a medical professional to understand the role of
whenua for their patient.
In one aspect of Atua Matua, Warbrick and coauthors describe that Māori understandings
of the importance of environment (whakapapa) and land to health are parallel to Pākehā ideas
about epigenetics. They say,
Although there may be differences in how 'environment' is defined in these two
epistemologies, a Māori world view and the views expressed in epigenetic research
provide an example of how two seemingly opposing views are in fact connected, in this
case by the role of external environmental influences on the health of individuals and
generations. (Warbrick et al 2016, 400)
Warbrick and Pitama highlight different aspects of environment and land as important.
However, they both describe Māori knowledge as parallel to Pākehā knowledge in this area and
suggest that sharing one’s own knowledge can help bridge this gap.
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Māori patients specified that medical professionals sharing aspects of their own lives
made it easier to talk to them, and allowed patients to see how they reasoned more clearly. A
patient explained that they were more confident in medical situations in part because, “I’ve
actually enjoyed your [the researcher’s] company” (Jones et al 2013, 7). Here the patient uses
‘actually’ (an expression of surprise) and says that they were able to learn about their health
because they developed a relationship with the researchers in the study. Many patients in this
study said that they felt ‘understood’ by the researcher because she shared her life experiences
with them, and outside of formal interview settings they expressed that this helped them talk to
her (Jones et al 2013, 7). Sharing knowledge that comes to similar conclusions (even if it uses
different evidence) can allow participants in a conversation to see how an epistemological
strategy they do not share has worked to reach a familiar conclusion. Pitama and coauthors
suggest that medical professionals do this by revealing the importance and reasoning behind
family ties, while Warbrick and coauthors cite scientific knowledge in common: both kinds of
knowledge can help reveal reasoning patterns.
3.10 Whakatere and the Place of Common Clinical Reasoning and Listening Skills
In the Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model, Pitama and coauthors suggest after they
have all the information about the relevant landscape, medical professionals can work together
with the patient to reach health via whakatere (navigation). Pitama and coauthors say that
The process of plotting a course and setting the sails and rudder is analogous to the health
practitioner and patient/whānau selection and implementation of proposed treatment
interventions and recommendations (Pitama Huria and Lacey 2014, 116).
This is a reasoning process common to any clinical encounter. Skills that medical
professionals bring to a clinical encounter can be extremely effective when applied with all of
the knowledge gathered through epistemological hermeneutics.
A Māori patient said of her gynecological clinic that she appreciated it when medical
professionals,
Try listening, try hearing what they’re saying and what they’re wanting. Take your
professional hat off and just sit there and listen... everyone has a story and if they feel that
you’re listening, they tell their story. That’s all it takes. Just a couple of minutes
(Participant 1, age 50). (Cook Clark and Brunton, 2014, 12)
This patient is saying that traditional Pākehā understandings of what counts as medical
knowledge are more constrained than Māori knowledge. Without sitting and listening to what a
patient has to say, a Pākehā professional may miss something. We see this in Pitama's account.
Pākehā health knowledge tends to be a small subset of the relevant information regarding Māori
health. However, medical professionals can overcome this simply by listening to a patient
attentively.
This listening does not need to be a totally new skill. Instead, this is an emphasis that
listening is particularly important as part of epistemological hermeneutic analysis. People notice
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when they are treated as though their knowledge matters, and two parties working together to
understand one another can often overcome epistemological barriers with goodwill. Patients
explained that they appreciated,
The use of plain language and communications to the people who get gout… and perhaps
the use of various mediums of communication, by text, by phone, by korero kanohi-ki-tekanohi [speaking face-to-face] … letters, anything, so long as it’s understandable... and
transparent. (Rolston 2018, 197)
This is the reason that a list of epistemological hermeneutic strategies is sufficient as a
central part of the heuristic for doing such analyses, without specific instructions about which to
use. Specific epistemological strategies are most responsive to the appropriate communication
strategies. However, sometimes it is important to simply try them all, or to listen to which ones
your interlocutor is using. A medical professional can find effective epistemological hermeneutic
strategies only if they are confident enough to try some out. Medical professionals and patients
already have the skills to have conversations with people. Epistemological hermeneutic work
merely helps smooth over the epistemic friction they may run into, by directing these skills
towards specific ends.
Listening to patients is both an important epistemological strategy to access knowledge
that only a patient has as well as a tool for building patient trust. Being an appropriate listener,
that is, showing that you can accept testimonial evidence from a specific person, is a
precondition for successful communication in some cases (Dotson 2011). Trust is important for
other aspects of a patient-medical practitioner relationship, but I want to emphasize it is
epistemologically helpful. One patient reported explicitly that she knew her gynecologist would
listen to her serious concerns because he listened to her on other issues. She said that she trusted
her gynecologist because,
I know what I want and I know that I need it…I tell them [clinicians] everything they
need to know. I answer all the questions they ask me. He [doctor] asked me a few
questions on how many partners, is there anything else that I need to know and the only
thing I did have to tell him was my cervix is a little bit to the left. It’s not in the centre,
it’s a bit on an angle. He listened to me when I said that and he found it right away
(Participant 7, age 31). (Cook Clark and Brunton 2014, 12)
Listening is important for gaining information about the epistemological strategies
deployed in a conversation, but it will be most effective when combined with an understanding
of effective epistemological hermeneutic strategies. Listening is not necessarily an
epistemological hermeneutic strategy, but it is nonetheless helpful for the process of
epistemological hermeneutics. The ways that patients respond to epistemic friction will telegraph
which strategies might be helpful in overcoming this friction, and so a standard form of clinical
listening combined with a knowledge of epistemological hermeneutics will be very effective.
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4. From a Specific Case to Systematic Epistemological Hermeneutic
Strategies
Is what Pitama and coauthors have offered a full example of an epistemological
hermeneutic analysis of a case? It is nearly one. Pitama and coauthors have offered a cultural
anthropological analysis of a specific cultural clash in the clinic. This cultural clash is
epistemological, so their suggestions for how to overcome it are epistemological hermeneutic
strategies. This account begins with the identification of epistemic friction, the location of the
friction, and the aspects of the epistemological systems causing this friction already stipulated.
The Waikare o te Waka o Meihana model is therefore the kind of result we might get from a
particularly careful hermeneutic epistemological analysis. Warbrick and coauthors offer a model
aimed at correcting some aspects of previous hermeneutic epistemological analyses of the same
situation, and so they offer epistemological hermeneutics mixed with normative epistemology. I
have quoted the aspects of their model that are the result of well-done epistemological
hermeneutics as well. A generalized study of epistemological hermeneutics involves both
analyses of the epistemic friction that people are facing, and attention to accounts of why this is
happening, which may often be works of cultural anthropology like Pitama and coauthors have
produced. Epistemological hermeneutic strategies will allow bioethicists to generalize which
strategies work and what kind of epistemic friction calls for what kind of strategies.
I have highlighted that many of the failures of communication that plague Māori- Pākehā
medical communication are widely experienced. Many of the instances of epistemic friction that
Pitama and coauthors and Warbrick and coauthors noticed will be experienced by patients from
many cultural backgrounds. While epistemological systems are unique, the friction they
encounter when trying to communicate with mainstream medical epistemology may be very
similar. Many of the specific experiences that patients described are also common. This is good
news. It means that successful epistemological hermeneutic strategies can be generalized.
Pitama and coauthors as well as many patients highlight that the use of epistemological
hermeneutic strategies in combination with listening and standard clinical communication skills
can be enough to overcome communication barriers. While Pitama and coauthors and Warbrick
and coauthors have expertise in the epistemological strategies they are trying to help translate,
this expertise is not necessary to facilitate medical communication. Pitama and coauthors make
clear that attention to guides, cultural leaders, and knowledge about a culture is important, but
that it is not necessary to personally be an expert in an epistemological system in order to be able
to communicate well enough with someone using it. They describe how to use guides and how
much expertise is necessary, and at what steps in a conversation each strategy is useful.
With attention to the structure of a conversation requiring epistemological hermeneutics
in my previous chapter, and the new confidence that even in complicated cases, successful
strategies and knowledge of a culture can be enough to allow communication when used
accurately, I can now complete my guide to epistemological hermeneutics.
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Chapter Four: Doing Epistemological Hermeneutics
I have now described three examples of what epistemological hermeneutics looks like in
practice, and analyzed what was going on in each case. With these examples, I can now follow
through on my goal of providing a model for generalized epistemological hermeneutic analysis. I
will focus on clinical situations in this dissertation, but as I highlighted in Chapter One,
epistemological hermeneutics will be useful in other situations as well.

1. Determining If Epistemological Hermeneutics Is Necessary
In this dissertation, I will develop a heuristic for information-transfer for medical
professionals to use in clinical situations. This is especially useful because achieving ‘success’ in
a clinical setting is part a medical professional's job. It is fully within the realm of
epistemological hermeneutic work to seek an analysis for how patients can do the translating
work themselves. However, that is outside the scope of this dissertation. Many of the strategies I
list will be useful to patients as well, although it is important to note that patients will face
additional barriers because they are not in a position of power in a clinical encounter
(Beauchamp and Childress 2019, 6).
In the previous chapter, I suggested a basic heuristic for case-based epistemology. I will
now add to it.
I previously explained that conversations in which epistemological hermeneutics are
necessary are conversations in which:
1. A ‘success condition’ of the real-world situation requires that some information needs
to be transferred between people playing one of two roles. I will call them the Sharer (S),
who is trying to teach or share something they know (K) with their conversation partner,
and the Learner (L), who wants to learn this.
2. S knows K using an epistemological strategy that L does not share.
3. L does not learn K because of the difference in epistemological strategies between S
and L regarding K. In this case, L and S experience epistemic friction: some barrier to
communication or progress due to incompatible epistemological strategies.
4. Intervening on the epistemological strategies used by either party is impossible due to
external constraints (time, appropriateness, practicality, etc.).
5. In order to reach success, S or L must therefore translate K between the
epistemological strategy that S is using to one that L can understand.
To begin epistemological hermeneutic work, it is not important to be certain that all of
these conditions are met. Instead, one needs to have a suspicion that these are true. If they are not
true, it will become obvious throughout the epistemological hermeneutic analysis as I describe it.
Determining when a conversation meets conditions 1, 4, and 5 will require knowledge that these
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conditions are important. For condition 1 to be met, both people in a conversation must agree
that they share a goal, and that they must share information to achieve this goal. If both parties
do not agree on this, epistemological hermeneutics will be impossible. If either party withdraws
from the shared goal, epistemological hermeneutics will no longer be necessary. I will examine
this possibility in Chapter Five. Similarly, if either party refuses to refrain from normative
epistemological intervention, epistemological hermeneutics is impossible, so both parties must
agree on 4. As I will explain in Chapter Five, this can also happen partway through a
conversation. In order to engage in epistemological hermeneutic work, at least one participant
must recognize 5. The medical professionals and patients I have cited have implicitly agreed on
these conditions. In the next chapter of my dissertation, I will analyze cases in which one party
does not agree to these conditions. Knowing a conversation meets conditions 2 and 3 requires
identifying the relevant epistemic friction, which may not always be immediately obvious.
However, the first step of an epistemological hermeneutic heuristic will both identify epistemic
friction and highlight where it is.
It is important to note that, in clinical conversations and in other situations, it is unlikely
that one party will always be the S and the other party will only be L. Often if one party is failing
to transfer information, it is likely that the appropriate knowledge for the other party is also not
being transferred. In the case of miracles in the clinic, the medical professional is reliably L and
the patient is reliably S, because the medical professional is responding to the claim about
miracles. However, in the case of Māori epistemology, both parties are in both roles. Māori
patients above reported both failing to understand medical professionals and that medical
professionals misunderstood them. Because of this, it is also likely that more than one K is
relevant in each conversation.

2. A Heuristic For Epistemological Hermeneutics
I will narrate the heuristic I have developed through this dissertation. I have included a
version of this heuristic in simplified language for use in guiding clinical communication in
Appendix B. The first question I previously suggested for beginning an epistemological
hermeneutic analysis is,
1. What is the main claim or main claims that are the source of the epistemic
friction?
This is necessary for determining if conditions 2 and 3 are met. I suggested several ways
that members of a conversation might answer this question if it is not obvious (as in the case of
miracles).
a. This could be telegraphed by specific questions that one party thinks that they
have answered but the other party does not.
b. This could be telegraphed by the focus of questions about either party’s authority
or knowledge.
I will now add a third signpost of epistemic friction, under (c).
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c. This could be telegraphed by one party frequently circling back to discussions of a
particular issue (even if it seems irrelevant).
This third option was important in guides to Māori communication and in the interviews
with Māori patients I cite in this chapter. In this more complex case, a medical professional may
have asked a question and received the information that they sought, but also a lot of seemingly
irrelevant information. In these cases, a clinical professional might be tempted to ignore the
irrelevant information. However, repetition of irrelevant information is a warning sign of
epistemic friction.
I have also added a fourth signpost of epistemic friction under (d).
d. When asked what they think is most important at this juncture, either party's
response to this is likely to be the point at which they feel most 'stuck' by epistemic
friction.
Pitama and coauthors and interviews with Māori patients highlight that medical
professionals are not always S in this situation. Medical professionals will notice when they are S
because they are failing to share information and will feel misunderstood, but they must also
identify when they are L. This means that when medical professionals reach conversational
roadblocks, they must reach out to patients and ask why the patient believes this has happened.
All of the strategies in this guide will cover situations in which the medical professional is both S
and L.
I previously explained that the second question in an epistemological hermeneutic
analysis should be about the proof each party has for their beliefs, by asking,
2. What does each party believe and what evidence and epistemological strategy
supports this belief?
It is important to determine which epistemological strategies are in conflict. From my
analysis of guides to Māori clinical conversations, I have determined that there are two main
pools of information to draw from to determine this.
I have added a first signpost, under (a).
a. Evidence that one party continues to repeat
When it is already clear that S or L are experiencing epistemic friction, it is not
appropriate to ignore something that S continually brings up as just 'irrelevant information' or
'them being stuck'. Instead, it is highly likely that if S continues to bring up a particular thing in
the context of a point of epistemic friction, this is serving as an appropriate reason to believe
something for them. For example, when asked about what they knew about gout, many Māori
patients cited things their families said or how it would affect their family. A Pākehā physician
might think that a patient citing a family member's opinion is making conversation about
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irrelevant issues. This would be inaccurate. Instead, this is a Māori patient saying that their
family member's experience of gout is relevant to explaining their experience of gout.
I have also added a second signpost, under (b).
b. Already existing epistemological frameworks: which ones each party subscribes
to, and in what ways.
This is secondary to paying attention to people’s actual use of reasons because, in both
the case of miracles and the case of Māori health issues, patients will either directly or indirectly
report when they are subscribing to a particular system of reasoning. If this is ambiguous, it is
possible to ask patients directly about strategies they are using.
In the easiest case, patients will simply report that they are part of a particular religious
group when citing the miracle they expect or when explaining that they want Māori-applicable
healthcare. Sometimes patients will not directly report that the epistemological strategies they are
using are indexed to a specific religion or culture. Pitama and coauthors point out that this is
especially likely in cases in which patients worry about racism or discrimination. However,
people are likely to give indications that a particular culture or religion is important to them. This
harder case requires some working knowledge of the signs of belonging to particular cultures.
Even in an easy case in which a patient reports that they subscribe to a particular cultural or
religious way of knowing, this disclosure is not useful without some knowledge how these
epistemological systems work. Luckily, resources for answering these questions for medical
professionals already exist.
A working knowledge of the cultures and religious viewpoints held by common groups in
an area is the kind of awareness that is transferred in cultural competency trainings (Brach and
Fraserirector 2000, Keinman and Benson 2006), and from summaries of the medical
epistemologies underlying many religions and cultures, which are already produced and kept as
references by hospitals (Keefe 2005, Hodge 2004, Riggs and Fell 2010, Rose 2013, Park Ridge
Center 1999). Experts carefully write these. This kind of guide is widely available, in part
because patient advocacy groups, bioethicists interested in aiding intercultural communication,
and patients from these cultures want medical professionals to understand them. Clinical
professionals must first seek these out.
In this way a person can turn to resources to figure out the importance of a cultural word
or concept. This will allow them to, as Pitama and coauthors suggest, ask precisely how their
interlocutor relates to aspects of this system and specifically ask whether they subscribe to
particular viewpoints.
It may also be the case that in a clinical encounter, medical professionals have access to
experts in relevant cultures or religions. For example, a chaplain from the same religion as a
patient may work at the hospital, or may be available to call. The appropriate expert will differ
between cultural and religious groups. The first step to determining this is to ask a patient who
they consider an expert. They may prefer a member of their community (their church or their
part of their culture) or may agree a hospital chaplain or may suggest a health outreach group
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specific to their religion (Ratjar 2016). Not all that a religious or cultural expert says or that a
written guide contains may apply to a specific patient. When calling in an expert, it is important
to ensure that a patient assents to all aspects of an epistemological framework suggested, and
ensuring that it is clear that a patient is not less of a member of their group if they do not. This
may involve calling in an expert or consulting with a guide and then confirming what an expert
says with a patient after the expert has left.
It would be useful if medical professionals had a working knowledge of the alternate
culturally and religiously-affiliated epistemological strategies which commonly cause clinical
conversational barriers. This is already a goal for many hospitals that serve diverse communities
(Weech-Maldonado et al 2002, Weech-Maldonado et al 2018, Coleman et al 2016). This
suggestion is outside of the scope of this dissertation, but bears examining.
I have explained that it is important to analyze who appropriate knowers of relevant
information are, by asking,
3. Does either party have the impression that one party in a conversation is not
capable of having access to some knowledge, and is this impression justified?
Justified in this sense is going to be relative to the epistemological strategies in conflict.
Sometimes, one party will have the impression that they could not understand a claim for
epistemological reasons when in fact the conversation has just convinced their interlocutor that
they will not listen well. Very often it will in fact be the case that it is possible for both parties to
have access to some knowledge, they just have to listen and show themselves to be appropriate
listeners (Dotson 2011). In the case of miracles, many bioethicists emphasize that being open to
a patient's beliefs is a first step to them telling you what they expect. It is also the case that Māori
patients reported talking more openly with clinical professionals after they are sure that a
professional is ready to listen to them.
It is important therefore to directly ask S how it is appropriate to evaluate K, and if L can
do so. It is important here also to investigate if both parties can know the K in question well
enough for the conversation to move forward. This involves determining whether the limited
knowledge is the knowledge that is necessary to move forward. This means that I will here add
caveats to how much access both parties must have to one another’s knowledge.
I have added one sub-question which might help a conversation move forward even if
some aspects of the relevant knowledge are not translatable, under (a).
a. What specific aspect of this knowledge is necessary to move forward in a clinical
encounter?
In addition, it might help to ask,
b. Can both parties come to an agreement about how to evaluate this?
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This is much easier than wholesale trying to teach one party to use the other party’s
epistemological strategy. As long as both parties can agree on enough of a shared evaluation of
the knowledge in question, they can move forward.
It may be that this is fully impossible. In that case this is an impossible case. This is one
of several steps at which it might become clear that epistemological hermeneutic work is
impossible, and I will address these in the next section.
I explained that an epistemological hermeneutic analysis of a conversation should turn
specifically to the evidence both parties are using, by asking,
4. Are both parties clear about the evidence appropriate to support knowledge of
the question at hand for the other party?
'Being clear' about the evidence necessary to support a belief might look different within
different epistemological systems. An adequate answer to 4 will mean that each party’s reasons
for believing something are intelligible to the other party. If steps 2 and 3 are complete, it should
be possible to identify the reasons that each party believes what they do, and exactly what this
means. This is the step which will require the most varied epistemological hermeneutic
strategies.
The specific way to answer this question may be clear from the answers to questions (2)
and (3). However, the list I have collected in this dissertation is a good jumping-off-point.
With a significant list of generalizable strategies from Pitama and coauthors, Warbrick
and coauthors, and my examples from earlier chapters, I will add a strategy for this:
a. Try specific strategies that work to overcome similar kinds of epistemological
friction.
I have gathered all the strategies referenced in this dissertation in Appendix A. This is a
good start at a list of things which work to overcome epistemic friction in particularly wellmanaged sample-cases.
For example, as I describe in Chapter Three, Pitama and coauthors suggest that Pākehā
research on racism and social determinants of health is appropriate evidence for ways a patient
might have been impacted by these things as long as it is tempered by asking a patient about
their experiences, and as long as medical professionals proactively seek out the impacts this
might have had for patients in many different situations. This is a reminder that while a medical
professional will not have an intuitive understanding of the impacts of racism on patients from
different communities and races than them, they can learn. Medical professionals can gather
evidence relevant to a medical encounter by knowing that they should investigate the racism and
health issues faced by communities they are interacting with, and then asking patients if these are
forces in their lives. I cited several Māori patients who explain they felt relief that medical
professionals had not been racist to them. This suggests patients are willing to discuss medical
racism if medical professionals make clear they will listen.
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This applies to all patients who could possibly be subject to any of the ‘crosswinds’ that
Pitama and coauthors describe. This strategy encourages medical professionals to consider
themselves appropriate knowers about discrimination and its impacts on health with these two
resources.
However, Pitama and coauthors also suggest that Pākehā medical professionals should
recognize that Pākehā medical establishments are non-neutral for non- Pākehā patients. This
means: they may not be set up for non-Pākehā needs, and they may in fact be locuses of racism
and discrimination that patients experience. Pitama and coauthors suggest that medical
professionals should seek patient testimony on the impact of medical systems on their health.
Pitama and coauthors remind medical professionals that problems with systems are not personal
attacks. This strategy is also important to get a full view of a patient’s experience with racism: a
medical professional can’t know about a patient’s experiences of racism without ensuring they
have evidence about the place of a medical establishment in this.
Both parties may have tried the strategies that they know work for similar sources of
friction, and still not understand one another well enough to move forward (well-enough is key
here, as total understanding may not be necessary). I have suggested that at this point, it may
become clear that a patient is not holding their claims to their own standards. It is now
appropriate to ask,
5. Are both parties being internally consistent by their own standards about
their important beliefs?
By this point, parties in conversation have done the demanding work of figuring out what
epistemological strategies are in play. This means that step 5 involves applying this knowledge
to a patient’s claims: holding them to their own standard. This is not something that medical
professionals will always need to do in their interactions with patients. However, when
knowledge must be transferred and both parties agree to this, and a medical professional has
displayed sympathetic understanding of a patient’s epistemological strategies, it may be
appropriate for a medical professional to push a patient to apply their own standards.
I will add that this does not involve normative analysis of all of a person’s
epistemological strategies, just the strategy that they have used in evaluating K. The standard
here is not whether a person is using an ideal epistemological system, it is just whether they are
following their own rules. At this point, it may be clear where some difficulty understanding an
epistemological strategy comes from. It might look like an epistemological strategy is
unexplainable, but it might in fact be that the reasoning one is analyzing simply has an error. An
important question to ask as part of evaluating someone’s internal consistency is
a. Is apparent epistemic friction a sign of epistemological incommensurability or
just a mistake?6

6

it is possible that at this step it would be truly impossible for one person to determine if their conversation partner
is being internally consistent because they are in principle incapable of understanding the way that the other person's
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Sometimes, particularly confusing claims will be the result of a person making a mistake,
and when this mistake is pointed out, conversation can resume.
To continue to try to engage in epistemological hermeneutics, I have suggested that a
person trying to understand their interlocutor should also ask,
6. What evidence would falsify either party’s beliefs, and are they in fact
responsive to this kind of evidence?
This is a similar step to 5. It should be clear at this point to both parties what kind of
evidence would falsify the other party's beliefs. It is important here to evaluate if such evidence
exists.
Finally, it is important to notice whether a patient is experiencing epistemic friction with
the world rather than the conversation. I have previously suggested medical professionals should
ask about this directly, so the final epistemological hermeneutic work is asking,
7. Is either party struggling to form a new belief based on new evidence or
struggling with what they should believe if they accepted K (for example, how one
should respond to a simultaneous belief in medical miracles and fatal medical
prognosis)?
Another reason it might appear that an epistemological system is incoherent is because a
person is not fully using the resources of an epistemological system because they are not fully
committed to it. Bibler and coauthors point out that this is a frequent response to the grief
associated with serious medical problems. If this is the case, epistemological hermeneutic work
will not be the most appropriate response to confusion. This can be determined by explicit
discussions with patients about whether they are having a hard time accepting a certain kind of
knowledge or evidence.
It is highly likely that in this case, counseling will be necessary because a life-shift
serious enough to change a person's epistemological strategies will be traumatic. However, a
discussion of what motivated this epistemological shift will be a good jumping off point. This
step is one of several indications that epistemic friction is not the only issue here. Reaching this
step means that the medical professional can identify the other issues and decide what else is
necessary.

3. Incompatible Translation
It might be that an attempt to do epistemological hermeneutics fails. I have highlighted
that it is possible for any of the several steps to reveal that one of the epistemological strategies is
epistemological strategies work. It could in theory be that ‘internal consistency’ is not part of an epistemological
strategy, and so a strategy is internally inconsistent by design. This would be a sign that epistemological translation
is impossible. I will examine what might happen in that case in step 6, and further, in Chapter Five.
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in principle unintelligible to another, and so failure can happen at any one of these
steps. Apparent failures will happen due to one of two reasons:
The first is a contingent failure of communication. It is possible that, due to
communication styles used by the people interacting, practical limitations, or other external
factors, it is impossible for two people in a given conversation to successfully transfer
information. For example, one or both might be personally incapable of accepting information in
a particular form. In that situation, it might be necessary to bring in a mediator. A mediator might
also be necessary in cases of an interpersonal failure in which one or both parties dislike one
another or have a relationship so fractured by early miscommunication that no communication
can move forward.
The second is a failure to transfer information because it is impossible due to the details
of the epistemological systems in conversation. It might be the case that it is it impossible to
transfer information between two particular epistemological systems. It might be the case that
two epistemological systems are so incompatible that each requirement for understanding within
them is mutually exclusive and so people using these epistemological systems cannot understand
one another. I will analyze this possibility in-depth in the next chapter. Some authors have
argued that some proponents of vaccine-hesitance advocate for a worldview in which it is
impossible to learn from medical professionals (because they are by definition tainted knowers)
(Navin 2015, Biddle 2018). This would not result in a failure to come to agreement on what to
do, or by a failure for both parties to come to an agreement about what is true. It must instead
look like a failure for information from one epistemological strategy to be intelligible within
another. Distaste, disagreement, or doubt are not sure signs this has happened. Total failures of
epistemological hermeneutics will result in complete confusion, often combined with
frustration.
Some authors have addressed this. Although many Māori authors have argued that all of
the K necessary for Māori to receive good healthcare is transferable between Māori patients and
their medical professionals, this does not mean that every possible Māori K is translatable.
Melanie Cheung suggests that there are some aspects of Māori knowledge which are impossible
to explain within a 'reductionist' or 'scientific' worldview (Cheung 2008). Cheung thinks that it is
still possible for Māori and Pākehā knowers to work together to build knowledge, but despite this
optimism, it is in principle therefore possible that some Ks are so different from what can be
understood within L's epistemological strategies that L cannot understand any of the important
aspects of K for S. Experts in many epistemologies have said this is a possibility (Ahenakew
Andreotti Cooper and Hireme 2014, Mazzocchi 2018).
In some cases, epistemological hermeneutic work will make clear what both parties
believe, and this will lead to further distaste, disagreement, or doubt. It might be that the details
of what one party believes convinces the other party to abandon the shared project. I will discuss
this possibility in the following chapter. This should not be considered a failure of
epistemological hermeneutics, nor should having begun to engage in epistemological
hermeneutics mean that either party should be discouraged from abandoning a joint project.
Questions of whether both parties should continue to engage in a joint project are normative.
These normative questions are outside of the scope of epistemological hermeneutics, although an
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epistemological hermeneutic analysis can make evidence which is relevant to these normative
judgments clear.
In the concluding chapter, I will turn to cases of communication in which there is a
pretheoretically apparent inability to do epistemological hermeneutic work. I will show how
epistemological hermeneutics can determine when communication is impossible, and how
medical professionals should respond to these cases. These are also cases in which it might seem
like the impetus to translate and to listen within epistemological hermeneutics will result in
giving bioethically harmful viewpoints too much power. I will show that this not the case.
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Chapter Five: Failures of Epistemological Hermeneutics
Epistemological hermeneutics facilitates communication. Medical professionals
might worry that by being asked to engage in epistemological hermeneutics, they are
being asked to give too much credence to viewpoints which are harmful. Similarly,
medical professionals might worry that incorporating the heuristic I have developed into
clinical communication might mean they will have to do epistemological hermeneutic
work in cases in which it is impossible, leading to time wasted and useless investigations.
I will take up both questions in turn, by offering an epistemological hermeneutic
analysis of two clinical encounters in which epistemological hermeneutics is impossible.

1.Racist Epistemologies
1.1 Racist Medical Professionals
Medical professionals might worry that they will be asked to engage in
epistemological hermeneutics with people they should just dismiss, and that this will
mean they must take them seriously instead. Some people, especially in positions of
power, might hold epistemological strategies that are actively harmful. Here is one way
this could play out:
Perhaps, a medical professional may realize that their reasons for holding deeply
racist beliefs are internally consistent, and they feel they have a racist knowledge-system.
These beliefs are not scientifically justified, but they need not be for the medical
professional to believe them. Previously, this medical professional held these racist
beliefs as separate and inappropriate to bring into their clinical practice. However, in light
of epistemological hermeneutics, they realize that these beliefs can be successfully
communicated in the clinic.
The racist medical professional might point out that by the standards of
epistemological hermeneutics, this belief need not be thrown out in the clinic.
Epistemological hermeneutics would not give a racist medical professional the standing
to try to convince patients or other medical professionals to share their racist beliefs. In
most situations, a racist epistemological strategy will either be rejected by the other party
(ending the conversation and thus the need for epistemological hermeneutics), or will be
irrelevant. However, in the context of a medical encounter, because of the power that
medical professionals hold and because of their unique professional status, a physician’s
harmful epistemological strategy might become powerful simply by becoming intelligible
via epistemological hermeneutics. There are two ways that this could happen. Armed
with the ability to express their racist knowledge-system clearly, a racist medical
professional might ask for a conscientious objector clause to take their racism seriously.
Or, even if the guidelines for conscientious objection ruled out allowing a medical
professional to explicitly allow racism to inform their medical practice, a racist medical
professional might use epistemological hermeneutic strategies to explain their racist
beliefs to patient, who might nonetheless need care and feel pressured to remain in
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conversation.
So, do epistemological hermeneutic approaches to a medical professional’s racism
make this racism a candidate for conscientious objection? If not, could epistemological
hermeneutics empower a medical professional to force patients to listen to them explain
their racism? Both questions are evaluating the same risk: that epistemological
hermeneutics could be used to force people to epistemologically compromise with
interlocutors using actively harmful belief systems, either by hearing them out or actively
making room for them.
The first step in an epistemological hermeneutic analysis is determining whether
the relevant case falls under the umbrella of cases to which epistemological hermeneutics
is relevant. Racist medical professionals will be in clinical relationships with their
patients. I have established that in clinical situations, information almost always needs to
be transferred, and participants almost always have a shared goal.
However, epistemological hermeneutics is only useful when intervening on either
party's epistemological strategy is impossible or inappropriate. It is often inappropriate
for a medical professional to seek to intervene on a genuinely held belief of a patient.
However, it is appropriate for others to intervene on a racist belief held by a medical
professional. There are already limits on what kind of things medical professionals can do
based on their position in society. Conscience clauses are exceptions to these rules, which
must be specifically approved. The process of this approval is itself a normative
evaluation. There is a set of norms by which the appropriate subject of a conscience
clause must be evaluated which exist outside of epistemological hermeneutic analysis
(and therefore this dissertation) (see for example, Sulmasy 2017). Simply making an
epistemological strategy intelligible does not make it the kind of epistemological strategy
that is impossible or inappropriate to intervene on, so having engaged in epistemological
hermeneutic analysis to understand a racist epistemological strategy does not preclude
rejecting the use of this strategy on moral grounds, and perhaps abandoning the
possibility of a shared project with the person using this strategy. It is appropriate to seek
to intervene on racist beliefs a medical professional holds, especially those impacting
patient care.
Normative intervention would also be necessary in cases in which a medical
professional put epistemological hermeneutics to work and explained why their racist
beliefs were relevant for a medical encounter to patients. Medical professionals are held
to professional standards, and the mere fact that epistemological hermeneutics makes
such an explanation possible does not mean that it makes it appropriate. Epistemological
hermeneutic analysis of cases does not have a normative component in regards to
whether sharing a particular kind of knowledge is appropriate or necessary in a specific
situation. This normative evaluation happens outside of the context of an epistemological
hermeneutic analysis in the same way it would if such an analysis did not take place.
Epistemological hermeneutic analysis is a tool, not an obligation. Sharing information via
epistemological hermeneutics is the same as sharing information in any other manner: it
can be appropriate or inappropriate, and if a doctor feels sharing a particular kind of
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information is appropriate, they might still be wrong.
Normative intervention on a medical professional's epistemological strategy may
be impossible for patients, but it would be possible for colleagues or supervisors of
medical professionals. Medical power-structures already seek to ensure that patients are
not at the mercy of medical professionals who hold harmful beliefs. Epistemological
hermeneutic work can ensure that we understand each other (or can pinpoint that we do
not) but it does not include a requirement that we bow to every thing that either party
thinks, or that explaining beliefs in some contexts does not come with consequences.
Epistemological hermeneutics is just a tool useful when changing the other party's mind
is impractical or impossible. Epistemological hermeneutics is not the appropriate
response to a medical professional seeking a racist conscience clause or one who feels
that discussing their racist beliefs is necessary in the clinic. The appropriate response is
normative intervention.
1.2 An Imbalance of Power
Not all medical professionals using epistemological strategies that their patients
do not share will be acting in a way that requires normative intervention. However,
within medical contexts, non-medical information that medical professionals seek to
transfer will be appropriate to normatively evaluate.
Almost all of the information a medical professional must transfer in a medical
context will be related to the patient's prognosis and treatments. However, medical
professionals may also feel it is appropriate to transfer other information. For example, a
medical professional may want to give a patient non-medical life advice. A gynecologist
may want to warn a patient about the dangers of abusive relationships after observing
signs of violent sexual contact on a patient, or a medical professional might try to help a
patient accept the life-changes that come with a diagnosis of a chronic illness. However,
these will be situations in which it is appropriate to normatively evaluate the ways in
which a medical professional is trying to share information with a patient. It is
appropriate to normatively evaluate a physician's evaluation of their patient's wellbeing in
part because medical professionals are in a position of power. Bioethical analyses of
clinical interactions have already identified that medical professionals should be careful
not to harm patients.
Such imbalances of power are common in the world. Sometimes, information
must be transferred between people who have wildly different levels of power, either
structurally or societally. Each instance of epistemological hermeneutic transfer must
take this into account: the question of whether normative intervention onto a party's
epistemology is appropriate or possible must be asked each time, especially in situations
of imbalances of power. What information must be transferred for a success in a shared
goal? Not all information will fall into this category, and some information that is not
necessary can be harmful when expressed by parties in power.
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1.3 Racist Patients
Racist patients who, for example, may not want to be treated by non-white
doctors, also exist (Reynolds et al 2015). Some racist beliefs by patients do not make
epistemological hermeneutics necessary. Many racist beliefs are not the information that
medical professionals and patients must share in order to complete a patient’s treatment.
If a patient can keep their racist beliefs from impacting their relationship with medical
professionals, these beliefs are irrelevant to the clinical encounter.
However, some racist beliefs that patients might hold are relevant for a medical
encounter. For example, a white supremacist patient may refuse to be treated by a nonwhite medical professional, or may refuse an organ transplant from a non-white person. If
a patient insists that these beliefs are relevant and continually engages with medical
professionals in a racist way, normative responses are relevant. This is not impractical or
impossible to normatively intervene on—hospitals and other healthcare providers have
policies for how to respond to racist patients and bioethicists have discussed the
appropriate normative responses to these cases (Whitglob et al 2016, Rosoff 2018, de
Bourmont et al 2020).
If a patient insists on changing the course of their treatment due to racism (by
refusing an organ transplant from a non-white person, or in any other way),
epistemological hermeneutic analysis of the patient’s beliefs will not require that a
medical professional bow to this request. However, a good understanding of a patient’s
racist belief system in this case will be helpful for medical professionals. Using
epistemological hermeneutic analysis to understand the breadth of a patient’s racist
beliefs and how these are impacting what a patient requests medically will be useful. This
might help a medical professional identify the source of strange patient requests or
responses. Epistemological hermeneutic analysis can make a patient’s racist requests
intelligible to medical professionals who can now explicitly explain why they refuse to
accommodate these requests by explaining that racist belief-systems are inappropriate
within the clinic if they choose. In all cases in which a party in a conversation is using a
morally inappropriate epistemological system, epistemological hermeneutics will not
change the appropriate normative response to the use of these systems.
This highlights an important aspect of epistemological hermeneutics. I have so far
described it as the process of facilitating communication between people using different
epistemological strategies so that they can achieve a shared goal. However, it might be
that in the course of epistemological hermeneutic analysis, it becomes clear that one
party’s goals are not ones the other party wants to share. A patient whose conception of
health includes racist stipulations may not actually be seeking a kind of healthcare that a
medical professional is willing to provide. Epistemological hermeneutic analysis will
help people understand each other. However, it may become clear that people in a
conversation do not want to understand one another any further. A medical professional
may realize they do not want or need to understand the exact details of a patient’s racism
in order to treat them. This is reasonable. If a patient refuses to continue to seek treatment
if their racism is not accommodated, they are wrong. In these cases, epistemological
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hermeneutic analysis will have highlighted the reasons that further working together is
impossible, or the reasons that one party wants to normatively intervene on the other’s
epistemological strategies. Epistemological hermeneutics will reveal that a patient is
using a racist epistemological strategy, and in extreme cases this may be a good reason to
stop negotiating with them about care. This is not a failure of epistemological
hermeneutics; it is a case in which epistemological hermeneutics has revealed something
about the conversation or context of the supposed shared goals that makes further
epistemological hermeneutics unnecessary.

2. Difficult Epistemological Strategies
Some epistemological strategies make their users extremely resistant to sharing
knowledge. In some cases, the knowledge gained using these systems will be relevant to
a shared goal. I will examine a case in which patients use an epistemological system
which makes learning from medical professionals difficult or impossible. Here,
epistemological hermeneutics will be necessary. I will turn to a real-world case to provide
patient testimony. This is the case of vaccine-hesitant parents.
Vaccine-hesitant parents are unwilling to vaccinate their children on medicallyindicated schedules. In this case, most often a child's parent and a child's pediatrician
have the shared goal of promoting a child's health (Reich 2016, 236). Both parties agree
that a discussion about what to do about vaccines is necessary to reach this goal.
However, conversations between vaccine-hesitant parents and pediatricians often unfold
in ways that sabotage the shared project of protecting the child's health. Parents often
leave pediatricians who try to push them to vaccinate their children, and pediatricians
report 'firing' parents who refuse to vaccinate their children. Being able to discuss
vaccination in a way that is mutually satisfying is vital to providing treatment to children
whose parents are vaccine-hesitant. Both sides of the conversation feel that the other is
making knowledge-sharing impossible. These accusations of both parties being incapable
or unwilling to epistemologically compromise with one another stem from a view on both
sides that each epistemological strategy in play is 'difficult', and set up to ignore one
another (Reich 2016, 57). I will examine why this is.
Unlike the previous examples I have used, vaccine-hesitant parents are not a part
of organizations that are traditionally considered to have a specific guiding
epistemological strategy. However, in fact, studies have shown that vaccine-hesitant
parents cluster in specific kinds of social groups, and that these groups operate using
specific and coherent sets of epistemological strategies (Navin 2015). Vaccine hesitant
parents themselves report that their vaccine-hesitance is a result of their use of specific
epistemological strategies (Carrin 2018, Tsuda 2018, Navin 2015, Reich 2016). This can
be seen most clearly in the tendency of vaccine-hesitant parents to describe themselves as
'vaccine-researchers': they see their relationship to vaccines as stemming from a specific
strategy of gathering knowledge (Navin 2015, Reich 2016).
This means that conversations between vaccine-hesitant parents and pediatricians
require epistemological hermeneutic analysis. Parents and pediatricians have a shared
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goal of protecting a child's health, vaccine hesitance seems to be getting in the way of
transferring knowledge relevant to this goal, the clinical setting means that serious
normative intervention by pediatricians into knowing strategies used by parents may be
inappropriate, and parents feel that their vaccine-hesitance has an epistemological basis.
For an analysis of the reasoning patterns that vaccine-hesitant parents use, I turn
to experts on vaccine-hesitance, interviews with vaccine hesitant parents, and public
forum posts from parents explaining their own choices. I chose to look at structured
interviews and public forum posts in vaccine-hesitant communities rather than antivaccine blog posts or articles by vaccine-hesitance advocates. This is in part because, as
Mark Navin points out, leaders and advocates for vaccination-hesitancy have a strong
reason to remain vaccine hesitant (Navin 2015, 27). They are also seeking to convince
others to be hesitant, rather than simply reporting the reasons they find the most
convincing. Because of this, they may leave reasons out in order to organize their
arguments most carefully, or may focus on arguments that others respond most strongly
to. I do not mean to imply by this that people in advocacy positions are unreliable. They
are however, doing something very different than having a conversation in which
epistemological hermeneutics is called for. Advocates are not engaging in a conversation
in which there is a shared goal, nor is it inappropriate to discuss the appropriateness of
epistemological strategies with advocates and in debates about vaccine-hesitance.
Vaccine hesitant parents are sometimes ‘evangelical’. They are trying to convince others
to share their beliefs. However, ‘evangelism’ is not relevant for epistemological
hermeneutics. As in Kate Bowler's discussions with her prosperity-gospel-adhering
friends, the evangelistic aspect of health epistemological strategies is irrelevant to
epistemological hermeneutics. Many extremely qualified bioethicists and epistemologists
have taken on the question of how to convince people not to use their epistemological
strategies when the strategies are harmful to public health or premised on inaccurate data
(Carrion 2018, Tsuda and Muis 2018, Navin 2017, Reich 2016). However, this is outside
of the scope of epistemological hermeneutics. Epistemological hermeneutics will provide
suggestions for how to engage with vaccine-hesitant parents in the clinic, but not
suggestions for how to engage with these parents en masse in society, when there is no
shared goal.
Mark Navin, an epistemologist who wrote an analysis of the epistemological
strategies underlying vaccine hesitance, argues that there are two broad kinds of vaccinehesitant parents: parents who believe false things about vaccines as a result of cognitive
biases, and parents who understand the truth of vaccine facts but also have different
values and so make a different decision. As these cases are differentiated along the lines
of their underlying epistemology, I will address them separately. Epistemological
hermeneutic analyses will be different based on the different reasons that each individual
uses, and so I am analyzing these separately.
2.1 Vaccine Hesitance—Medical Professional Expertise
Some parents are hesitant to vaccinate their children because they disagree with
medical professionals about the efficacy of vaccines themselves. There are many reasons
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that a parent might have for believing that vaccines do not have the advertised benefits,
but I will turn to a particular subcategory of reasons for believing this. I will analyze
vaccine-hesitant parents who see pediatricians as untrustworthy sources of information.
Instead, these parents think that only they will evaluate the evidence regarding their
children’s wellbeing carefully enough. I will turn to parents who use this epistemological
strategy to demonstrate how epistemological hermeneutics would work in this case.
2.2 Vaccine-Hesitant Parent Testimony on Expertise
One mother interviewed in a semi-structured interview focusing on reasons for
vaccine-hesitance in Australia, a mother who researchers called Pippa, said that,
I’m reading some stuff that leads me to question, and then each interaction I’ve
had with medical professionals leaves me feeling very disenchanted, patronized or
outright lied to. I was so shocked by that. At that point I had finished my Master’s
degree. I mean, I’m not an idiot. (Ward et al 2017)
In the same study, a 50-year-old male parent whose name was not specified said
that,
[T]hey’re bringing out all these schedules and all this stuff and it’s like, “Give us
a break.” … I don’t trust these people to—you know, because it’s all interlinked
with the power of government and the agendas. (Attwell et al 2017).
Vaccine-hesitant parents explained that they mistrust medical professionals
because medical professionals treated them inappropriately. One vaccine-hesitant parent
recruited to a semi-structured phone-based survey focusing on their children’s health
from a pregnancy health clinic in Quebec said that,
For the first vaccine, I was pretty disappointed because up until then, I had been
looked after by a midwife who took the time to explain things well, that this thing
is for that, that you have the choice, this does that, and then, when you get into the
nurse’s office, she’s got two needles, show me your thigh, bang, bang, and what’s
that for, well, that’s the way it is, you know. (Dubé et al 2016, 10)
Another parent recruited via holistic parenting groups in Colorado and
interviewed in-depth in a semi-structured manner by Jennifer Reich, given pseudonym
Katie, gave an extensive interview that touched several times on her distrust of medical
professionals, in favor of both her own research and other kinds of alternative experts. In
justifying her vaccine hesitance, Katie began by saying,
First of all, I think everybody's gotta do what works for them and their family and
their own individual situation and their own individual beliefs system... I guess
the only thing I would say is just educate yourself and try to know the plusses and
minuses of any decision you make and then be ok with the decision that you've
made, but, you know, just be conscious of making the decision and don't do it if
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you feel like its a decision you're being forced into. (Reich 2016, 72)
Katie explained that she personally became hesitant about vaccines because,
I'm one of those people who researches everything to death, and reads every book
I can read, so it was like the night before he was getting his first round of
immunizations and I [felt like] I made the decision to give him-- I mean, I just felt
like I had made a lot of decisions without really researching them. (Reich 2016,
90)
I was reading Mothering [magazine] and I went to the Mothering website and I
started doing research and one of the things that came up was-- and I was always
really worried about autism to begin with. That there was some study that was
done where children whose mothers had received the MMR vaccine while they
were nursing, the child went on to develop autism in, like, twenty out of twentyfive cases in some study in England. And it was actually in a testimony before
Congress but it was kind of hushed up. So I was freaking out about that, you
know, because I thought, here I am worrying about his vaccines, and I totally
agreed to do that and didn't think twice about it. You know, and here I won't take
aspirin while I'm nursing, but I did that. (Reich 2016, 91)
Reich notes that the study that Katie cited does not actually show a link between
the MMR vaccine and autism. The study in fact includes the claim that no link is there.
However, Katie was nonetheless worried. She then went in to get her child vaccinated,
and describes that she was pressured by her pediatrician into considering vaccination.
Katie said that her pediatrician told her that she "freaked herself out about nothing"
(Reich 2016, 91).
However, after getting her child some of his vaccinations, Katie became
convinced again that vaccines are dangerous. Her partially vaccinated son showed some
developmental issues, which led her to bring him to doctors, but, despite her worry about
the vaccines-autism link, Katie had an extremely hostile reaction to medical professionals
trying to evaluate her son for autism. She said,
It really bothers me when people who look at him are like 'He's got this thing
wrong with him,', or 'he's not doing this for his age level,' but then [don't] see,
like, all the really great things about him. (Reich 2016, 93)
Katie said that this has changed how she sees healthcare systems. She explained,
So to me its like looking at it in a very holistic way and not trying to change him
or fit him into a box or label and- when I'm talking to a medical practitioner, they
don't address him as a whole person, you know, or maybe only as, like, a
diagnosis or potential diagnosis. (Reich 2016, 93)
Katie eventually developed a relationship with a pediatrician she trusts, but still
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refused vaccines (Reich 2016, 93). She said that this is because,
I've had a number of different practitioners we've seen [including a homeopath,
cranio-sacral practitioners, and naturopath allergists] who have said to me, 'Don't,
whatever you do, don't do the MMR. (Reich 2016, 93)
When asked why she personally thinks naturopaths are right about not
vaccinating, Katie said,
Well, there're two things. One is, if your child has a reaction to one of them, you
know what it is. And that's one of the reasons not to do, like, five vaccines in one
day. And then the other thing too is it is probably overwhelming, you know, in my
view it would be overwhelming for your immune system to get, like, six doses of
vaccine in a day. (Reich 2016, 183)
Katie also referenced 'leaky gut' several times during her interview. This is
language that Andrew Wakefield, the first author of a now-disgraced study which
fraudulently connected vaccines to autism, coined (Reich 2016, 201). Reich notes this
because it suggests that some of Wakefield's reasoning is likely in the background of
Katie's vaccine hesitance.
Women on the mothering.com forums, a common gathering-place for vaccinehesitant discussion (Navin 2015, Reich 2016) said similar things about their lack of trust
in medical professionals, although their responses were harsher than the things that
parents expressed to interviewers in face-to-face studies. These are not controlled
interviews and so by themselves would not represent reproducible viewpoints in the same
way that qualitative studies would. However, I am using these to confirm the results that
carefully designed qualitative studies have already produced, so these online posts may
still be interesting to examine.
A commenter using the display name ‘Deborah’ in a thread about an article on
emotional abuse (with the premise that the treatment of vaccine-hesitant parents is similar
to emotional abuse), had the following contribution:
I was startled by the number of parallels.
One-sided power games
Examples: doctors get to fire patients/families, families aren't supposed to "fire"
doctors. Legislators get to impose mandates, but if voters vote them out, that
troublemaking misbehavior from anti-vaccine conspiracy teams. The CDC has a
license to lie and hide misbehavior, but if a mother conceals part of her child's
vaccine history she is a monster! And so on.
Mind games
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There are so many of these around, particularly among the vaccine pushing
bloggers and commenters, I don't think I'll bother making a list.
Inappropriate restrictions
No vax, no school. No vax, no job. And if the crazies get their way, no vax, we
take your kids.
[Emotional abuse involves] "Isolation including controlling incoming information
such as what she reads"
[This is similar to] Censorship and encouraging shunning of non-vax families.
You won't vax? No birthday parties for your kids!
[Emotional abuse involves] "Over-protection and ‘caring’ including dissuading
her from going out alone in case she gets raped"
[This is similar to] We really "love" your children. We love them so much we'll
protect them from you by removing them so they can be vaccinated. And yeah,
we don't want you to go out unless you and your children are completely up-todate on all recommended vaccines, so you are under house arrest. The best part of
this is that many of the commenters pushing this abusive stuff are 1) PR staff and
2) Not up-to-date on their vaccines.
I should leave a few for the rest of you folks. (Deborah, 2018)
Deborah described her relationship to medical professionals, the government, and
pro-vaccine parents in this post. I will focus just on her reference to medical professionals
for the purposes of this epistemological hermeneutic analysis. Deborah does not clearly
have a shared goal with pro-vaccine parents and the government, but when she takes her
children to the doctor, she has a shared goal with her pediatrician.
On the mothering.com forums, another mother explained that she nearly agreed to
vaccination, despite her initial fears about the practice, because of the way her child’s
pediatrician treated her in their conversation about vaccination. This parent provides an
example of a conversation in which a vaccine-hesitant parent and a pediatrician were able
to understand each other despite their different epistemological strategies. User
Star*mora provided her experience in a thread of parents discussing their experiences
with doctors. She described her experience in a series of three posts. The first post only
explained her plans to see the doctor. In her second post, she said,
Update
had a long discussion with our family doctor - 1 hour and 9 minutes worth (!), and
it went well. She listened to everything I had to say, and she agreed to our long
timeline (even though it isn't what she prefers, she commented several times about
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how well researched and thoughtful my reservations were regarding this process).
I think it does help that we go to a clinic that serves an incredibly diverse
population including refugees and new Canadians, and did not use fear tactics at
all (I was ready to go into combat and argue it all out, but wasn't necessary).
instead, we had an open, honest conversation. I gave her the list of brand names I
was comfortable with for the vaccines (thus Priorix for the MMR, and that we
will wait for our public health unit to supply that for vaccination - she placed the
request for it, and thanks to this group of mamas, I was able to provide even more
reasons why I wanted to opt for it vs MMR II). I advised her that given that I also
work in health care (I'm double registered - am a Registered Massage Therapist,
and Acupuncturist), informed consent is an essential component of ethical
practice to me. She actually said she loved this, that parents rarely mention this,
and that there isn't a set age for informed consent in Ontario, so she will speak to
the boys and advise them of the whole process, the ingredients and the risks and
benefits, and will proceed with the vaccination only if she receives their consent
as well.
We didn't agree on everything, but not once did she use fear-mongering tactics or
try and contradict what I had to say. And at the end of the long discussion, she
said she truly respected the decisions we've made in choosing not to vaccinate
until now, and will be open to our very delayed timeframe, that she will work
with what works for us as a family. Am really grateful that we live in a place
where we aren't forced to vaccinate, that we can choose because although this
decision to start very selectively vaccinating has been tantamount to emotional
torture at times for me, I feel far less stressed about it.
She blocked a full hour on June 18 to discuss/informed consent with the boys and
possibly receive MMR (requisition for titres for both boys for chickenpox are in
hand, as are requisitions for titres for the measles for my husband and myself).
I will continue to post our experience should it serve to help other mamas
contemplating/going through this process. And again, thanks for the discussions
and links. (Star*mora, 2019)
Star*mora then provided a second update, after another discussion with the same
pediatrician. In a subsequent post in the same thread, she said,
thank you so much! my husband and I are going to go talk with our family dr this
evening at 6pm (without the kids so no chance of jabbing them today) and I feel
like I am going to throw up. Have already been having lots of anxiety-movements
in the washroom today... (Star*mora, 2019)
She eventually decided to let her children decide whether to get vaccinated, and
described the conversation she observed,
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My boys had the talk with our family doctor on their own. She spent about with
them.
At the end we went in and asked what they decided. They said no for now. My
eldest asked a lot of questions and also brought up that his friend had swelling on
the brain post vaccination and that his friend was not vaccinated again and his
younger sister hasn't been vaccinated at all. There were vax clinics at the school
so apparently all the kids in his class (17 kids) know now that he is unvaccinated,
and hasn't been hassled about it. He plans on asking the kids in his class and his
other friends about their experiences with vaccinations
My youngest was very anxious and wanted to do what his brother was doing - not
get vaccinated today.
The doctor had said she would honour what they decided but she and my husband
did do a "if you are nervous, why not just get it over with". They said no again
(am going to have to talk to my husband about this, as he had said he would not
pressure them at all and it is one thing when a dr says it and something very
different when it is your father. Our family md did stick to her word though and
stopped once the boys both clearly said no.
The boys haven't had a full check up since they were toddlers (I'm in healthcare,
we've used walk-ins on the rare occasion when required), so will book that and
the boys will be asked again.
The dr was able to advise me of the vaxes always on hand at the clinic -- so
mmr/v is priorix, and tdap/ tdap+ipv is adacel
Was gearing myself up in case they had decided to consent, but glad they stood up
and made the choice they did today. Vaccinations are not off the table, but they
want more time to decide for themselves. (Star*Mora, 2019)
All of the parents I have cited have chosen to forgo vaccinating their children in
part because of poor relationships with medical professionals. These parents specifically
describe the process of learning from medical professionals and how pediatricians treat
them in their explanations of their reasoning about vaccines. An epistemological
hermeneutic analysis of conversations between vaccine-hesitant parents and pediatricians
will make the inner workings of this clear.
I will use these interviews with parents and analyses of how to communicate with
vaccine-hesitant parents in the clinic written by Jennifer Reich and Mark Navin to
provide an epistemological hermeneutic analysis of these conversations. Navin and Reich
developed their guides through extensive interviews with vaccine-hesitant parents, with
pediatricians who deal with these parents, and with theoretical analyses of the reasoning
behind vaccine hesitance. Navin and Reich argue that there are many kinds of vaccinehesitant reasoning, and provide guides for doing epistemological hermeneutic work with
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users of many of them. Navin and Reich both explain that distrust of medical
professionals is central to one vaccine-hesitant epistemological strategy, and I will use
their discussions of this strategy in the forthcoming analysis. Distrust of medical
professionals is the center of an epistemological strategy which may seem to explicitly
preclude epistemological hermeneutic work with medical professionals.
2.3 An Epistemological Hermeneutic Analysis of Vaccine-Hesitant Parents
Concerned About Expertise
I will explain how the steps in the clinical heuristic for epistemological
hermeneutic analysis would impact a clinical encounter between a vaccine-hesitant parent
using the reasoning I describe and a pediatrician.
The first question I suggest medical professionals ask is,
What are the main fact claims that are holding you up?
I suggest several ways to determine this. The first suggestion I make is that it
could be clear. It is clear that the point of contention between pediatricians and parents in
these cases relates the efficacy of vaccines.
Pippa directly said that she disagrees that there is evidence she should vaccinate
her child, while Star*mora described her children (and her) being worried about how she
could predict the actual outcome of vaccinations for her children. Deborah called vaccine
consensus 'censored', which suggests that she thinks the evidence regarding vaccines that
her pediatrician wants to provide her is incomplete. Vaccine-hesitant parents appear to be
clear that they disagree with medical professionals about vaccines, and these parents are
clear that they disagree with how medical professionals are investigating vaccines.
I also suggest that the focus of questions about either party’s authority or
knowledge is a clue to the specific K, or knowledge-claim, that is not being transferred in
this case. Investigating this will provide more detail on the exact epistemic friction that
pediatricians and medical professionals experience.
When the parents I cite talk about not trusting their doctors or fearing their
doctors will mistreat them, in part, this indicates a concern about a pediatrician's authority
or knowledge. Parents seem to wonder whether medical professionals are the right kind
of authority on vaccines. More specifically, it seems that medical professionals expect
parents to treat them as experts, and the parents would prefer to treat them as epistemic
peers.
Pippa explained that she is feeling patronized by medical professionals, and
follows this explanation with a description of her own qualifications (Ward et al 2017). It
seems that two things are at work here: Pippa's evaluation of her own ability to be a
source of information about vaccines (which she thinks her pediatrician has ignored), and
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Pippa's trust in medical professional's expertise (which is low). She is insisting that she is
qualified to evaluate vaccines, and that medical professionals are not more qualified than
her.
The other parent interviewed in this study explicitly said that he does not trust
medical professionals. This parent does not even view medical professionals as epistemic
equals. Specifically, this is because of medical professional’s 'agendas' and the
connection between medical professionals and the government. This parent flatly refused
to accept the expertise of medical professionals in terms of vaccines because they are
compromised sources of information (Attwell et al 2017).
The anonymous mother from Quebec interviewed in another study also
specifically cited her pediatrician’s explanation-style as a central factor in her vaccinehesitance. She says that she was “Disappointed because up until then, I had been looked
after by a midwife who took the time to explain things well” (Dubé et al 2016, 10), and
contrasts this with her experience with medical professionals in a hospital who did not
take the time to explain things well.
This belief that medical professionals are not explaining things well stems from a
belief that medical professionals are not proving that they are good sources of
information or allowing a parent some epistemic agency. Parents in this position must
trust authority entirely instead of also making their own decisions.
Some parents take this to be intentional on the part of medical professionals. On
mothering.com, Deborah described her pediatrician as seeking to engage in “controlling
incoming information such as what she reads" (Deborah 2018) about vaccines.
Deborah seems to think that there is censorship going on: medical professionals
expect parents to treat them as experts because parents would refuse vaccinations if they
had the full information about vaccines. She doesn't specify who is doing this censorship,
but because pediatricians are often the first sources of information about vaccines for
parents, either pediatricians are complicit in this censorship or are tools of it in her
description. The usefulness of a pediatrician's information and their relationship to
parents is in question here.
Also on mothering.com, Star*mora described a discussion with her family doctor
where she frequently repeated her pleasant surprise that her doctor did not engage in
“fear-mongering tactics or try to contradict what [star*mora] had to say."(Star*mora
2019). Star*mora described this as a surprisingly good interaction. So, her original worry
was that the doctor would engage in fearmongering or ignore Star*mora's expertise.
It seems therefore that parents are having trouble communicating with
pediatricians in these cases because of something to do with expertise or the strategies
medical professionals use to evaluate vaccines.
The next question I suggest medical professionals ask in this heuristic is,
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What does each party think is true, and why do they think this?
In this case, parents believe that they have gathered information about vaccines
and vaccine safety on their own, and discovered risks. They also think that their
pediatricians are wrong about vaccines because they’re investigating vaccines in the
wrong way. The parents I cite may hold different beliefs about the specific risks vaccines
pose to their children. Star*mora suggested that if asked, these parents would be open to
expressing their own beliefs about vaccines when the medical professional asks. This
may mean that in a real conversation, the details of these beliefs will be possible to
investigate. In this analysis, I will focus only on the rejection of medical expertise in this
analysis, which is a central belief for all of the parents I cite.
Pediatricians will be aware of their own beliefs (that vaccines are important to
protect children). Pediatricians will also be aware of the evidence that they use to justify
these beliefs. However, they will have to dig a little deeper to determine the evidence that
parents use to justify their twin distrust of vaccines and pediatricians.
I suggest that it may be useful to investigate the epistemological strategies that
someone uses by turning to experts on the subject. There are not authorities in vaccinehesitance in the same way that authorities in other belief-systems exist, but there are
experts in vaccine-hesitance whose work is based on extensive attention to the accounts
of vaccine-hesitant parents. I will draw from the work of two such experts: Jennifer Reich
and Mark Navin. Jennifer Reich’s work in particular has been accepted by vaccinehesitant parents: she says that many vaccine-hesitant parents agree to participate in her
studies after investigating her previous work on vaccine-hesitance and deciding that she
is a fair researcher (Reich 2016, 260).
Navin says that vaccine-hesitant parents belong to 'epistemically resistant
communities'. These are communities that resist the dominant epistemic norms in a
society. In this case, vaccine-hesitant communities, gathering online or in parenting
organizations, resist norms of trusting medical professionals to explain and dictate
medical treatment (Navin 2015, 31). These communities refuse to accept these authorities
and instead look for more democratic ways of knowing, which are ways that can be
evaluated by everyone. The parent testimony I quote earlier in this analysis seems to bear
Navin’s claims out. These parents are interested in evaluating evidence about vaccines,
but they refuse to accept that medical professionals might be appropriate purveyors of
this evidence. When medical professionals ask parents to treat them as experts, they are
violating democratic epistemic norms, and so are being epistemically inappropriate. This
is what is happening when the parents I quote describe becoming frustrated with the
behavior of their pediatricians. For some parents, medical professionals are actually
worse knowers than parents themselves, because these medical professionals are
violating epistemic norms.
Navin explains that this doubt is reinforced by a legitimate experience, of being
subject to epistemological injustice by pediatricians. This is testimonial injustice which
occurs when pediatricians refuse to accept knowledge from parents, especially when this
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refusal is clearly due to pediatricians stereotyping parents. Navin explains that mothers
often tell stories of pediatricians telling them that they are being 'hysterical', and parents
regardless of gender tell stories about pediatricians laughing or yelling at them because
they have legitimate concerns about their children’s health. Navin points out that good
parents are often going to be very aware of their children’s health because they are
frequently with their children and often paying close attention to how their children are
feeling and so their testimony about their children’s health should be taken seriously.
Parents are right to notice that pediatricians are rejecting their appropriate testimony in
these cases. If pediatricians respond in particularly dismissive ways, parents become
worried that pediatricians are not capable of being appropriate sources of information
about medical issues. If pediatricians respond in ways that mothers perceive as sexist,
mothers may worry that pediatricians will always dismiss their testimony. If pediatricians
show that they have habits which ignore genuine evidence in some cases, parents may
extrapolate that they always ignore such evidence (Navin 2015, 27).
Navin's description, if accurate, provides an explanation for why parents come to
be members of these epistemically resistant communities, and some of the rules which
govern these communities. Parents may be using epistemological strategies drawn from
these epistemically resistant communities. This model would suggest that pediatricians
respecting parents and taking their concerns seriously can help undermine these
epistemological communities as well as keep parents from becoming entrenched in these
epistemic norms. This seems to track Star*mora's description of slowly becoming more
comfortable with vaccination because her medical professional was surprisingly helpful.
Jennifer Reich describes another epistemological strategy common in vaccinehesitant communities. In these communities, parents often describe themselves with titles
that are traditionally used by medical professionals and scientists. She reports that parents
who use this kind of reasoning often call themselves 'vaccine researchers'. This represents
an intentional stance, which contains an implicit claim that parents reading papers and
paying attention to their children is epistemically as valuable as the lab-work that
traditional researchers do (Reich 2016, 71). This is also an expression of a desire to level
the epistemic playing field between parents and medical professionals, and a view that it
is disrespectful for medical professionals to treat parents as epistemic inferiors. Reich
says that this becomes a problem because medical professionals expect even parents they
deeply respect to treat them like experts. This leads to medical professionals acting in
ways that parents perceive as inappropriate epistemologically, and so parents assume that
these medical professionals are using inappropriate epistemological strategies and reject
the information that medical professionals try to share (Reich 2016, 171). This is a
similar framework to what Navin describes, and seems to also track what is going on in
the complaints I quote. Reich provides the observation that parents who call themselves
titles like ‘vaccine researcher’ are especially likely to subscribe to epistemological
strategies within which pediatricians and parents have equal expertise relevant to
vaccines, because they are intentionally taking on titles normally associated with
expertise.
After determining the relevant knowledge and the epistemological strategies each
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party is using to evaluate this knowledge, I suggest that an epistemological hermeneutic
analysis should move on to who can access this knowledge.
I suggest asking,
Is there an impression that one person in the conversation can’t know
something relevant, and is this justified?
In this case, Navin and Reich suggest that vaccine-hesitant parents might believe
that medical professionals cannot serve as a source of information about medical facts
about vaccines. Pediatricians may be able to have access to the evidence they should use
to form rational beliefs about vaccines, but they are compromised in some way, either by
the pharmaceutical industry as one parent directly suggested, or by their own
epistemological faults. This means that a discussion of how to get past this barrier is
necessary.
In order to move forward medical professionals and parents need to be able to
have a discussion about vaccines: about their relative safety and about the possible
outcomes for a child due to getting vaccinated.
Many parents I have quoted in this dissertation explain the evidence they used to
form their beliefs about vaccines. This evidence is often generally available. They cite
studies, and empirical evidence about their children's wellbeing, as well as facts about
nature. That this evidence is generally available suggests that a discussion of how to
evaluate this evidence between a pediatrician and a parent may be possible. However,
this will depend on the epistemological strategies parents are using to evaluate this
evidence, and whether these patients distrust physician authority so intensely that they
cannot engage with physicians at all.
Parents who simply rely on evidence they have gathered from scientific studies
and empirical evidence could, in principle, have a discussion with their pediatricians
about the safety of vaccines. However, parents may use epistemological strategies that
require them to also look to inappropriate sources of knowledge on vaccines. Navin and
Reich both interviewed parents who evaluated the safety of vaccines based on nowdisgraced papers like the one written by Andrew Wakefield. I quote one of these parents,
Katie, in this chapter. Reich and Navin both encountered parents who believed that
Wakefield’s research was correct, and that the medical establishment proved they were
wrong by rejecting his research. Within this epistemological strategy, that there is a
conspiracy against Wakefield is taken as a given, and the question parents are
investigating is whether their interlocutor is trustworthy or part of the conspiracy. This is
a viewpoint that Wakefield himself has encouraged (Navin 2015, 37, Reich 2016). This
epistemological strategy sees rejections of Wakefield’s claims as evidence of the
untrustworthiness of anyone doing the rejection. It may be impossible for pediatricians to
discuss Wakefield’s research with parents who use this epistemological strategy, because
any expression of suspicion of Wakefield would immediately disqualify them as a
trustworthy source of knowledge. Parents may have accepted this epistemological
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strategy incidentally (either because they ran into Wakefield’s paper early or because
these ideas are common in epistemological communities they have joined). However, by
the time they meet with their pediatricians, the fact that Wakefield has been targeted by a
conspiracy has become a foundational claim in how they understand vaccination, and
dissuading particularly strongly-convinced parents of this belief may be impractical.
There are several other epistemological strategies which would cause this kind of
epistemological hermeneutic impasse. Jennifer Reich describes one category of parents
who revealed to her that they only trust research funded by sources other than the
government, vaccine manufacturers, or major medical establishments. This distrust of
physician authority extends to all medical research organizations and medical researchers
Unfortunately, parents using this epistemological strategy will accept almost no
mainstream research. Much vaccine research is funded by vaccine manufacturers in order
to provide enough evidence for these vaccines to be approved, or tested by other medical
establishments (Reich 2016, 137). This kind of a rule, applied strictly, might also make it
impossible for pediatricians and parents to have a conversation about vaccines. All
evidence that a pediatrician is likely to produce from their own experience or from their
education would be suspect to parents using this epistemological strategy.
If parents are using one of the epistemological strategies which would make it
impossible for a medical professional to have a conversation with them regarding the
efficacy of vaccines, my heuristic would reveal that epistemological hermeneutics is
impossible. I will address what this means at the end of this chapter, because this may
become clear at several junctures in an epistemological hermeneutic analysis of
communication with vaccine-hesitant parents.
If parents are not using epistemological strategies which make discussing
vaccines with their pediatrician impossible, I suggest moving on to an investigation of
what evidence each party has regarding vaccines. I suggest asking,
Do both parties know what kind of evidence is relevant for the other party?
How much of this evidence exists?
Here, pediatricians should determine whether vaccine-hesitant parents understand
them as well as trying to understand vaccine-hesitant parents.
There might be a distinction between parents ‘knowing’ what their pediatricians
think is relevant and accepting this evidence. Several of the parents I cite referenced ways
that medical professionals know about vaccines, but said that these were inappropriate
sources of knowledge. At this step, understanding one another is important, even if
neither party believes the other.
Medical professionals also need to know the reasons for parents refusing to accept
medical authorities. I have given a list of ways to determine what evidence a patient is
using and how this is relevant within their epistemological strategies. I will summarize
some of these which would help pediatricians understand vaccine-hesitant parents.
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In talking to these vaccine-hesitant parents, it would be helpful for pediatricians
to,
Identify shared knowledge as a starting point.
This strategy is suggested by both Navin and Reich, because some of parent's
distrust of medical professionals stems from pediatricians discounting legitimate parent
testimony.
This also tracks the descriptions by Katie and Star*mora of medical professionals
they came to partially trust— they each said that they worked well with pediatricians who
they felt respected their knowledge and who they agreed with on some things. Star*mora
described her pediatrician treating her as an equal partner in determining what is best for
her child’s health. This involved agreeing that her child’s health was important,
complimenting and accepting Star*mora’s research strategies, and agreeing on other
smaller pieces of knowledge about this child’s health. This seemed to help a lot. This step
may avoid the 'emotionally abusive' or epistemologically inappropriate behavior that
Deborah described and Navin and Reich cite. It would allow vaccine-hesitant parents to
feel safe enough to learn what pediatricians want to share, and to share their beliefs with
pediatricians.
However, this may not be enough. As Reich's parent Katie shows, she trusted her
pediatrician and accepted some of the knowledge he imparted, but she still treated her
pediatrician’s knowledge of vaccines as though it was uniquely untrustworthy. Instead,
Katie trusted other holistic health practitioners and her own intuitions and readings of
studies to guide her on issues of vaccination. In this case, it is not clear that Katie would
benefit from shared knowledge. Something else is happening here that prevents this
shared knowledge with her trusted pediatrician from leading her to trust her pediatrician
about vaccines. Other strategies will be necessary.
It may also be important for pediatricians to,
Make use of the boundaries of what knowledge is relevant: leave
disagreements irrelevant to a conversation alone.
Reich and Navin both suggest that it is counterproductive to insult parenting
practices which might seem unusual, but which are not harmful to children. They both
explain that vaccine-hesitant parents may frequently try to support their children’s
immunity with supplements, natural eating, and other treatments which are not evidencebased (Reich 2016, Navin 2015). However, pediatricians should not pursue talking
vaccine-hesitant parents out of giving their children these treatments. This can help avoid
worsening relationships with parents or reducing parent trust.
Reich’s interview with Katie shows this strategy in action. Katie explained that
she takes her child to see alternative health practitioners as well as her pediatrician, but
there is no evidence that Katie’s pediatrician tries to dissuade her from this. Katie trusts
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this pediatrician, and their relationship is able to continue. Similarly, Star*mora described
bringing many concerns about vaccines to her pediatrician. This pediatrician also avoided
unnecessary argument with her, and even complimented Star*mora’s concern about her
children. Because of this, their relationship was able to continue in a somewhat
productive direction.
In several cases I have cited in this dissertation, experts have suggested that
medical professionals,
Ask how important a particular epistemological strategy is to a patient so one
can identify if they are using it and if so, what they are evaluating using this
strategy.
This can be extremely helpful. Asking a parent how important it is that they
evaluate vaccine evidence themselves and how important it is that medical professionals
not be placed in positions of epistemic authority over them can reveal how likely
communication is to be successful. For example, the 50-year-old Australian male parent
interviewed by Attwell and coauthors that I cite earlier in this chapter seems to be
committed to medical professionals being totally untrustworthy. If this is an important
epistemological strategy for him, then it is unlikely that working with a medical
professional will successfully lead to knowledge-transfer. If he confirmed his distrust of
medical professionals is important to him, his pediatrician should recognize that further
communication will be extremely constrained.
This is another point at which it may become clear that epistemological
hermeneutics is impossible. I will address this possibility at the end of the section.
In dealing with vaccine-hesitant parents, it is especially important to,
Have an understanding that medical professionals should not respond to
complaints about institutions as though they are personal attacks.
This will be very important in this case, in order to maintain a working
relationship with parents. It may seem as though parents saying that medical
professionals are inappropriate sources of information are personally insulting the
qualifications of individual pediatricians. However in the parent testimony I cite at the
beginning of this chapter, it seems that fulfilling personal relationships are possible if
medical professionals can take professional complaints on board. Even in cases in which
individual medical professionals have engaged in behavior that patients are complaining
about, it is not useful to respond to these as though they are personal complaints. They
are professional complaints about how a patient has not been able to achieve their health
goals, and if medical professionals think that these are reasonable complaints, they must
be able to take these complaints on board. If they do not think these are reasonable
complaints, discussing why objectively will be more effective than treating them as a
personal attack.
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Parents reference distrust of medical professionals in general, and then will
occasionally mention medical professionals who are exempt from this criticism. Medical
professionals who do not respond as though they are being attacked have a better chance
of being the medical professionals parents trust.
I also suggest,
Listening.
This is another strategy that will ensure parents do not feel as though medical
professionals are discounting their expertise. Katie and Star*mora both specified that
their trusted medical professionals listen to them. This might involve more listening than
seems necessary to transfer information— when epistemological injustice is a risk, erring
on the side of being more serious about taking the person's expertise seriously is
important.
I also suggest another strategy for overcoming patient mistrust,
Leaving a patient room to be in control of a situation.
Jennifer Reich interviewed a pediatrician who uses this strategy to great effect.
The pediatrician, Kira, said that,
It's interesting, I saw a mom of eighteen-month-old-twins, and it has been a road
to get these kids vaccinated. And at the end of every visit I'm like, "all right, look
me in the eye and tell me you don't feel bullied, because that is not my intention
here. My intention is to protect your children. Do you feel that way for me?
Because if you don't we have a problem." And so I will ask, after every visit, I
will say, "before we vaccinate, do you still feel comfortable that I am trying to do
right by your children? Because if you don't, I shouldn't do the vaccines today
because that won't feel good when you go home. (Reich 2016, 188)
Kira continued that,
Some parents who are interested in alternative schedules just want to feel like
they're in control, that they had some power in the decision. And I'm fine with that
because I can catch up the things that are-- like, if you're not internationally
traveling, polio is not an immediate threat to your child in the first year of life. So,
I'll let them control that. They feel good. I feel, I get the kid protected [against
other diseases], and then we'll approach it down the road. (Reich 2016,191)
Kira provided first-hand evidence that it can help for pediatricians to find ways to
leave suspicious vaccine-hesitant parents in charge of as much of their child’s care as
possible.
Especially when faced with unfamiliar epistemological strategies, I also suggest,
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Paying attention to internal consistency rather than content of a belief.
This is important. It may be that parents are not being internally consistent in the
situations in which they reject medical professionals as sources of information. For
example, Katie and Star*mora accept some medical care from doctors. If there is not a
clear line as to why, pediatricians can gently point this out. If parents accept antibiotics
made by the same company as vaccines, is there an additional reason why vaccines are
not appropriate? This line of inquiry may help pediatricians either convince parents that
vaccines are safe, or recognize the kinds of advice that parents will take from them.
If parents accept medical expertise in every other area but not in terms of
vaccines, and do not respond when pediatricians point this out, parents may be
responding to vaccines emotionally and out of fear, something that Navin says is
common (Navin 2015). This might suggest that something non-epistemological is behind
the difficulty that pediatricians and parents are having with communication. In this case,
epistemological hermeneutics will not be successful to move communication forward.
This is another way in which it might become clear that epistemological hermeneutics
may be impossible. I will address this possibility at the end of the section.
I also suggest,
Acknowledging that patients are best placed to recognize some things (such
as racism aimed at them).
This strategy may be extremely effective in overcoming a patient's worry that a
medical professional is not taking their knowledge seriously. Specifying the things that a
parent knows best (such as their own child and their child's symptoms) may help
delineate the difference between facts about vaccines and facts about a child's wellbeing.
This might identify vaccines as a place where medical professionals can be more clearly
experts, while establishing that parents are experts in many things about their
children. Navin suggests that this strategy might be useful (Navin 2015), and Star*mora's
pediatrician seems to have been using it to some effect.
Determining if a patient is simply suspicious of inquiry into their
epistemological system rather than not understanding your questions, and if so,
allay this suspicion.
Star*mora's pediatrician used this strategy extensively. Telling parents that they
have done the right thing to be suspicious, and that you respect their investigations, can
be an extremely effective tool to ensure that parents understand that they are on the same
side as medical professionals.
If none of these strategies work, this may be a sign that medical professionals
need more help to transfer K, the relevant knowledge about vaccines. It may be that
it is necessary to turn to someone who understands both parties or someone else to
speak on behalf of one party.
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This will be one of the useful strategies for dealing with parents who do not trust
pediatricians or whose relationships with their pediatricians are so damaged that they are
unfixable. In the case that parents distrust all medical professionals, this might mean that
medical professionals should cultivate relationships with community leaders who do not
count as 'compromised'. This might involve religious leaders (chaplains at the hospital or
otherwise) who could speak to parents from their faith, alternative professionals with
whom a medical establishment has an established relationship, or other community
sources. However, it is very important to establish that these people do in fact have a full
understanding of the facts of vaccines communicated by scientific studies. The risks of
sending parents to an expert who furthers their misunderstandings or who is clearly
inaccurate and so seems incompetent is high. Some beliefs about vaccines are reasonable
within their native epistemological strategies (such as whether minimal risks are ‘worth
it’ or whether a patient should be considered epistemic equals with pediatricians), but
some beliefs about vaccines are based in inaccurate evaluation of scientific studies within
standard medical epistemic strategies. For example, sending a parent to a religious leader
who is strongly committed to the idea that Wakefield’s work has been suppressed by a
conspiracy would not be effective in communicating the medical knowledge a
pediatrician is trying to share. Encouraging the latter is counterproductive.
After parents and pediatricians understand one another, I suggest,
Determining whether both parties being internally consistent by their own
standards about their important beliefs. Is apparent epistemic friction a sign of
actual incommensurability or just a misunderstanding of their beliefs?
At this point, pediatricians can clarify to parents why they are being internally
consistent, and can evaluate whether parents are doing the same. Parents may be open to
discussion if they are not. If parents do not value epistemic internal consistency and
communication is being stymied by a lack of internal consistency, epistemological
hermeneutics may be impossible.
It may also be that at this juncture it is clear that parents claim to hold one set of
beliefs, but do not evaluate their beliefs according to these. If this is the case, previous
steps will have led a pediatrician to hope that they could communicate with parents, but it
will in fact prove impossible. In this case, Navin and Reich warn some parents may be
dissembling because they distrust pediatricians so strongly they feel lying is their only
option (Navin 2015, Reich 2016). Parents whose membership in vaccine-hesitant
communities cause them to lie this completely to pediatricians are another category of
parents with whom epistemological hermeneutics is impossible.
If parents are being internally consistent, I then suggest that pediatricians should
ask,
What evidence would falsify either party’s beliefs, and are they in fact
responsive to this kind of evidence?
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For example, Katie said that medical studies are the basis of her belief that
vaccines are dangerous. If her pediatrician explained these studies more carefully, would
Katie accept that medical studies show vaccines are safe? Star*mora reported that she
brought the sources of her concern to her pediatrician. If the evidence Star*mora brought
does not show vaccines are dangerous, would she accept this?
If vaccine-hesitant parents are not responsive to evidence that should (by their
own standards) assuage their fears about vaccines, even after pediatricians point this out,
it is another sign that epistemological hermeneutics will not work.
Finally, I suggest that pediatricians investigate,
Is either party struggling to form a new belief based on new evidence or
struggling with what they should believe if they accepted K?
It is important to investigate this possibility. There is a strong possibility that
vaccine-hesitant parents are responding to their child having unexpected health problems
by trying everything that they can. Katie’s case seems to be a strong candidate for this. In
these cases, discussing the issue explicitly is important. A medical professional might
help Katie find resources to come to terms with her child's sensory issues without
pushing an autism diagnosis yet. Counseling might be the first step.
It might be that at this point, medical professionals and parents have managed to
have a conversation and transfer some information. However, there are several steps at
which it could have become clear that this is impossible.
It is clear then that an epistemological hermeneutic analysis of this justification
for vaccine hesitance does not leave vaccine-hesitant parents more room to refuse
vaccinations. Instead, it gives pediatricians a series of suggestions for how to
communicate with vaccine-hesitant parents, and then highlights the parents with whom
epistemological hermeneutics is impossible. If parents continue to reject vaccines,
pediatricians should treat them in the same way they would have before they attempted to
engage in epistemological hermeneutics. The only difference is that the working
relationship between the two might be more functional after communication has been
clear, if both parties want to remain in relationship (as in the cases of Katie and
Star*mora).
2.4 A Second Root of Vaccine-Hesitance: Naturalness
Some parents agree with medical professionals about the facts about how
vaccines work and what their risks are, but are still hesitant to vaccinate their children.
This is because they are worried about vaccines for non-medical reasons connected to
other values. The reasoning patterns of parents who are vaccine hesitant for valuesreasons will be similar to the reasoning patterns of people who believe their sickness is a
result of sin: both groups of people accept the medical facts of a case, but don't think that
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the medical facts of a case are the deciding factor in what they should do. This leads to
conflict with medical professionals.
However, in the case of vaccine-hesitance, the side-stepping that Kate Bowler
engages in is not possible. When caring for children, medical professionals cannot avoid
discussing vaccines with their parents. The retroactively self-evident epistemological lack
of internal consistency that orthorexic patients display is also missing. Vaccine-hesitant
parents who focus on naturalness are not reaching this kind of hesitance via reasoning
patterns they would recognize as mistaken. This is a hard version of the case of 'sickness
as sin', a kind of case which will arise whenever extra-medical values are the issue.
2.5 Vaccine-Hesitant Parent Testimony on Naturalness
I will give parents own descriptions of their side of the communication problem.
Parents who are vaccine hesitant but do not dispute the facts of the vaccine protection
often refer to their lifestyle when asked why they are hesitant. I will turn to quotes from
two mothers, who researchers called Holly and Dianne, who expressed this viewpoint in
semi-structured interview focusing on reasons for vaccine-hesitance in Australia.
Holly said to researchers that,
I just found that for me it just didn’t sit right to go ahead with it, and that I needed
to really look at the health of my child overall, the lifestyle that we were living
and the conditions that we live in and look at strengthening her immune system
overall rather than looking for a vaccination.… [in order to avoid illness] I look at
the whole picture of the organism, I guess. So my children eat the best quality
food, whole food. Eat a rainbow, as I would say, in colour. Our water is—we’ve
got a lovely filter on the outside of our house so we’ve got nice, fresh, clean water
coming through. We get sunshine every day. Play outside every day. We eat
organic. (Ward et al 2017)
Dianne explained to researchers that when she was thinking about vaccines,
I stepped back… I think it was great for me because it enabled me to achieve a
certain lifestyle, creating my own food from scratch. I grow vegetables and I have
chickens I mean, I feed my children organic food, I cook everything from scratch.
I don’t give them processed food. We have no chemicals in the house. We don’t
drink fluoridated water, we drink rainwater which has been filtered. So why
would I then go and put all those chemicals in my child?
I have a TV but we don’t watch it very often. They are limited to one channel. I
don’t like them watching adverts because of the commercialism. I think it’s
stuffed down their throats all the time and I think it certainly affects children as
they’re growing up.
avoiding illness... I’ve got a lot of mistrust so I think just from—you know over
the last few years, going down this alternative route, realising that all the packets
in the supermarket which say ‘natural’ on them doesn’t mean anything, that when
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you actually start to research and look at the ingredients, especially GMO and
Monsanto, that’s something I’ve got quite passionate about. (Ward et al 2017)
The same arguments can be found on the mothering.com forums.
User Stellanyc explained that she feels good reasons to be hesitant about vaccines
have been censored in many venues, and gives the example that,
Medical and public health organizations recommend that mothers exclusively
breastfeed for at least 6 months. This recommendation is based on evidence of
health benefits for mothers and babies, as well as developmental benefits for
babies. A spate of recent work challenges the extent of these benefits, and ethical
criticism of breastfeeding promotion as stigmatizing is also growing. Building on
this critical work, we are concerned about breastfeeding promotion that praises
breastfeeding as the “natural” way to feed infants. This messaging plays into a
powerful perspective that “natural” approaches to health are better, a view
examined in a recent report by the Nuffield Council on Bioethics. Promoting
breastfeeding as “natural” may be ethically problematic, and, even more
troublingly, it may bolster this belief that “natural” approaches are presumptively
healthier. This may ultimately challenge public health’s aims in other contexts,
particularly childhood vaccination. (Stellanyc 2013)
I will provide a sample case-based epistemological analysis on these specific
nature-based arguments. Like with cultural or religious epistemological strategies, it is
important to remember that not all vaccine-hesitant patients will be using these
arguments. However, in a way similar to cultural and religious groups, vaccine-hesitant
groups gather and discuss their concerns and so it is reasonable to expect significant
similarities in their arguments, which can help us determine how to respond to them
(Navin 2015, Biddle 2018).
2.6 An Epistemological Hermeneutic Analysis of Vaccine-Hesitant Parents on
Naturalness
The first question I suggest medical professionals ask is,
What are the main fact claims that are holding you up?
I have chosen these parents because they fall into the same category in terms of
the answer to this question. None of these parents say that vaccines do not help at all.
Instead, the parents I cite seem to have unanswered questions about vaccines even when
they agree that vaccines could help some people. Diane lists how healthy her children are
beyond her choice not to vaccinate, and indicates that she has not been told why her
children should be vaccinated if they are already healthy. These parents also frequently
circle back to discussions of nature and natural immunities. Diane explains how naturally
she is raising her children and how this will help her children 'naturally' fight disease.
User Stellanyc thinks that the medical establishment is engaging in a de-emphasizing of
natural remedies for children, and this is important for her attitude to vaccines.
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Discussions of natural remedies for childhood disease are not intuitive direct
rebuttals to the efficacy of vaccines, because natural treatments and vaccines are not
mutually exclusive. However, we should identify these parents circling back to
discussions of nature as a sign that for them, nature is important for questions of whether
they should vaccinate their children, and so for these parents, there is tension between
evidence in favor of vaccination and evidence that natural remedies can help children.
As in the case of sickness-as-sin, it seems that the central claim in question is
whether medical facts about vaccines are relevant to the most important or most
predictive facts about health, which in this case are relevant to nature.
The next question I suggest medical professionals ask in this heuristic is,
What does each party think is true, and why do they think this?
The parents I quote repeated evidence about how natural their lifestyles were as
explanations for why they chose not to vaccinate. Dianne provides details on how natural
her lifestyle is, and explains she cannot trust the supermarket labels to determine what is
really natural. Holly gives very similar evidence: she describes how natural and healthy
her children are eating and how she is determining this.
User Stellanyc highlights a study showing that breastfeeding is healthy, and ties
this to its naturalness. She suggests that the naturalness of breastfeeding has also led
medical professionals to worry about recommending it, because they worry that people
are going to take natural medicine seriously. She is suggesting that fear from the medical
establishment of people taking natural health seriously is evidence that natural health is
important in a way that would harm modern medicine.
Mark Navin has suggested some epistemological frameworks that people
commonly use when they are vaccine hesitant, ones that are common in vaccine-hesitant
literature and vaccine-hesitant forums. Navin says that a recourse to the primacy of
'natural' evidence about health is a common strategy. This is what he provides as a guide
to this kind of reasoning which pits naturalness against vaccines.
Navin says that vaccine hesitant parents often say that vaccines do not target the
'real cause' of disease. For them, the real cause of disease is that we have moved from
nature and this is causing disease. He ties this to the very old theory that diseases come
from city living and that dirty artificiality is the source of disease. This is what motivated
the original vaccine refusers, who claimed that the causes of disease were the sin of living
unnaturally, and this is a similar argument now (Navin 2015, 113). Navin points out that
if people think that health is an issue of nature or purity, they are much less likely to
believe in vaccines. These people often report that vaccines won't work because they
don't get at the 'real' causes of disease (Navin 2015, 114). Navin says that these people
don't tend to eat unnatural foods, don't tend to buy clothes from places that use flame
retardant, and generally tend to try to stay away from unnatural things in general (Navin
2015, 115). This all comes from the same epistemological strategy. One implication of
this is that if health is purity, then impurity is disease. Purity ideas bind together
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communities, and so what is pure is what is familiar to a particular culture (Navin 2015,
115)7.
Educational outreach on the benefits of vaccines is therefore unlikely to change
the minds of people who have these beliefs (Navin 2015, 120). They know the facts of
vaccines, that is not the issue. Sometimes, Navin explains, evidence that specific toxins a
person worries about have been removed from vaccines will help convince a vaccinehesitant parent that vaccines are safe (Navin 2015, 121). The appropriate response,
according to Navin, is to address things that are relevant to naturalism and purity. He also
points out that purity ideals of this kind are often unreasonable and not actually reachable
(Navin 2015, 123). No one can totally avoid changed or unnatural things. Sometimes,
parents can be convinced to compromise on vaccines if they compromise on other things.
Navin suggests that medical professionals may need to convince parents that some
impurities are required for living in the world, and that vaccines fall into the category of
risks that are worth it.
Jennifer Reich similarly suggests that a schema of naturalness is in play when
many parents evaluate vaccines. Specifically, she says that we should understand refusals
of vaccines on naturalness grounds, especially from parents who otherwise seem to
understand the data in favor of vaccines, as a rejection of vaccines on the basis that
disease is natural in a way that vaccines are not (Reich 2016, 3). This tracks parent’s
disinterest in discussions of disease in their evaluation of vaccines: vaccines are in a
different category for them. She suggests that medical professionals should make it a goal
to talk parents out of this specific ranking of vaccines vs disease in terms of naturalness.
These characterizations seem to follow very closely the reasoning that the parents
I quote use. In an actual clinical conversation, it would be appropriate to ask a patient if
this was the kind of reasoning they were using. However, this is not always possible and
patients will not always respond, so being able to determine on our own whether
reasoning patterns match guides is a useful skill for epistemological hermeneutics.
I suggest asking,
Is there an impression that one person in the conversation can’t know
something relevant, and is this justified?
In this situation, this does not seem to be the case.
I then suggest moving on to an investigation of what evidence each party has
regarding vaccines. I suggest asking,
Do both parties know what kind of evidence is relevant for the other party?
How much of this evidence exists?

7

Navin points out that this is sometimes connected to racism due to unfamiliarity with other cultures. If this
becomes explicit in a parents reasoning, my earlier description of the possibility of normative intervention
on racist patients becomes relevant.
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The evidence to support medical knowledge of vaccine effectiveness is what
previous authors have called 'scientistic'- it is the studies conducted, the theory behind the
development of vaccines, and examinations of what is in them. While some parents
disagree that this evidence is appropriate, parents who argue that natural cures are better
need not disagree that scientistic evidence supports the helpfulness of vaccines (Navin
2015, 121). I will take up the question of parents who do not accept this evidence in my
second category of vaccine-hesitant parents, although it is very possible for both
reasoning strategies to be in play at once. For now, I will assume that this direction of K
has been successful. Parents understand the evidence in favor of vaccination.
The next step is determining what evidence the parents who are hesitant to
vaccinate their children because vaccines are unnatural think is appropriate. It is clear that
they believe that natural cures and seeking natural states is the most fundamental way to
address disease, but not yet clear what evidence specifically is appropriate to separate
naturalness from unnaturalness.
I have suggested that medical professionals should then specific strategies that
work for this kind of epistemic friction.
One useful strategy in this case is to,
Identify shared knowledge as a starting point
The starting point between medical professionals and parents is in this case can be
an understand that environmental factors do impact health. Parents I cited described
wanting a natural environment for their children, and medical professionals can begin by
agreeing that environmental factors are often important in children’s health, and that
many natural things can help health. For example, user Stellanyc cites scientific studies
which show that breast feeding is good and suggest that scientists see the benefits. This
means that she is suggesting that medical testing can sometimes come to the right
answers. This suggests that medical knowledge can sometimes be useful for these
parents. Perhaps these parents have a knee-jerk reaction to the ingredients list in a
vaccine that can be overcome with evidence that vaccine ingredients are not functioning
as ‘toxins’.
Medical professionals can then probe whether parents use any 'unnatural' medical
treatments for their children. Do these parents use antibiotics or other forms of medicine?
If so, then a discussion of whether vaccines are more analogous to these or to something
like 'toxins' can begin. A shared understanding that some environmental factors can harm
children’s health can allow medical professionals to determine where the line between
natural and unnatural is for these parents, and allow medical professionals to argue that
vaccines may not actually pollute children’s bodies in the way that environmental toxins
do.
Acknowledging the legitimate knowledge that parents have and engaging with it
has been shown to be an extremely effective strategy to assist in parents trusting medical
professionals and helping them come to the decision to vaccinate (Reno et al, 2018). This
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may be for both epistemological and non-epistemological reasons. This may be a useful
epistemological strategy to get on the same page about knowing and a useful
psychological method, or it may be a useful psychological method because of its
epistemological usefulness. Epistemological hermeneutic strategies may explain why
some communication strategies have been especially helpful, but they will not encompass
all important communication strategies.
Similarly, it may also be helpful to,
Expand already successful knowledge-gathering strategies to other things:
using a strategy traditionally for one kind of knowledge on another.
Mark Navin suggests that parental concerns about natural health can be
understood by tracing the idea’s roots in bodybuilding and health food communities.
These communities focus on results in one's own body, building up personal abilities, and
on the importance of what you put in your body for these results. These communities
have the strong epistemological traditions that impact 'nature' focused vaccine hesitance
(Navin 2015, 114).
We can learn about the relevance of nature to vaccines in this way. Ways of
knowing in which the appropriate evidence is what you put into your body, the specific
results people see in their own bodies, and the potential capabilities we can build are
appropriate for discussions of natural health. These ways of knowing are generally more
predominant in discussions of personal workout routines, but medical professionals can
recognize them and apply them to discussions of vaccines in order to understand naturereferences from parents.
This kind of evidence is common in the explanations given by the parents I cite.
They all talk about food and their own bodies as well as their children's. Using this, it
could be possible to discuss vaccines in terms of helping the body build a capability, and
in comparison with other things that parents are willing to put in their children's bodies.
Discussions of the benefits of vaccines in this kind of evidence, perhaps via medical
professionals explaining how their own immunities have helped them, and by listening to
parental discussions of how their children's capabilities are developing, could be very
helpful.
This is not just speculative. Studies have shown that discussions of a medical
professional's individual experiences with their own immunities as well as discussions of
what goes into vaccines, have been very helpful in conversations about vaccination.
(Edwards and Hackell, 2016).
Jennifer Reich interviewed a pediatrician named Carrie Mathers who uses this
strategy to respond to vaccine-hesitant parents. Mathers reports,
I say, "you're introducing a very mild, or, you know, inactive form of this illness
to your body, allowing your body's natural immune response to create protections
for you for the next time you encounter this virus, or this illness. So your body is
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producing its natural reaction, so it allows you to protect yourself without actually
getting the illness." (Reich 2016, 117)
This kind of strategy could be very useful in meeting parents where they are at
epistemologically, but still managing to transfer information. Epistemological
hermeneutic heuristics will bring this strategy to the attention of medical professionals,
and Mathers says that it often works.
If parents seem to understand what medical professionals are trying to explain
about vaccines but no conversational progress can be made, the rest of an epistemological
hermeneutic analysis of a conversation with a parent whose reasons for vaccine-hesitance
center around naturalness will be similar to an analysis of a conversation with any other
vaccine-hesitant parent. As I have highlighted, it would then be important to determine
whether a parent is appropriately responding to the evidence they claim to take seriously,
whether parents are struggling with which epistemological strategy to use, and whether
they can be communicated with.
In both kinds of vaccine-hesitancy I describe, a serious possibility exists: that of a
genuine refusal to learn about vaccination on behalf of parents, about which a parent will
not budge. This could happen because parents do not understand medical professionals,
or it could happen because parents simply have different value-commitments than
medical professionals, and although they understand what a medical professional is trying
to explain, they still will not allow their child to be vaccinated. I have suggested that
epistemological hermeneutics will not require medical professionals to do what parents
want if parents refuse to budge on vaccines or cannot understand them. I will now
investigate these outcomes more completely.

3. Impossible Information Transmission and Abandoning Shared
Goals
Some epistemological hermeneutic work might be impossible. This is because
one party is engaging a strategy that makes information transfer impossible out of hand,
or because one party decides they no longer want to attempt to meet the shared goal
based on what they have learned about the other party. It may be that the quirks of an
individual’s epistemological strategies make epistemological hermeneutics impossible: a
person might simply be too resistant to other forms of knowing to share knowledge with
others. It may be that one party has revealed that they use an epistemological strategy that
the other party finds so inappropriate that they cannot continue, because the two parties
do not in fact share a goal. Or, it might be that an epistemological strategy that one party
uses may make epistemological hermeneutics impossible. I will take up this final
possibility first.
3.1 Impossible Epistemological Hermeneutics
Epistemologists such as Justin Biddle and C Thi Nguyen have described the
formation of communities who use epistemological strategies which make
epistemological hermeneutics impossible. Both authors use particularly militant vaccine108

denialists who reject medical authority as an example of these kind of communities
(Biddle 2018, Nguyen 2020).
Justin Biddle suggests that there is a difference between 'deep disagreements'
about a scientific outcome, which reflect disagreements about the values that should be
engaged in an analysis of the safety of a product, and 'dirty disagreements', which reflect
one party being committed to continuous lying, being irrational, or being ignorant (Biddle
2018, 2). Biddle uses vaccine denialist parents as an example of a group who sometimes
engages in ‘dirty disagreements’ (Biddle 2018, 2). One form of this dirty disagreement is
a commitment to ignoring all evidence provided by medical professionals. Knowing that
these categories exist is important to allow pediatricians to recognize that sometimes,
communication with these parents is impossible.
C Thi Nguyen describes “epistemic bubbles” (Nguyen 2020, 2), which are formed
with no ill intent, in which groups of like-minded people end up listening only to other
like-minded people and do not end up incorporating evidence from relevant experts. He
says that an especially pernicious version of this phenomenon is the creation of an “echo
chamber” (Nguyen 2020, 9), where evidence from some relevant parties is intentionally
excluded because it goes against the beliefs of the larger group, and the fact that a person
disagrees with a point makes them an untrustworthy source of information. Echo
chambers are epistemically self-reinforcing, because they include epistemological rules
which discredit all evidence which could cast doubt on the central subject of the echo
chamber. Echo chambers position ‘insiders’ as the only appropriate sources of
information on a topic, and reinforce epistemological strategies which rule out taking
anyone else to be an appropriate source of knowledge. This has the effect of isolating
members so that they can only learn from inside the echo-chamber, and changing one’s
mind without abandoning these epistemological systems is impossible.
Unsurprisingly, Nguyen notes that echo chambers sometimes form in vaccinehesitant support groups like mothering.com (Nguyen 2020, 9). This may be what has
happened surrounding Andrew Wakefield’s vaccine studies: the claim that anyone
casting doubt on Wakefield’s work is part of a conspiracy against him and so is not
trustworthy is the kind of claim which is central to an echo chamber. This may often be
what is happening when parents come into conversations with pediatricians and are
already committed to lying about or obfuscating their beliefs to the pediatrician.
Pediatricians are sometimes excluded as potential sources of information in vaccinehesitant echo chambers, and so they cannot succeed in epistemological hermeneutics with
parents using echo-chamber epistemological strategies.
Once epistemological hermeneutic analysis has produced a full understanding of
why a person is impossible to communicate with, pediatricians can determine if these
normative categories apply to parents. For example, a parent who on principle could not
listen to any medical professional or accept any studies done by medical establishments
would likely fall into Nguyen's category of belonging to an 'echo chamber'. A parent who
worries that medical professionals are not careful enough about their individual child may
instead fall into Biddle's category of having a 'deep disagreement' about the importance
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of a minute risk of vaccine reactions.
Further analysis of how to respond to parents who fall into these categories is
definitely necessary, although it is outside of the scope of epistemological
hermeneutics. Nguyen suggests that building interpersonal trust with people outside of an
echo chamber can help break people out from them. Establishing a friend or a trusted
colleague as an appropriate source of knowledge because of extensive experience with
them being right can help someone recognize that echo chamber rules which would
exclude this person as a source of information are inappropriate (Nguyen 2020). This
kind of trust building is not itself an epistemological hermeneutic strategy, although I
have suggested in several places that this kind of strategy might help conversations in
which epistemological hermeneutics is necessary. Building a close relationship in order
to allow someone to abandon the epistemological strategies that make up an echo
chamber is not useful for transferring information in cases in which normatively
intervening on a person’s epistemological strategy is impossible or impractical¸ because
it is in service of a normative intervention on a person’s epistemological strategy.
However, if such a practice is possible, it might remove barriers to other epistemological
hermeneutic work by removing particularly pernicious epistemological
strategies. Drawing on such concepts and the suggestions from authors like Navin about
whether it is possible to prevent the development of or deconstruct resistant pernicious
epistemic communities can help prevent these barriers to communication forming. This is
an important public health concern.
3.2 Harm Reduction
I highlighted several cases in this chapter in which epistemological hermeneutic
work might make clear that one party holds beliefs that makes a shared goal impossible
for normative reasons. A patient might use racist epistemological strategies or they might
be unshakably committed to vaccine-hesitance to a degree that endangers public health.
In extreme versions of either case, there are normative reasons that a medical professional
could refuse to further collaborate with a patient on some of their health goals. Once it
has become clear that normative factors are making a shared goal impossible, what does a
pediatrician do next?
Medical professionals must take seriously the possibility that they may not be able
to reach a satisfactory compromise with their patients, either because patients are asking
for inappropriate things or because information-transfer is impossible. The practice of
including heuristics for epistemological hermeneutics in clinical practice must come with
the caveat that failures are possible. Luckily, medical professionals already manage
communication failures with patients, and so they already have strategies for this.
For example, in the case of vaccine-hesitance, many medical professionals use a
wide variety of coping strategies when they are unable to successfully transfer
information to parents, or parents continue to refuse vaccines, raising public health
risks. Medical professionals already engage in these strategies, because they already
experience patients who are impossible to communicate with.
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Katie's pediatrician has clearly engaged a strategy of harm-reduction. Katie’s
pediatrician still treats her child, but does not argue at length with Katie about
vaccinations. The pediatrician appears to recognize that extended conversations about
vaccines will ruin their working relationship, and so does what is possible to help Katie’s
child. This is a possible response to a vaccine-hesitant parent, especially one with whom
epistemological hermeneutics has been partially successful. Epistemological
hermeneutics work which highlights the ‘touchy’ areas of discussion to avoid would
allow medical professionals to avoid alienating parents like Katie if they choose this
option.
Many physicians also consider dismissing vaccine-hesitant families and simply
refusing to treat unvaccinated children (Flangan-Klygis Sharp and Frader 2005, Leib
Liberatos and Edwards 2011). Twenty-eight percent of medical professionals reported
referring parents who refused to vaccinate to other medical professionals who are either
more comfortable with unvaccinated children or more successful at convincing parents to
vaccinate (Flanagan-Klygis Sharp and Frader 2005). This may represent a refusal to
participate in something that pediatricians feel is wrong or may be pediatricians admitting
that the specific provider/patient relationship they are a part of is not one that could lead
to information transfer.
In general, pediatricians dismiss patients because they have already made up their
minds and will not discuss vaccination (Leib Liberatos and Edwards 2011). In another
study, 78% of medical professionals facing partial-vaccinator parents and 82% of medical
professionals facing non-vaccinators reported that they dismissed parents because of a
lack of shared goals between parents and pediatricians. 73% of medical professionals
facing partial-vaccinators and 70% of medical professionals facing non-vaccinators cited
a lack of trust between parents and medical professionals as the main motivation behind
dismissing a parent.
Normative reasons to stop pursuing a shared goal with a patient are therefore
applicable in cases of vaccine-hesitance in the same way that they were applicable with
racist patients. In addition, it seems that pediatricians already dismiss or engage in harm
reduction with parents for the reasons that make epistemological hermeneutics
impossible. Epistemological hermeneutic analyses can further specify the background
epistemological conflicts in cases in which medical professionals seek to dismiss or refer
patients. It may be that with more detail about whether these things are true, medical
professionals will be able to more accurately identify parents who they should dismiss or
refer out because parents have too little trust in them or cannot share a goal with them.
It is therefore clear that engaging in epistemological hermeneutic analysis will not
force pediatricians into fruitless conversations with vaccine-hesitant parents or force
pediatricians to cater to vaccine-hesitant parents. Instead, epistemological hermeneutics
may help pediatricians communicate with parents, or more quickly discover that
communication is impossible. Epistemological hermeneutics will allow more careful
categorization and identification of impossible communicative tasks. Questions of what
to do about failures to communicate are not new. However, epistemological hermeneutics
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is both a communication tool and also a jumping-off-point for further analysis of failures
to communicate.
The principal goal of this dissertation has been to use attention to epistemology to
design a guide to help transfer knowledge between people who use different knowledgegathering strategies. This is particularly important when sharing knowledge is necessary
to complete a joint project. I have focused on guiding clinicians in communicating with
patients, in a way that does not require them to become experts in any particular
epistemological theory. Epistemological hermeneutic analyses will allow more
communication to be possible, and bring failures to communicate into sharper relief. In
this dissertation, I have provided a preliminary outline of a model which can be used by
medical professionals for both.
Further refining this guide will involve empirically studying its usefulness in the
clinic, and examining other kinds of conversations in which epistemological
hermeneutics is necessary. I have no doubt that with further study, I will add strategies,
use-cases, and specifics to the heuristic developed here. However, this is a strong
jumping-off point for a project which will make communication easier, and make failures
of communication less confusing.
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Appendix A: Epistemological Hermeneutic Strategies in This
Dissertation
Chapter One:
Evaluating the internal consistency of a patient’s belief.
Responding to the emotional content of the claim while ‘agreeing to disagree’ on the fact
of the matter.
Listening.
Chapter Two:
Paying attention to an interlocutor’s past reasoning strategies and asking if those apply to
the claim being discussed.
Leaving a patient room to be in control of a situation (as far as possible) to see if they are
simply looking for control.
Asking a patient how their beliefs fit in with other beliefs they hold: are they evaluated
using the same epistemological strategy?
Determining if a patient is simply suspicious of inquiry into their epistemological system
rather than not understanding your questions, and if so, allay this suspicion.
Assuring a patient that you are trying to understand them.
Reaffirming to your interlocutor that you have the same goals.
Chapter Three:
Taking a fine-grained approach to epistemological conflict: asking overlapping questions
and trying overlapping strategies can help gather all of the information available.
Identifying shared knowledge as a starting point.
Avoiding disagreement about irrelevant issues.
Using visual metaphors.
Adopting explanatory metaphors that the other participant in the conversation is using.
Asking what particularly ‘good’ people using your epistemological strategy have done to
communicate with your interlocutor in the past.
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Identifying shared strategies for knowing and applying these to K.
Remembering that shared belief-evaluation-strategies do not mean that the resulting
knowledge is of the same kind.
Expanding already successful knowledge-gathering strategy to other things, and using a
strategy traditionally for one kind of knowledge on another.
Making use of the boundaries of what knowledge is relevant: 'true enough' can be true
within the boundaries of success in a conversation.
Asking how important a particular epistemological strategy is to a patient so one can
identify if they are using it and if so, how much.
Attempting to think about areas of knowledge within one's own epistemological setup,
ex. what is the difference between 'spiritual' or 'cultural' for you, and how do a patient’s
beliefs fit into these categories?
Knowledge of issues most likely to be misunderstood. This will come from cultural
competencies and guides to particular cultures.
Use of generally available expert analyses of the experiences of particular groups when
appropriate (like HEAT by WHO), and then asking individual patients if they have had
these experiences.
Use of generally available analyses of which groups have increased risk factors for
certain diseases because of the Social Determinants of Health, and talking to patients
about these risks.
Identifying how medical professionals can gain knowledge in areas where paternalism is
a risk.
An understanding that attacks on institutions are not personal about medical
professionals.
Giving examples to check understanding.
Using knowledge-gathering strategies other than direct questions when direct questions
fail.
Appropriate use of cultural competency guides- recognizing that a patient can subscribe
to each aspect individually, and selecting guides which give signs of these individual
aspects being important to patients.
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Splitting concepts when it is necessary to do so for other party to understand, leaving
open the option for something to have several aspects and taking these separately (as in
Pitama and coauthor’s characterization of whānau).
Asking patients if a particular authority is appropriate and if so, turning to that authority,
and then double-checking with patients about what an authority said.
Determining the boundaries of where each knowledge-strategy is appropriate for each
party in a conversation.
Opening up to patients in order to build a relationship where they trust medical
professionals with information.
Acknowledging that patients are best placed to recognize some things (such as racism
aimed at them).
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Appendix B: A Clinical Checklist for Epistemological Hermeneutics
Signs Epistemological Hermeneutics Might Help:
You need information from the patient:
This is obvious: you need some information to make a medical decision,
etc.
The patient keeps repeating something that seems irrelevant in response to
the same question (or kind of question).
The patient has come to a conclusion that you can’t understand, despite
them being otherwise reasonable.
The patient needs information from you:
The patient indicates that they do not understand something you are trying
to explain.
The patient says that they understand, but their responses suggest
otherwise.
The patient keeps questioning your expertise (this could be medical
expertise or questions about whether you know how to treat someone from
their group).
You and the patient are using different ‘ways of knowing’
You disagree about what kind of evidence is appropriate for saying you
know (ex. Should we listen to a certain kind of expert? Should we do tests?
Can only the patient determine the answer? Their family?)
You disagree about how evidence should be evaluated (How sure should
we be? Who should be evaluating this?)
You disagree about what kind of evidence would disprove something.
Regular communication strategies aren’t working
Your experience of other kind of communication issues isn’t helping
There is a feeling of being ‘stuck’ on either side
There is a feeling of not being able to get through to each other
Intervening on the ‘ways of knowing’ being used is
impractical/impossible:
There is a serious time constraint to the situation
The kinds of reasoning that are relevant are inappropriate to argue with
(religious, cultural, very deeply important to a patient). Note: This will very
frequently be the case in clinical situations
Other constraints make this impossible.
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Questions That Might Help:
1. What are the main fact claims that are holding you up?
This could be obvious
Specific questions one party thinks are answered but the other
party does not.
Questions focused on whether a person is qualified/ knows
enough about a specific issue.
Frequently circling back to something that seems irrelevant.
What either party thinks is most important: often people will
report the issue that makes them feel ‘stuck’ even if they don’t
know why.
2. What does each party think is true, and why do they think this?
One person keeps repeating something or asking something.
The patient explains that they know something for religious or
cultural reasons. You can go to summaries from medical
“cultural competency” guides, and then check with the patient
how much of this they agree with.
Turning to an expert that a patient accepts, like a chaplain!
Remember that, like with guides, you have to check with patients
whether they agree to each of an expert’s claims afterwards.
3. Is there an impression that one person in the conversation can’t know
something relevant, and is this true?
Is the specialized part of this knowledge the important part?
Can both parties just agree on what’s true?
4. Do both people know why the other person thinks what they do? Do both
people know what kind of evidence is relevant for what the other party thinks,
and whether this evidence exists?
Try specific strategies from the example list:
o Responding to the emotional content of what a patient
says rather than arguing about the details.
o Listening.
o Evaluating the internal consistency of a patient’s belief.
o Paying attention to the way a patient has understood
things before, and checking if that applies.
o Leaving a patient room to be in control of a situation (as
far as possible).
o Asking a patient how what they are saying fits in with
other beliefs they hold. Do they know other things the
same way as what they are trying to share?
o Determining if a patient is just suspicious about being
questioned, and assuring them that you’re on their side
and asking questions to understand them.
o Assuring a patient that you are trying to understand them.
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o Reaffirming you share your patient’s goals.
o Taking a fine-grained approach to understanding a
patient, asking the same question as many different ways
as possible if you don’t understand the first way.
o Identifying shared knowledge as a starting point.
o Avoiding disagreement about irrelevant issues.
o Using visual metaphors.
o Adopting explanatory metaphors that the patient uses.
o Asking people what ‘good’ medical professionals have
done in the past.
o Identifying strategies for knowing things that you share
with your patient, and asking them to explain things to
you using these.
o Remembering that having shared belief-evaluationstrategies do not mean that the resulting knowledge is of
the same kind.
o Using understanding-strategies that have worked before.
o Making use of the boundaries of what knowledge is
relevant: 'true enough' can be true within the boundaries
of success in a conversation.
o Asking how important a way of knowing is to a patient
so one can identify if they are using it and if so, how
much.
o Attempting to think about what the difference between
'spiritual' or 'cultural' is for you, and whether a patient’s
beliefs fit into one of these categories.
o Looking at cultural competency training or guides and
asking about things these raise.
o Use of generally available expert analyses of the
experiences of particular groups when appropriate (like
HEAT by WHO), and then asking individual patients if
they have had these experiences.
o Use of generally available analyses of which groups have
increased risk factors for certain diseases because of the
Social Determinants of Health, and talking to patients
about these risks.
o Being confident that you can sometimes tell a patient
they are wrong by their own standards, if you can get
them to agree with what these standards are.
o Understanding that attacks on institutions are not
personal about medical professionals.
o Giving examples to check understanding.
o Using knowledge-gathering strategies other than direct
questions when direct questions fail.
o Appropriate use of cultural competency guides,
recognizing that a patient can subscribe to each aspect
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individually, and selecting guides which give signs of
these individual aspects being important to patients.
Splitting concepts when it is necessary to do so for other
party to understand, leaving open the option for
something to have several aspects and taking these
separately.
Asking patients if a particular authority is appropriate
and if so, turning to that authority, and then doublechecking with patients about what an authority said.
Determining the boundaries of where each knowledgestrategy is appropriate for each party in a conversation.
Opening up to patients about the subject of the confusion
in order to draw them into talking about it more, so you
can have a longer description of how they think.
Acknowledging that patients are best placed to recognize
some things (such as racism aimed at them).

5. Are both people being internally consistent? Are they listening to evidence they
said they would?
6. What kind of evidence would prove either party wrong? Does this evidence
exist?
Turning to previous steps will hopefully help answer this.
Asking experts or directly asking a patient this question is your
best bet.
7. Is either party struggling with something that’s made them rethink major
beliefs?
Very serious diagnoses can have this impact on people.
This can mean that what seems to be a problem of knowing is
actually a problem of someone flailing and not being able to put
what they think together.
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